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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation describes a measurement of the mass of the top quark using 
events consistent with the hypothesis ti? + bWf bw- + bl+v $1-V, where (I = e, 
p). The events are obtained from nearly 230 pb-l of pp collision data collected by 
the D 0  experiment between 2002 and 2004 during Run 11. In this decay channel two 
neutrinos remain undetected. Extraction of the mass of the top quark by kinematic 
reconstruction is not possible because the event is under-constrained. Therefore, a 
dynamical likelihood method is developed to obtain the mass of the top quark. The 
mass of top quark obtained from the candidate events selected in the di-electron 
channel and the ep channel is: 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Most objects have atorns as their structural and functional unit. This was estab- 
lished by Dalton[l] back in the early nineteenth century. By the 1920s experinlents 
perfornled independently by Rutherford [2] , Bohr [3] , Geiger along with Marsden [4], 
Chadwick[5] and others [GI helped establish that atonls have sub-structure. Atornic 
electrons orbit the nucleus, whose corlstituerlts are protons and neutrons. The above 
rnerltiorled experinlerts were perfornled by directing a bear11 of energetic charged par- 
ticles (e.g. alpha particles, m d  beta particles) called the projectile, onto a target. 
The interaction of the projectile particles with the target caused the fornler to scatter 
in different directions. A particle detector was placed around the target1 to nleasure 
the projectile's scattering angle. In these experinlerts an energetic stream of alpha 
particles (fronl a radioactive nlaterial) was used to 'probe' the atonls2. Since that 
era, the particle physicist's quest has been to learn about the furldarnerltal building 
blocks of matter and their interactions, 
The science of elenlentary particle physics helped us fornlulate a corllplete un- 
'Tllese target at,orns (e.g. Au) were r1111c.11 rnore rnassive cornpared t,o tJle projectile 
2Tlle wave particle dz~ali,ty[7] was knourn 11y ttllen. 
1 
derstanding of the atom and its constituents. This science took a giant leap forward 
with the invention of the particle accelerator [8]. A contemporary particle acceler- 
ator is a machine which generates and accelerates particles to relativistic speeds. 
Although we can now reach much higher energies than before, the strategy to probe 
by bombarding elementary particles remains the same. For the experiment relevant 
to this dissertation, the distance scale probed is nearly 10-l6 meters. Collisions at 
such extreme energies are sufficient to cause interactions among the constituents of 
the proton and the anti-proton. 
1.1 The frontier of particle physics 
The Standard Model (SM) [9] of particle physics has stood the test of decades 
of stringent experimental scrutiny. However, it has not been proved that the SM 
is a complete and self-consistent description of elementary particles[lO]. According 
to the SM the top quark is one of the fundamental building blocks of matter. The 
value of the mass of the top quark is one issue that the SM does not address. This 
value is a free parameter of the model. It is established experimentally. 
Fermilab is the only place in the world where one can study top quarks until the 
Large Hadron Collider comes up at CERN. At Fermilab, the collisions between a 
proton and an anti-proton are used to generate a pair of top and anti-top quarks. 
The first phase of the experimental program (Run I) began nearly fifteen years ago 
and the program culminated in the discovery of the top quark[l 1] , as well as a precise 
measurement of its mass at nearly 180 GeV with an uncertainty of about 5 GeV[12]. 
A second phase (Run 11) in the experimental program began nearly four years ago, 
in spring 2001. The prime objective of the current program is the answer to the 
question: does the SM Higgs boson exist? We hope to answer this question here at 
the Tevatron. A measurement of the mass of the top quark to a greater precision 
than what was achieved in Run I is another important objective for Run 11. In the 
context of the SM, a more precise measurement of the mass of the top quark will 
allow us to indirectly constrain the mass of the Higgs boson better than before3. 
This thesis is among the first few to present measurements of the mass of the top 
quark at the Tevatron in Run 11. 
Currently, at the Tevatron the mass of the top quark is measured from the decay 
of the top and anti-top quark pairs. The decay of these pairs can be via three 
principal modes. One of these modes is the di-lepton channel. In this channel, the 
final-state of the top and anti-top decay has two charged leptons4. This dissertation 
describes a measurement of the mass of the top quark using events consistent with 
the SM hypothesis that the top and anti-top quark decay via the di-lepton channel. 
1.2 An outline of the dissertation 
The layout of this thesis is outlined below. The next chapter, Chapter 2 introduces 
the theoretical framework needed to interpret the results to follow. The consequences 
of the measurement of the mass of the top quark in the context of the SM are 
illustrated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is devoted to the description of the Tevatron 
collider and the D 0  detector at Fermilab. In Chapter 5 the tools based on computing 
resources and their applications in generating simulated events are outlined. The 
systematic and careful procedure of selecting candidate events from a large data 
3This will be discussed later in Chapter 2. 
4An electron or a muon is only considered. The tau lepton decays before it interacts with the 
detector 
set is described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 illustrates the basic principles used in 
calibrating the kinematic quantities which are of interest in this analysis. The 
method of extracting the mass of the top quark is described in Chapter 8. The 
analysis algorithm is applied to numerous simulated events for self consistency tests. 
Then the mass of the top quark is measured using the selected candidate events. 
The statistical and systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement are 
discussed. A comparison with other measurements is discussed in Chapter 9, along 
with the the implications of a precision measurement for Run 11. Conclusions and 
the outlook for the future are presented in Chapter 10. 
For the completion of this dissertation my personal contribution were manifold. 
They range from hardware efforts, software development and data analysis. With 
regards to this dissertation I was involved in establishing the out-of-cone showering 
corrections for jets. For the first time in Run 11, the average corrections to jet 4 
vectors were established to represent the parton 4-vectors. A dynarnical likelihood 
fitting algorithm was designed and implemented for analysis of data as well as sim- 
ulated events. All these tasks were accomplished for this dissertation. A summary 
of some personal efforts during my Ph.D. program are highlighted in Appendix B. 
This has been a wonderful and an enjoyable collaborative venture. 
1.3 Conventions and terminology 
In this dissertation, unless otherwise stated, the units used to represent the energy 
of the fundamental particles is in GeV. Following a common convention, the speed 
of light in vacuum (c) is set to a dimensionless value of unity. Therefore, the units 
used to represent the momentum and mass of fundamental particles are GeV. 
In this dissertation, the uncertainty in the st atistic generally denotes the uncer- 
tainty in the mean measurement within N 68% confidence limit. 
Chapter 2 
Theoretical Context 
This chapter addresses some theoretical issues relevant to the phenonlenology 
of the top quark. Some of its properties. which include the production and decay 
nlodes, are discussed in the context of the Standard Model (SM). 
2.1 Synopsis of the Standard Model of particle 
physics 
The rnathernatical framework which describes the djnanlics of the elementary 
particles is the Shl[9]. The corlstituerlts of this rnodel are assumed to be point-like 
particles. 
According to the SM, the furlclarnerltal corlstituerlts of matter are fernlions. There 
are 3 generations (farni2ie.s) of quarks and leptons (these are fernlions). The top 
quark ( t )  and the bottorn quark (b) corlstitute one such generation. The fernlions 
interact with one another via the exchange of gauge bosons. The gauge bosorls are 
the nlediators of the furldarnerltal interactions. The gluorl (g) is the nlediator of the 
Table 2.1: Some properties of the constituent particles of the SM of particle physics. 
Each of the quarks come in 3 color families. The set of SM particles is listed here. 
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strong interaction, the W* and Z bosons mediate the weak interaction, and the p h e  
ton (y) mediates the electromagnetic interaction. The SM incorporates the physics 
of three of the four fundamental forces, via. the strong force, the weak force and 
the electromagnetic force. Appropriate internal symmetries associated with physical 
observations have been identified and they form the core of the mathematical formu- 
lation of the SM. A unitary group U(l),  having quantum number Y, represents the 
weak hyper-charge symmetry. The special unitary group SU(2), describes the the 
'left-handed' (L) weak isespin interactions. Lastly, the SU(3) group describes the 
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by C. Collectively this results in a SUc(3) x SUL(2) x Uu(l) symmetry[9], [13] ,[14]. 
However, we know from nature that the SUL(2) x Uy(l) symmetry is not exact, 
but is broken spontaneously to yield electromagnetic interactions represented by 
UEM(l). This is manifest in the varied mass spectrum of the particles. 
The SM succeeds in unifying the electromagnetic and weak interactions into 
a single electro-weak interaction. These interactions come about if one demands 
that the Lagrangian be invariant under SUL(2) x Uy(l) symmetry. A problem 
that appears is that the mass terms for the gauge bosons and fermions break the 
symmetry if added arbitrarily. The Higgs mechanism solves this problem. When an 
additional potential energy density term is added to the original Lagrangian density 
then the mass terms for the weak gauge bosons and fermions can be accommodated 
without breaking the symmetry[l4]. The potential energy density term is 
where 4 is the complex scalar Higgs field. This gives rise to an additional mas- 
sive (scalar) particle, the Higgs boson, which interacts with the gauge bosons and 
fermions involved in electro-weak interaction. All fermion masses in the SM, includ- 
ing that of the t quark, come as free parameters. We can establish these parameters 
experimentally. For a more exhaustive discussion on the SM numerous references 
are indicated here[l5]. In the next sub-section the SM free parameters are discussed. 
2.1.1 The free parameters in the Standard Model 
Some of the free parameters of the SM are the: 
gauge couplings associated with the three independent gauge groups which 
manifest the weak, the electromagnetic and the strong interactions, 
parameters which describe the Higgs potential, 
Yukawa type couplings between the Higgs boson and SM fermions, 
CKM mixing parameters which relate the weak eigenstates to the strong eigen- 
states. 
All SM free parameters are not experimental observables. Pseudo-parameters are 
used to re-express the free parameters in terms of experimental observables. The 
set of pseudeparameters relevant to the measurements in the electro-weak sector 
are the: 
EM coupling constant  EM), 
strong coupling constant (a,), 
gauge boson masses (Mw , Mz,), 
Higgs boson mass (mh,), 
fermion masses. 
It is known that, except for the mass of the top quark, all other fermion mass 
terms are very small compared to the energy collisions of interest in this thesis. 
Therefore, in interactions involving high momentum transfer (the 4-vector of which 
is denoted by Q) there are essentially six parameters of interest. They are the: 
EM coupling constant, aEM(Q2 r;: Mg) , 
strong coupling constant, a,(Q2 r;: M;), 
boson mass terms, Mw, Mz, and mh, 
top quark mass %. 
For describing the physics of collisions involving high momentum transfers, the pa- 
rameter a~n/r is most dependent on the mass of the top quark (%), from among all 
quarks. Therefore, a~n/r is calculated as a function of mt and then added explicitly 
to the five flavor a ~ w ,  which is denoted by a g L ( ~ ~  r;: Mi).  This is then taken as an 
input parameter for the SM. Similarly, for calculations involving ahad ,  contributions 
from the five flavors are accounted for by a j ; l d ( ~ 2  r;: Mg). 
We now discuss some issues pertaining to the SM which hinted at the existence 
of the t quark before its discovery. 
2.1.2 Evidence for the existence of the top quark 
The discovery of the top quark in 1995 at the Tevatron[ll] was not accidental. 
Before its discovery, experimental results hinting at its existence were available. The 
hints were consistent with the theory of the SM as well. This subsection motivates 
some of this indirect evidence. The experiments were done at energies below the 
threshold for the t quark production. The experimental evidence was based on the 
absence of flavor-changing neutral currents in B meson decays and the measurement 
of the weak isospin of the b quark. Furthermore, the absence of triangle anomalies 
provide theoretical consistency. 
A. Measurement of B0 - BO mixing 
Figure 2.1: Box diagrarn for the BO 4 B0 transition. These Fejmrnarl diagrarlls 
illustrate the rnixirlg in the B rnesorl sector, and the loop contribution fronl the t 
quark is dornirlarlt since it is rnost massive cornpared to the others. 
The BO m d  B0 rllesorls can nlix[lG] with each other through the interactions 
represented by the box diagrmls in Figure 2.1. In order to nlatch experirnertal data 
irlvolvirlg the level of BO - BO rnixirlg it was necessary that the t quark exist, and 
that its rnass (mt) was constrained to be mt > 45 GeV[17]. It was. however, possible 
to have rnodels in which quarks frorn lower r l ~ ~ ~ s  states contribute to the observed 
high levels of BO - B0 rnixing[l8]. Hence. this evidence was not sufficient. 
B. Measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry AFB at Z resonance 
and the partial decay width I'(Z 4 bb) 
The forward-backward asynlnletry in e+e- 4 66 at the Z bosorl resonance helped 
in investigating the iso-spin doublet nature of the b quark. Figure 2.2 is the leading 
order contribution to e+e- 4 bb. However corrections fronl processes as shown 
in Figure 2.3 contribute as well. In the electroweak sector of the Shl, particles 
are grouped into SUL(2) weak isospirl nlultiplets. The helicity states associated 
with a left-handed particle p have weak isospirl quarturn nunlber TIL, and it can 
be nleasured under certain conditions. The process e+e- 4 bb car1 proceed via 
e+e- 4 y* 4 bb as well as e+e- 4 Z 4 bb. The interference between these two 
processes results in an asynlnletric angular distribution for b production. The value 
of the weak isospirl qumtunl nunlber TtL for the b quark irlfluerlces the arnourlt of 
asjnlnletry. In particular the couplirlg of the b quark to the Z-boson is proportional 
to (TtL + $ sin2 Btv). where Btv is the weak rllixirlg angle. For a weak isospirl singlet 
state T,b, = 0, the coupling would be f0.07. However, for a doublet corllporlerlt of 
the weak isospirl (T,b, = -0.5). one obtains a value of -0.43. The experinlentally 
determined value of 5!'jL, fro111 e+e- 4 bb below the Z pole, is -0.504 &~:$~[19]. 
This substantiated the clairn that the b quark is part of a weak isospirl doublet, with 
the t quark as its partner. 
Figure 2.2: Leading order Feynnlan diagrams for the e+e- 4 bb process. 
Figure 2.3: Next-to-leading-order Feynnlan diagranls for the e+e- 4 bb. 
Precision nleasurenlents of the width rz  of the Z bosorl have been nlade at LEP. 
Consider the production of bb via the decay of the Z bosorl represented in Figure 2.2. 
The nleasurenlert is done at the Z resonance production threshold, e+e- 4 Z 4 bb. 
The effect on the partial width rZ+bz due to the top quark. is due to the next 
to leading order process illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
C. Absence of flavor-changing neutral current decays 
One of the rnost irnportart features of the SM is the Glashow Iliopoulos hlaimi 
(GIM) [22] rnecharlisrn which l e d s  to the absence of f l m r  changing neutral current 
(FCNC) transitions at the tree level and the suppression of FCNC transitions at the 
one loop level in the quark sector. A large set of experinlental lirnits on rare processes 
can be explained via this nlecharlisnl. This rnecharlisrn requires the presence of a 
secorld generation of quark pairs, the charnl and the strange quarks. 
Before the discovery of the secorld or t hird generation quarks. it was experinlen- 
tally observed that the decay K i  i ~ + p -  was very rare: 
i"+l"-1 , (J 10-9 
I'(KE all nlodes) 
However. with the introduction of a secorld generation of quarks it was possible to 
theoretically explain this feature. 
The treatnlent could be extended to incorporate a third generation of quark 
pairs. The existence of three pairs of quarks along with three pairs of leptons was 
significant in theory, since it could help explain the absence of certain ,triangle 
anonlalies' . 
Figure 2.4: A fernlion (quark or charged lepton) triangle diagram which could cause 
an anomaly. 
D. Absence of triangle anomalies 
In the electro-weak sector of the SM, contribution from a triangular loop leads to a 
divergence. Consider the triangle diagram illustrated in Figure 2.4. The anomaly 
is proportional to the strength of the coupling of the weak neutral current times 
the square of the charge of the fermion. For a theory which is re-normalizable, 
the contributions from these diagrams must be zero. It can be shown that if the 
number of quark generations and the number of lepton generations is equal, then 
the anomaly will cancel out. This argument is the simplest way by which we can 
avoid the anomaly, but it is not necessarily the only one. Hence this lone argument 
for the existence of the t quark is insufficient. 
2.2 Some fundamental properties of the top quark 
The top quark was discovered barely 10 years ago[ll]. The SM top quark 
is a fermion, with spin 1/2, 
has electromagentic charge +: times the electromagnetic charge of the electron, 
has 1 unit of color charge. 
These above mentioned characteristics were assigned even before the discovery of 
the top quark. However, these properties have not been verified for the signal events 
we call the top quark. Along with the above characteristics, it is also known that: 
the current world average value of its mass is measured to be 178.0 f 4.3 GeV[20], 
its mass is known to a much better relative precision than the masses of the light 
quarks, 
from the knowledge of its mass, it can be predicted that it decays in about S, 
before it can hadronize. This makes it possible to study the properties of the direct 
decay products of the t quark without much influence of the strong interaction. 
2.3 Significance of the top quark mass 
Yukawa type couplings relate the matter content of the SM to the Higgs field. 
The top quark mass (mt) is related to the Higgs vacuum expectation value v by 
mt = YL, where Y is the Yukawa coupling. Since v = 246 GeV and q = 178 GeV Jz 
it yields the coupling constant Y FZ 1. A unity value of the coupling constant may 
perhaps yield insight to physics that is not supported by the SM. 
2.3.1 An indirect consequence of the top mass: 
radiative corrections and indirect constraints 
In the SM, higher order (radiative) corrections to electro-weak processes and 
self-energy terms depend on the mass of the t quark, as well as mass of the Higgs 
boson via the Feynman loop diagrams. Consider the EW parameter p, which can 
be expressed as[21] 
The contribution due to radiative effects can be reexpressed as1: 
Each of the above terms represent contributions involving higher order loop cor- 
rections from other EW parameters. In this context, it has been established[l5] 
lIn the simplistic Born approximation the radiative effects are absent and Ar = 0. 
propagator (leading order term) 
mo = TOE RI 
&GF sinZ Bw 
-
next-to-leading order term 
next-to-leading order term 
Figure 2.5: Feynnlan diagrmls representing the processes which contribute to the 
nlxs  of the W boson. The rnass (self-energy) of the W bosorl Aftv is represented as 
Aftv = mo + Am (mzlm;) + Am (log(mh)) + higher order corrections. 
that 
and, 
These radiative corrections are very sensitive to the nlxs  of the top quark and are 
less sensitive to the rnass of the Higgs boson. If they were sufficiently sensitive, then 
by now we would know nlore about the mass of the Higgs boson. 
As an example let us consider the precision mass nleasurenlert of the W boson. 
The rnass (self-energy) of the W bosorl earl be attributed to the propagator term 
(rno), as well as loop contributior~s. Figure 2.5 describes the leading order (prop- 
agator term) m d  the next-to-leading order (one loop diagranls) contributions that 
involve the mass tern1 of the W boson. The mass of the W bosorl is expressed as a 
sum of contributions frorn these Fejmnlarl diagranls as: 
Therefore. the electroweak corrections to the W bosorl rllass have a quadratic depen- 
dence of the t quark rnass and a logarithnlic dependence on the rnass of the Higgs 
boson. 
The ratio of the mass of the t quark to that of the b quark enters as the quadratic 
correction. The t quark is nearly 40 times nlore massive than the b quark. Therefore, 
the contribution fro111 the Aml ternl. which is proportional to , is the donlinmt (3
correction tern1 cornpared to the logarithnlic contributior~. Am2, which is due to the 
nlass of the Higgs boson2. If a precision nlexurenlert of the W bosorl rnass x well 
as the t quark rnass is obtained, we car1 constrain the Higgs nlass better than what 
is krlowrl currently [la] .
2.4 Top quark production in proton anti-proton 
collisions, and their subsequent decay modes 
At the Tevatron the top quark is produced via the strong interaction as well as the 
weak interaction. However, the production of tf quark pairs occurs via the strong 
2 Q u a d r ~ i c  t,errrls N G$m; only appear for two loop diagrams irlvolvirlg virtxal Higgs boson, 
and t,lleir effect,s are t,oo small. 
Figure 2.G: Leading order Feynnlarl diagranls for the tt pair production. At the 
center-of-nlass of 1.9G TeV, nearly 85% of the time the production rllecharlisrll is via 
qq annihilation (the diagram on the top), while the gluon-gluon fusion represents 
the renlaining 15%. The proton and anti-proton {valence) quarks are represented 
symbolically by q and q respectively. 
Figure 2.7: Leading order Feynnlarl diagrams for the top quark production via weak 
interaction. 
interaction. The leading order Feynnlarl diagrams for the pair-production are shown 
in Figure 2 .6  Production of a single t quark occurs via the weak interaction. The 
weak processes are illustrated in Fejnnlarl diagranls in Figure 2.7. For this analysis, 
we rely on the tf pair production process. At 1.9G TeV center-of-nlass energy. nearly 
85% of the tf pairs are produced 13y quark anti-quark mnihilation, and the rest are 
produced via gluon-gluon fusion. 
Figure 2.8: Next-to-next-to leading order tf production cross-section as a furlctiorl 
of the t quark nlass. This plot is obtained fronl [23]. 
The SM t ( g  quark primarily decays into the W+(W-) bosorl m d  a b(6) quark3. 
Threfore, the characterization of the decay chmnels of the tf quark is done fol- 
lowing the subsequent decay chmnels of the W' boson. Table 2.2 illustrates the 
branching fraction of the W' pair into hadrons and leptons. Two-thirds of the 
time the W bosorl decays hadronically, while the renlaining one-third of the time 
it decays into charged leptons and their corresponding neutrinos4. When both the 
W bosorls (frorn the tf pair) decay into either e and/or p then the decay channel 
is called the di-lepton channel. This channel corlstitutes nearly 4.8% of the tf 
decay. The chances of occurrences of all tf decay rnodes are graphically represented 
in Figure. 2.9. When both the W bosorls decay to electrons, then the final-state is 
the di-electron chmnel, but when they decay into rnuorls then the final-state is the 
"early 99.9%# of t>lle t>irne. In t>lle SAI, t i cW decay occurs nearly 0.001%, of t,lle t h e .  
"Frorn now orlmrard, unless ~t~llerwise t,at,ed, reference t,o particles will also irnply reference t,o 
their ar1t)i-part>icles. 
Table 2.2: Possible decay modes for the W+W- daughter pair from the ti? pair. 
W -  + e-u, 
(119) 
W -  + p-up 
(119) 
W -  + T-u, 
(119) 
W -  + q'q 
(619) 
di-muon channel. However, when they decay to an electron and a muon, then the 
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. jets (36181) 
Figure 2.9: Probability of occurrences of the tf final-states. The dominant decay 
mode (N 44.4%) is to the all jets channel, while the (charged) lepton + jets channel 
has nearly 28% contribution. The least likely decay mode is the (charged) di-lepton 
channel, which get only about 4.8% of the total occurrences. 
Chapter 3 
Experimental Context 
This chapter develops an experimental perspective fro111 the underlying theoretical 
concepts of the electro-weak (EW) pararneters of the Standard Model (SM) already 
discussed. Some of these pararneters are deternlinistic and are used to constrain 
other undetermined paranleters. 
3.1 SM measurements in the EW sector 
The nleasurenlents of the nlass of the t quwk and the W bosorl axe illustrated in 
this section. 
3.1.1 The mass of the top quark 
Figure 3.1 shows various direct nleasurenlerts of the rnass of the top quark at 
the Tevatron 13y the CDF and D 8  experinlents in Run I. The Run I nleasure- 
rllerlt of the t quark illass in the di-lepton channel by the D@ experinlent was 
lG8.4 f 12.3 (stat .) & 3.G (syst .) GeV[27]. The single most precise nleasurernent 
of the rnass of the t quark is 180.1 f 5.3 GeV[12]. 
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Mass of the Top Quark 
Measurement 
CDF di-l 
D 0  di-I 
CDF I+j 
D 0  I+j 
CDF all-j 
M,, [Gev1c2] 
167.4 f 11.4 
1 68.4 f 12.8 
176.1 f 7.3 
180.1 f 5.3 
186.0f 11.5 
X 2 1 d ~ f  = 2.614 
178.0 f 4.3 
150 1 75 200 
M,, [Gev/c2] 
Figure 3.1: Direct measurements of the mass of the t quark. Results from the 
measurement of the mass of the top quark are illustrated from direct measurements 
by the D 0  and the CDF experiments in various channels. 
Top-Quark Mass [GeV] 
CDF 
D 0  
Average 
Figure 3.2: Current world average for the mass of the t quark. This is the winter 
2004 result from the Tevatron E W  working group[25] and the LEP E W  working 
group [241 
3.1.2 The mass of the W boson 




Figure 3.3: Results of the mass of the W boson from LEPEWWG Results of the 
mass of the W boson from the LEP electroweak working group[24]. 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the currently known information of the mass of the W 
boson from independent experiments. The current world average from the direct as 
well as indirect measurements is 80.412 f 0.042 GeV[24]. 
Although direct measurements are possible for measuring the mass of the t quark, 
it is of interest to check the self consistency of the SM by establishing indirect 
constraints from independent experiments. Figure 3.2 illustrates the measurements 
of the mass of the t quark which are used to extract the current world average. These 
come from indirect constraints from the SM as well as from direct measurements 
just discussed. The current world average for the mass of the t quark from the LEP 
electroweak working group[24] and the Tevatron electroweak working group[25] is 
178.0 f 4.3 GeV[20]. 
A precision measurement of the W boson mass (Mw) along with the top quark 
mass (mt) can be used to constrain the mass of the Higgs boson (mh). Figure 3.4 
shows the plot of the mass of the W boson versus the mass of the t quark. Hype 
thetical values of the mass of the Higgs boson are illustrated as the shaded bands 
overlaid in the mt - Mw space. From current indirect measurements the 68% con- 
fidence level (CL) contour for a consistent set of Mw and mt is shown as the dark 
line. The dotted contour indicates the set obtained via direct measurements at a 
68% C.L. (for either one of the parameters). Such constraints can be made tighter 
with more precise measurements of the W boson as well as the top quark. The 
region overlapping the two contours is the region consistent with both direct as well 
as indirect constraints for a set of values of mt, Mw and mh. 
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Figure 3.4: The mass of the W boson expressed as a function of the mass of the 
t quark and the mass of the Higgs boson. The mass of the t quark is paramet- 
rically represented along the horizontal axis, and it ranges from 130 GeV to 210 
GeV. The mass of the Higgs boson is parameterized along the shaded (yellow) band 
ranging from 114 GeV to 1000 GeV. The combined LEP2 and the Tevatron data 
is represented by the dotted (green) contour, while the LEPl  and the SLD results 
are represented by the continuous (red) contour. While the former represents direct 
measurement of the mass of the t quark, the latter represents an indirect measure 
ment. This is the LEP Electroweak Working Group's (August) summer 2004 result. 
3.2 SM analysis of the free parameters 
For the analysis of electro-weak data in the realm of the SM one uses a set of 
input parameters1. Some free parameters of the SM are less precisely known than 
others. The parameters aEM(Q2 M Mg), GF and Mz are more precisely measured 
than a,(Mz), mu, md, and so on. One can trade a parameter which is less precisely 
known for another one which is better measured and this freedom is used to extract 
a set of the best measured ones as input parameters. 
The contributions from the above mentioned parameters are replaced by QED 
running coupling at the Z mass scale, aEM(Mz). The hadronic contribution to the 
running hadronic coupling constant at similar energy scales denoted by A ~ E ~ ( M ~ ) ,  
as illustrated in Table 3.1, is obtained through dispersion relations from data on 
e+e- + hadrons at low center-of-mass energies[33]. Using the input parameters 
of the SM, the radiative corrections can be established to a sufficient precision to 
match experimental accuracy. Theoretical predictions and measurements from data 
help derive constraints on some parameters, namely, q, a,(Mz), and mh. 
'As mentioned before in Chapter 2, the masses and the couplings involved in the theory are 
ad-hoe 
Table 3.1: Results of some electroweak precision measurements at high Q2 from [26]. 
The first block shows the Z-pole measurements. The second block shows additional 
results from other experiments: the mass and the width of the W boson measured 
at the Tevatron and at LEP-2, the mass of the top quark measured at the Tevatron, 
and the the contribution to a(m$) of the hadronic vacuum polarization. For the 
correlations between the measurements, taken into account in the analysis[26]. The 
SM fit results are derived from the SM analysis of altogether 18 results, also including 
constants such as the Fermi constant GF (fit 3 of Table 3.2), using the programs 








mt [GeV] (PF [251) 
A&& (m;) [33] 
Measurement (GeV) 
91.1875 & 0.0021 
2.4952 & 0.0023 
0.2324 & 0.0012 
80.425 & 0.034 
2.133 & 0.069 
178.0 & 4.3 
0.02761 & 0.00036 








Table 3.2: Global Standard Model fits of electroweak parameters obtained from 
data. All fits use the Z pole results and aafid(m%) as listed in Table 3.1, also 
including constants such as the Fermi constant GF. In addition, the measurements 
listed in each column are included as well. For fit 2, the expected W mass is also 
shown. For details on the fit procedure, using the programs TOPAZ0 [31] and 
ZFITTER[32]. More details can be found at [26] and [30]. This example is from 
Alt arelli and Grunewald[29]. 
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The SM is tested by fitting the set of measured observables in order to extract 
the input parameters of the model. The probability of the fit is based on the x2 
value in the minimum and the number of degrees of freedom. This is a yardstick 
to confirm the compatibility of the SM with all experimental results for the same 
set of input parameters. Having determined the input parameters, it is possible to 
calculate values for any observable, measured or unmeasured. 
Consider the example from Altarelli and Grunewald[29] shown in Table 3.2. In 
column 1 a fit of all Z pole data in addition to the Mw and rw is presented. In 
column 2, the fit from all Z pole data as well as the mt is presented, while in 
column 3 only mh is omitted from all other input parameters. The value of mt 
1 
Mw, r w  
+I10 178.5k8., 
1 1 7?g2 
f0.38 2.07-0.33 





177.2 f 4.1 
129';: 
2.11 f 0.21 
0.1190 f 0.0027 
15.0/11 
80386 f 23 
3 
mt, Mw, r w  
178.1 f 3.9 
113':; 
2.05 f 0.20 
0.1186 f 0.0027 
16.3/13 
- 
can be obtained indirectly from radiative corrections from column 1. Ram the 
fit we see that the extracted value of q is in perfect agreement with the direct 
measurement in Table 3.1. Information from column 2 can be used to estimate Mw. 
The experimental measurement of Mw in Table 1 is larger by about one standard 
deviation with respect to the value from the fit in column 2. Ram the fit in column 
3 we obtain log,,, (mh) = 2.05 f 0.20 which yields mh = 1132:; GeV. 
Of particular interest is the constraint on the mass of the Higgs boson, because 
this is the only fundamental particle of the Standard Model which has not been 
observed yet. The Figure 3.5 shows the Ax2 curve derived from high-Q2 precision 
electroweak measurements, performed at LEP and by SLD, CDF, and D 0 ,  as a 
function of the Higgs boson mass, assuming the Standard Model to be the successful 
theory of the nature of elementary particles. The preferred value for its mass, 
corresponding to the minimum of the curve, is at 113 GeV, with an experimental 
uncertainty of +62 GeV and -42 GeV (at 68% confidence level derived from Ax2 = 1 
for the black line, thus not taking the theoretical uncertainty shown as the blue 
band into account). While this is not proof that the Standard-Model Higgs boson 
actually exists, it does provide a range of mass values for a possible discovery. The 
precision electroweak measurements tell us that the mass of the Standard-Model 
Higgs boson is lower than about 237 GeV (one-sided 95 percent confidence level 
upper limit derived from Ax2 = 2.7 for the shaded (blue) band, thus including both 
the experiment a1 and the theoretical uncertainty. 
This thesis is a small step toward obtaining a more precise measurement of the 
mass of the top quark at the Tevatron in the near future. Indirectly, the more 
precise measurement will help constrain the mass of the Higgs boson further, and 
help narrow its search in future particle physics experiments. 
uncertainty 
ow Q* data 
. 
Figure 3.5: Global x2 fit to all SM parameters except the mass of the Higgs boson, 
m ~ .  This is the summer 2004 result from the LEP Electroweak Working Group. 
The shaded (yellow) band is the range of hypothetical values of the mass of the 
Higgs boson which is excluded from our current experimental as well as theoretical 
knowledge of the SM. The fits are obtained using three input values of ~ a f ? ~ .  The 
typical uncertainty in the fits is only shown for the continuous solid contour. The 
dis-continuos contours have uncertainties which are similar in order of magnitude. 
Chapter 4 
The Experimental Setup 
The physics of elernertary particles is studied at specialized facilities where elernen- 
tary particle collisiorls are generated in controlled experiments. The work described 
in this thesis has been done at one such facility, the Ferrni National Accelerator 
Laboratory (Fernlilab) . 
4.1 The Fermilab Tevatron accelerator 
The Tevatron at Fernlilab[34], in Batavia, Illinois, is currently the world's most 
energetic particle accelerator. In the early 1990s the laboratory's rllairl focus was 
the discovery of the top (t) quark. The t quark was discovered in 1995[11], and 
experinlerts corltirlued collectirlg nlore data until 1997. The period of data-tahng 
fronl the early 1990s to 1997 is called Run I. After an upgrade in the increased 
lunlinosity enabled by the hlairl Injector, m d  the increased center-of-nlass energy 
(fi) of proton anti-proton collisiorls fro111 fi = 1.8 TeV to fi = 1.9G TeV, along 
with increased proton anti-proton bear11 lunlinosity, Run I1 corllrllerlced in 2001. At 
the Tevatron Collider the focus of research on studies of interactions of protons and 
anti-protons continues at the highest energy frontier. 
4.1.1 Generation and acceleration of protons and anti-protons 
Beams of protons and anti-protons are independently boosted to 980 GeV energy 
in various stages. Some components involved in generating the highly relativistic 
beams are listed below and their role is discussed briefly. 
The Pre-accelerator, 
the Linear accelerator, 
the Booster, 
the Main injector, 
the Anti-proton source, 
the Recycler, and 
the Tevatron. 
The Pre-accelerator (Preacc) is the source of H-  ions which are eventually 
used to produce protons. The Preacc consists of a source of Hydrogen gas housed in 
an electrically charged dome. The source converts Hydrogen gas into H-  and this 
ionized gas is boosted to 750 keV in a Cockroft-Walton accelerator. A continuous 
beam of H-  ions at 750 keV is thus produced. 
Using the beam of H- ions the Linear accelerator (Linac) boosts their energy 
by nearly 500 times to 400 MeV. The accelerator consists of copper cavities composed 
of drift tubes. The drift tubes are operated using power amplifiers generating radio 
frequency (RF) signal volt age. RF volt age applied to the drift tube modules produce 
an electric field which accelerates the beam. Acceleration of the beam works much 
the same way as a parallel plate capacitor accelerates charged particles moving across 
it. As the velocity of the particles increases, the drift tubes (as well as the length of 
the gap between them) get larger. This allows acceleration of the beam of H-  ions, 
in bunches. After the H- beam is energized to 400 MeV it is sent to either of the 
two sites: 
(i) the Booster, for further acceleration, or 
(ii) the Linac dump, for beam tune-up or diagnostic studies. 
In the Booster the 400 MeV H- ions are stripped of electrons, leaving only 
the proton core. The protons are then injected into the Booster synchrotron ring. 
The Booster is the first synchrotron, in the subsequent chain of accelerators. It 
consists of a series of magnets around a ring with a radius of nearly 75 m with 
18 interspersed FW cavities. There are dipole magnets which are used to bend the 
trajectory of accelerating protons, while quadrupole magnets focus the particles into 
bunches. The electric field in RF cavities accelerate the beam to the high energy of 
8 GeV, twenty times its initial energy. The beam is then led to the Main Injector 
(MI). The MI is a synchrotron nearly 530 m in radius with 18 RF cavities. It boosts 
protons from energies of 8 GeV to 150 GeV. However when the protons are used for 
producing anti-protons, the beam is then energized to 120 GeV and led to the anti- 
proton source from which 8 GeV anti-proton bunches are extracted (this is described 
in the next paragraph). These are led back into the MI where they are boosted to 
150 GeV just like the protons. Finally, the 150 GeV proton and anti-proton beams 
are led from the MI to the Tevatron. 
The beam of 120 GeV proton bunches from the MI is led to the Target station for 
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory's proton 
anti-proton collider facility. 
every 1.5 seconds. The incident proton bunches interact with the target protons to 
yield a proton, anti-proton pair: 
apart from a plethora of other products (represented as X in the above equation). 
The anti-protons produced come out with relativistic energies and in all directions. 
They are focused into a linear beam with a lithium target acting as a lens[37], then 
they are sent through a pulsed magnet which acts as a charge-mass spectrometer. 
Here 8 GeV anti-protons are collected from the spray of particles. The rest of the 
beam is then dumped. On average, for every million protons that hit the target, 
only about twenty 8 GeV anti-protons survive to make it to the next stage for 
further acceleration. Since the incident protons on the nickel target are bunched, 
the produced anti-protons are bunched too. The Debuncher accelerator is used to 
reduce the large energy fluctuations in the beam[36]. These bunches are circulated 
here until the next component, the Accumulator, is ready to accept a new bunch. 
The anti-protons which are circulating and not yet ready to be accepted by the 
Accumulator are stochastically cooled1. The 8 GeV anti-proton beam is extracted 
from the Accumulator and sent to the MI for subsequent acceleration in a direction 
opposite to the proton motion as illustrated in Figure 4.1. After the proton and 
anti-proton bunches reach energies of 150 GeV, the beam is directed into the last 
synchrotron accelerator, the Tevat ron. 
The Tevatron boosts the proton and anti-proton beam energy from 150 GeV 
to 980 GeV. Numerous RF cavities situated within the ring produce sinusoidal FW 
frequency to generate an increasing electric field. As the beam circulates the ring, 
it is accelerated to eventually reach 980 GeV energy in about 85 seconds. A high 
magnetic field produced by superconducting electremagnets constrain the beam 
within the radius of the ring. For example, in approximately 20 seconds, as the 
beam energy increases from 150 GeV to 800 GeV after about lo6 turns around the 
Tevatron, the magnetic field in the Tevatron rises nearly five fold (from 0.66 Tesla 
to 3.5 Tesla). On the average the beam gains 650 keV energy from the electric field 
after each turn. For generation of the high magnetic field there are nearly 1000 
l ~ h e  anti-protons leave the target at a wide range of energies, positions and angles. This 
randomness is equivalent to thermodynamic temperature (not physical temperature) so we say 
that the beam coming off the target is 'hot'. The 'hot' beam will not pass completely into a beam 
pipe of reasonable dimensions. Also, this hot beam is very diffuse and not intense, or 'bright.' 
Intense beams are needed in the Collider in order to increase the odds of making a collision 
produce a rare event. Stochastic cooling is a technique that is used to remove the randomness of 
the 'hot' beam on a particleby-particle basis. Simone van der Meer was awarded the Nobel prize 
for this procedure. 
superconducting magnets in the Tevatron, carrying nearly 4 kA of current at low 
temperatures of about 4 K. 
Other than accelerating protons and anti-protons, the Tevatron also functions 
as a storage ring where oppositely moving protons and anti-protons can collide 
with each other. Once proton and anti-proton beams reach 980 GeV energy the 
two beams are made to collide at a predetermined position for hours at a stretch. 
The operation of generating and circulating the proton and anti- proton beam is 
called a 'store'. A continuous period of data accumulation during a store is called 
a 'run'. Each run is identified by a serial number called the run number. The 
information obtained from a proton anti-proton collision ('event') during a run is 
identified via the event number. Once the number of collisions per second (described 
by the luminosity of the store) decreases to a rate that is too low to be useful for 
the experiments, the store is ended and the Tevatron is prepared for a new store. 
For this thesis, collisions are studied at the location called D 0  which is shown in 
the lowest point on the Tevatron ring shown on the schematic in Figure 4.1. The 
D 0  detector is housed at this site for our particle physics experiment. 
4.2 The D 8  detector 
The D 0  Experiment[35] is a worldwide collaboration of scientists conducting 
research on the fundamental nature of matter. The experiment uses the D 0  detector 
for the study and detection of fundamental particles e.g., the t quark, the W and 
Z bosons, and their interactions, and the search for the Higgs boson, and even to 
search for clues to physical phenomenon not represented by the Standard Model. 
Bunches of 980 GeV protons collide at the center of the D 0  detector with bunches 
of 980 GeV anti-protons cornirlg horn the opposite direction. The two irldeperlderlt 
beams are focused to collide at a point called the beam spot, which is at the center 
of the detector. This point is the rlornirlal interaction point. 
The proton anti-proton collisiorls at the Tevatron give rise to a plethora of final- 
st ate particles. These energetic particles interact with the detector nlaterial yielding 
characteristic clues for their identification. Appendix A sunlnlarizes the interactions 
of high energy particles irlvolved in this analysis. 
Apart fronl iderltificatiorl of the particles produced in the proton anti-proton 
collision, it is essential that the rneasurernent of the positiorls as well as rllorllerlta 
of these particles be as accurate as possible. In order to do so, we need to define 
a coordinate system for the detector. which allows us to locate the firlal position of 
these particles with respect to one mother. as well as with respect to the nonlinal 
interaction point. 
4.2.1 The D 0  detector coordinate system 
By corlverltiorl the direction of the proton beam defines the +z <?xis of the detector's 
coordinate system. The origin of the coordinates is defined to be at the nonlinal 
interaction point, and a right-handed coordinate systenl is used. Figure 4.2 is a 
schenlatic of the D@ detector in the n: - y coordinate plane. 
Since the detector has cylindrical syrnnletry, it is corlverlierlt to use cylindrical 
polar coordinates for identifying the trajectory of the final-state particles, as well 
as to locate their firlal position in the detector. If x, y and x are the coordinates 
in a rectangular Cartesian coordinate systenl, the distance fronl the nonlinal inter- 
action point is r = Jm. the azirlluthd angle is @ = tan-' (:). alld for polas 
Figure 4.2: A schematic of the D 0  detector in the x - y plane. The direction of 
the proton beam is from the left to the right and the anti-proton beam is from the 
opposite direction. The upgraded components for Run I1 are labeled in this plot. 
orientation, instead of the angle 0, the pseuderapidity variable 7 is used2 where 
Here, 7 is a convenient choice for polar representation, since the multiplicity of parti- 
2The rapidity (y), of a particle is defined as 
where E is the energy of the particle and p, is the z component of the momentum of the particle. 
In the limit that the particle's rest mass energy is negligible compared to its total energy, we can 
approximate y by 7. 
cles produced as a function of y is roughly uniform. Fundamentally, the incremental 
pseudo-rapidity (Ay) and incremental azimuthal angle (A4) are Lorentz invariant 
quantities with respect to boosts along the beam direction, and therefore convenient 
for the study of the event topology in the laboratory coordinate system. 
4.2.2 The detector sub-systems 
The D 0  detector is a typical multi-component collider detector. It envelops the 
region around the nominal interaction point. The detector is constructed to extract 
the maximum information possible about the trajectory of particles produced from 
the collision and flying outward from the point of interaction. It also provides 
enough information to enable a measurement of the momentum and in some cases 
the energy of the particles. 
Geometrically the detector can be isolated into 3 distinct y regions, the central 
region, the forward and backward regions, and the region between the central and 
the forward-backward regions, called the inter-cryostat region. The various sub- 
systems are arranged in layers, overlapping symmetrically along the z direction. 
The y ranges of various sukdetectors in these regions are not the same for all, and 
thus they are able to cover gaps which exist at the boundary of the inter-cryostat 
region. 
The sub-section below is an overview of the D 0  detector subsystems and a more 
detailed description is available at [38]. Table 4.1 lists the y ranges for the various 
independent sub-syst ems. 
An event is acceptable if at least one charged particle from the proton anti-proton 
collision is detected by a pair of Luminosity Monitors within the time window 
of consecutive proton and anti-proton bunch crossings. These monitors surround 








the beam pipe at z = ~t1.35 cm. Listed below are the detector sub-systems, going 
outward from the interaction point, that a particle produced would encounter. 
A. Tracking System 
The charged particles which are produced in the proton anti-proton annihilation 
interact with the components of the tracking system (called tracker for short). If 
the interactions are recorded by the electronic devices coupled to the detectors, we 
call the phenomenon a detector hit. Trajectories of the particles are reconstructed 
by combining the hits obtained from all detector sub-systems. The tracking system 
along with the magnetic field assists identification and the resolution of the tracks 
left by charged particles. Low momentum particle tracks have a much smaller radius 
of curvature compared to tracks with high momentum. 
detect or 
Luminosity Monitors (LM) 
Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SMT) 
Central Fiber Tracker (CFT) 
Central Preshower Detector (CPS) 
Forward Preshower Detector (FPS) 
outer plane FPS 
inner plane FPS 
Central Calorimeter (em) 
Inter-cryost at detector 
End Calorimeter (em) 
Central Calorimeter (hadronic) 
End Calorimeter (hadronic) 
Inter-cryost at detector 
Central Muon System 
Forward Muon System 
central 
forward 
I 7 1 range 
2.7 < 171 < 4.4. 
171 < 1.62 
171 < 1.2 
1.4 < 171 < 1.6 
1.6 < 171 < 2.5 
171 < 1.1 
1.1 5 171 < 1.4 
1.4 5 171 < 2.4 
171 < 0.7 
1.5 I 171 <- 3.4 
0.7 5 171 < 1.5 
171 < 1.6 
1.6 < 171 < 2.0 
171 < 1.0 
1.0 < 171 < 2.5 
The tracking system can be functionally subdivided into a Si detector, a scin- 
tillating detector and a solenoid for producing a magnetic field. The inner-most 
detector is the Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SMT). This is followed by the Central 
Fiber Tkacker (CFT) which is the scintillating detector. Both the above detectors 
are immersed in the solenoid's constant magnetic field of 2.0 Tesla which is parallel 
to the detector's axis. An overall trajectory of particles in flight can be obtained 
using information from the tracker. 
i. Silicon microstrip tracker (SMT) 
The SMT detector consists of 6 barrel shaped detectors with silicon (Si) sensors 
parallel to the z axis. These are closest to the nominal interaction point. There are 
12 disk shaped detectors with Si sensors in between and at the end of the barrel 
segments, these are the F disks. These lie within the central region of the detector. 
There are 4 more, larger, disk detectors in the forward region with Si sensors in the 
transverse plane (x - y plane) called the H disks. The detector covers a high 7 range, 
so that it could detect tracks from longitudinally boosted short lived particles, e.g. 
B hadrons. An added advantage is that it can also detect tracks from primary 
vertices which may be displaced3 from the nominal interaction point by nearly 25 
cm. 
The Si sensor detectors interact with charged particles produced in the proton 
anti-proton collision. Figure 4.3 is a schematic of the basic operation of the detector. 
The SMT uses n-type Si wafers. These silicon wafers, which are 300 micro-meter 
thin, are probed with very closely spaced, but narrow conducting strips as shown in 
Figure 4.3. The probe is capacitively coupled (ac coupled) to a p-n semi-conductor 
junction. A charged particle (with sufficient energy) passing through the Si wafer, 
3The root mean square of the spread in z is N 25cm. 
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Figure 4.3: A schematic outlining the principles of operation of the unit SMT d e  
tector. 
will produce electron-hole pairs in the detector material. The electron-hole current 
is drawn to the strips by high electric fields. Across the p-n junction, opposite 
charge is induced on the conducting strips. This charge is then measured. The pair 
of probes yielding a favorable response indicate the passage of the charged particle 
within its vicinity. The distance between these strips (pitch of the detector) governs 
the spatial resolution achieved with the detector. 
The barrel's response is used for identifying the trajectory of charged particles 
(track). A series of barrel hits are used to depict the track 7 in the central region. 
They are useful for the identification of r - q5 coordinates of the particles which 
are detected by the sensors, while the disks measure the r - q5 as well as the r - a 
coordinates. Due to its position the disk's response is used for the tracks with 
higher rapidity, or more forward tracks. Using overall information from the hits in 
the detector a 3 dimensional trajectory of the particles passage within the volume 
of the subsystem can be reconstructed. 
ii. Central Fiber Tracker (CFT) 
Figure 4.4: The transverse view of the layout of the D 0  tracking system. The 
position of the SMT and the CFT detectors, with respect to the solenoid housed 
within the central calorimeter core are depicted. 
Scintillating fibers are arranged in 8 cylindrical super-layers around the beam 
pipe. The fibers detect charged particles flying off from the interaction region, and 
within 171 < 1.62. The response from the fiber tracker is obtained faster compared 
to the SMT, and thus the information from this system is used to select poten- 
tially useful events (make trigger decisions) from all proton anti-proton collisions. 
A charged emits photons as it traverses through the scintillating material. These 
photons are transmitted by total internal reflection to the end of the fiber. One end 
of the fiber is mirrored, and the other end is optically coupled to a wave guide thus 
enabling the reflected light to propagate via the wave guide to a light measuring 
device called the visible light photon counter (VLPC). This is an avalanche photo 
diode that is operated at liquid He temperatures. The device has a high quantum 
efficiency (N 80%) and a high signal gain of over three orders of magnitude. A 
minimum ionizing particle creates on average eight photo-electrons per layer of scin- 
tillating fibers. The response from individual fibers in various layers gives useful 
information about the hits from charged particles. 
iii. Solenoid Magnet 
Housed within the central calorimeter's cryostat region, between the CFT and 
the Preshower detectors, is the superconducting solenoid magnet. It produces a 
magnetic field of 2.0 Tesla uniform in 7 and 4. The Lorentz force bends the trajectory 
of charged particles. Thus, within the magnetic field, together with the CFT and 
SMT, a measurement of the track momentum is possible from the measurement of 
the radius of curvature of the tracks. 
The solenoid is designed to present only a small amount of material4 to the 
particles coming from the interaction point, so as to minimize the pair production 
of photons into e+, e- pairs and multiple Coulomb scattering. 
B. Preshower detector 
The presence of the solenoid before the electromagnetic calorimeter causes un- 
wanted degradation of the energy resolution in the calorimeter. The Preshower 
detector is meant to make up for the loss in energy resolution, especially for elec- 
trons, by sampling the particle showers directly. This is a scintillating detector, so 
neutral particles are undetected by it. The sub-system is split into a central (Central 
Preshower) and two forward (Forward Preshower) detectors. 
i. Central Preshower (CPS) Detector 
The CPS has a 6 mm lead absorber before the scintillator detectors, to increase 




Figure 4.5: A transverse view of one quadrant of the Forward Preshower detector. 
the showering of electrons and photons. Three layers of scintillating strips of tri- 
angular cross-section constitute the detector. Each strip has a hole in the center 
which has a wavelength shifting fiber that directs the light to the waveguides. The 
waveguides transmit the light to the VLPC similar to that in the CFT. 
ii. Forward Preshower 
The forward Preshower detector (FPS) design is similar to the CPS, and has 
similar scintillating strips, except that the FPS is mounted in two pieces on the 
end calorimeters. In the FPS there is a thin 11 mm lead absorber plate, similar 
to the CPS. Here, there are two scintillating layers on each side of the absorber. 
The inner layers detect the minimally ionizing particles e.g., muons, while the outer 
layers detect the electromagnetic showers which are initiated in the lead plate. The 
inner layer detector is optimized to measure small signals (similar to the CFT), but 
the outer layer detector is tuned to measure larger signals (similar to the CPS). A 
particle that initiates a shower in the outer layer and does not cause scintillation in 
the inner layers is identified as a photon. However, if it did have scintillation in the 
inner layer then it is identified as an electron. The role of the FPS is to discriminate 
between photons and electrons, which is not possible using only the calorimeter. 
The spatial resolution for the charged particles from the tracking system is dis- 
cussed in Chapter 7. 
C. Calorimeter 
The calorimeter detector is designed to identify as well as measure the energy 
and direction of electrons, photons and hadrons. It is also used in mapping the 
trajectory of the muons passing through it. 
The calorimeter is divided into nearly 50,000 cells. These cells are arranged in 
concentric layers in 7 - 4 space, with the nominal interaction point at the center. 
In each layer, 2 x 2 adjacent cells in 7 - 4 are uniquely grouped into a Trigger 
Tower (TT) . Analogous to the cells the TTs are also assigned unique integer 7 and 
4 indices to designate their position. For a particular 7 index of the TT, there are 
32 TTs covering the 4 space. These TTs constitute an 7 ring. 
Figure 4.6 represents a quadrant of the D 0  calorimeter in the x - y plane. In 
terms of their functionality and composition, the calorimeter can be divided into two 
nlain conlpor~ents, the electromagnetic calorinleter and the hadronic calorirneter. 
Geometrically, we classify the calorinleter into a central, and two end cap sections. 
The latter correspond to the forward and backward 77 regions. Each calorinleter 
cell corltairls layers of depleted Ur absorber plates sandwiched between LAr arld a 
resistive plate similar to the one shown in Figure 4.7 
Figure 4.G: A quadrant of the D8 calorinleter in the n: - y plane. 
An irlciderlt particle interacts with the Ur absorber producing rurnerous sec- 
ondary particles. The secondary particles having sufficient transverse rllorllerlturll 
interact with another layer to produce nlore secondaries. This curllulative effect 
leads to a shower of daughter particles. The signal detected is proportional to the 
nunlber of charged particles traversing the LAr gap (nlainly the secondaries). There- 
fore, the runlber of secondaries detected in the active nlaterial is proportional to the 
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Figure 4.7: Representation of a pair of calorimeter cells, electronically coupled to 
form a read-out cell of the D 0  calorimeter. 
energy of the incident particle. This is used to determine the energy of the incident 
particle. The drift field across the LAr gap causes the shower of particles moving in 
the gap to produce ionization tracks as it moves toward the absorber plate. 
The electrons from ionized Ar drift toward the signal board, producing an electric 
field that induces a charge in the Cu readout pads. The readout pads for the same 7 
and 4, but consecutive depths, are grouped together to form readout cells. Figure 4.7 
is a schematic representation of such a pair of adjacent readout cells. 
i. Electromagnetic calorimeter 
Beginning from the innermost calorimeter layers, 4 layers constitute the EM 
calorimeter (ECAL), while the remaining layers constitute the hadronic calorimeter 
(HCAL). The transverse segmentation of the cells is nearly 0.1 x 0.1 7 - 4 units, 
except for layer 3 which is twice as fine as the other layers. A shower initiated 
by an EM object would proliferate most in the third layer, and so its granularity 
is made finer for this layer enhancing the geometric resolution of the showering 
particles. The EM calorimeter is 21 radiation lengths deep, and this is usually 
sufficient to fully contain shower development of the high energy particles which 
interact electromagnetically with the calorimeter material. The outer layers of the 
calorimeter constitute the hadronic calorimeter. 
The absorber plates are 3 mm thick in the central calorimeter, and 4 mm thick 
in the end calorimeters. Copper pads are sandwiched between circuit boards etched 
on GI0 and these pads provide a high electric field (pre-determined as the drift field 
in the LAr active medium) of nearly 2.0 - 2.5 kV in the LAr environment. 
ii. Hadronic Calorimeter 
Encompassing the EM calorimeter is the hadronic calorimeter. Functionally, the 
calorimeter is divided into a fine hadronic (FH) and a coarse hadronic (CH) part, 
whose energy resolution is much coarser than the former section. Geometrically it 
comprises of a central and two end calorimeters. The calorimeters are 7 interaction 
lengths and 9 interaction lengths deep for the central and end calorimeters respec- 
tively. Here too, the transverse segmentation of the cells is nearly 0.1 x 0.1 7 - q5 
units, except for cells beyond 171 > 3.4 where the segmentation is twice as coarse. 
The FH calorimeter consists of 6 mm uranium-niobium alloy absorber and the CH 
calorimeter consists of 46.5 mm copper absorber plates. Showers of particles pro- 
duced from hadrons interacting with the detector material develop in these layers. 
D. Muon Detector 
Most of the particles produced are detected and contained after they interact 
within the calorimeter. Only the neutrinos and high p~ muons having a radius of 
curvature sufficiently large, escape from the calorimeter and into the Muon detector. 
Muons primarily lose energy by ionization when they pass through the bulk of the 
detector material, producing secondary electrons from the ionized active material. 
It is reasonable to conjecture that the charged particle which escapes without sub- 
stantial loss of energy from the calorimeter sub-system and is detected by the Muon 
detector is a muon. 
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Figure 4.8: The layout of the Muon detector at D 0  in the x - y plane. The muon 
system is housed outside the calorimeter. The Forward and half of the Central 
systems are illustrated. 
Like most sub-systems, the Muon detector comprises of three geometrical sec- 
tions, a central and two end or forward and backward muon systems. Each of these 
is functionally categorized into 3 systems, the A, B and C layer detectors. This gi- 
gantic sub-system is the outermost one, and it completely envelopes the calorimeter 
as shown in Figure 4.8. Because of its enormous size the detector's sub-systems are 
spread far apart, and its performance is of coarse granularity. The functional units 
of the muon detector are single wire proportional chambers (drift tubes) operating 
at drift voltages and scintillating fibers. The proportional drift tubes (PDTs) are 
confined to the central region, but in the forward system they are replaced by drift 
tubes called mini drift tubes (MDTs). Scintillating detectors are used in both the 
central as well as forward regions. 
Muons passing through the drift tubes ionize the gas it contains. The secondary 
electrons which are produced accelerate under the influence of the constant elec- 
tric field toward the central anode wire as well as the charged anode pads on the 
periphery of the drift tubes. They cause further ionization of the gas in the drift 
tubes, leading to production of more electron ion pairs, subsequently leading to an 
avalanche in electron production in the neighbourhood of the anode. The ions, which 
are much more massive, drift away from the anode making way for the avalance elec- 
trons. As they move towards the cathode, they induce an opposite charge on the 
cathode. From the delay in the response of the avalanche electrons reaching the 
anode wire and the anode pad, the position of the initial interaction of the muon 
can be estimated. Neighboring drift tubes are staggered in alignment, so that the 
position of the muon's passage in the detector is obtained as it passes through it, 
and hence its passage as a function of time is deterministic. 
The muon system has three large toroid magnets, one central and one each in the 
forward-backward regions. The Lorentz force due to the magnetic field causes the 
muon to curve. After determining the radius of curvature of the trajectory between 
the A, B and C layers it is possible to determine the p of the muon track. 
The resolution of individual hits obtained from the detector sub-system, the 
magnetic field strength and the total number of hits obtained as the particle moves 
through the detector, are the primary contributions to the overall position resolution 
of the particle track. 
Chapter 5 
Simulations 
This chapter describes the generation of sirllulated everlts which are used in 
the analysis. The data everlts of interest are rare, therefore underst anding the 
physical observables irlvolves use of conlputer-based hlorlte Carlo (hlC) methods for 
sirllulatirlg nlar1y such events. Moreover, in order to plan the system of detectors, 
we need to study the sirllulatiorls of a wide variety of processes which could be of 
potential interest. Sirllulatiorls enable budget estinlation and planning as well. 
Sirllulatiorls help us understand the interaction of high energy particles with the 
detector, and also help deternline the geonletric accept mce, the resolution and the 
efficiency of our detectors. However, accurate sirllulatiorl warrants the knowledge of 
the physical interactions of the particles with the detector material. 
Sirllulated everlts fro111 sigrlal as well as background processes which have a worthy 
representation of data sets are widely used for obtaining an optirllal set of selectiorl 
criterion. Although the relative normalization between signal and background is 
estinlated using data, these nornlalizations depend on the purity of the selected 
data ensenlble. The aim is always to keep the purity of the ensenlble as high as 
possible, and to rnirlirnize the losses in sigrlal everlts as a result of the selectiorl 
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criterion, i. e. selection cuts1. 
There are two fundamental steps involved in the generation of a Monte Carlo 
simulated event. It first involves the generation of the particles produced in a s p e  
cific physics process, and secondly a simulation of the interaction of the final-state 
particles within the detector. 
5.1 An overview 
This section deals with the simulation of an event which evolves from a pro- 
ton anti-proton collision. These generators simulate specific physics processes using 
computer generated pseudo-random numbers, utilizing known cross-sections for their 
production. Various steps are involved in this process. Figure 5.1 illustrates dia- 
grammatically the various steps which occur during typical event generation. Using 
the parton density functions (proton as well as the anti-proton) the hard scatter 
final-states are first produced. Then using the showering and hadronization gener- 
ators, a list of the final state particles in the event are produced. The list includes 
the identities as well as all kinematic information of the particles. Primarily, a sim- 
ulated physics event consisting of all final-state particles is generated using an event 
generator. Then the underlying interactions are simulated giving rise to physical 
particles using a showering and hadronization generator. Lastly, the interaction of 
the final-state particles with the various sub-detectors is simulated incorporating r e  
alistic effects, e.g. presence of a magnetic field in the tracking region, and detector 
resolutions. 
The validity of the simulation is tested in regions of kinematic phase space where 











Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the sequences in a generic event generator start- 
ing from the proton anti-proton hard scatter interaction. This diagram illustrates 
the parton shower in the final-state, however one can have initial-state parton show- 
ering too. The time axis points vertically upward. This figure is obtained from [41]. 
the detector acceptance is high. Distributions of physical observables from data are 
compared with those from simulated events. The resemblance of the two distribu- 
tions constitute a benchmark for the success of event simulation. In cases of rare 
events, or unobserved phenomena, the simulated distributions only mimic theoreti- 
cal predictions used in modeling them. If in addition, for a physical observable, an 
extrapolation to unmeasured regions in phase space is desired, then a prediction of 
the differential cross-section in that region is utilized. One such example is that of 
the limited solid-angle coverage due to holes or cracks in the detector. 
Some essential ingredients for event simulation are summarized here. 
A. parton distribution functions 
The measurement of the tf cross-section relies upon the knowledge of the prob- 
ability distribution of the momentum fraction x of the partons in a proton (or anti- 
proton), at a particular value of momentum transfer. This is the parton density 
function of the parton in the proton (or anti-proton). The parton density function 
is determined experimentally. Once the cross-section is known then the all-inclusive 
physics processes can be simulated in ratios which are in agreement with measure 
ments. 
The MC signal events which have been produced are using the CTEQ6.lM parton 
distribution functions[42]. These distributions have been established by the CTEQ 
collaboration[42]. Figure 5.2 illustrates the CTEQG. 1 distributions for some partons 
as a function of high momentum transfer Q2 value. 
B. Leading order matrix element generators 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic principle of the 2 + 2 hard scatter process where 
two partons from the incoming proton and anti-proton interact giving rise to two new 
partons, while the non-interacting partons constitute the remnants. Once the hard 
scatter process is determined, theoretical principles are used to compute the matrix 
elements of interactions where there are a fixed number of particles in the final-state. 
The mathematical degree of complexity grows with the increase in number of final 
state particles. 
Typically an event generator provides a list of simulated particles simultaneously 
seen in the detector from an event. Every particle's identity, and 4-momentum is 
known. In addition, the initial position or vertex information may also be saved in 
the list. 
For this analysis, the hadronic collisions which are well described within the 
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Figure 5.2: The proton's parton distribution functions from the CTEQ6.1 set plotted 
at a Q2 value of 100 GeV. This figure is obtained from [41]. 
framework of the Standard Model are simulated. For initiating the hard scatter, the 
signal and background processes for the analysis are generated at fi = 1.96 TeV 
using the Alpgen[43] Monte Carlo generator, version 1.2. 
The Alpgen generator is based on exact leading order evaluation of parton matrix 
elements, which include the t and b quark masses. In specific cases the c quark mass 
may also be included. Starting from a 2 parton initial-state, up to 6 final state 
partons can be accommodated. This leads to the estimation of matrix elements for 
the signal as well as background production process which may or may not have 
Figure 5.3: A schematic showing the 2 + 2 scattering process for a proton anti- 
proton collision. Two partons coming from the proton and anti-proton carry only 
a fraction of the proton and anti-proton momentum. The remaining fractions r e  
main with the other non-interacting partons. Incoming partons have 4-momentum 
denoted by pl, p2 while the out going partons have 4momentum denoted by p3, p4. 
associated initial-st ate radiation and final-st ate radiation. 
C. Higher order corrections: perturbative and non-perturbative QCD 
computations 
Interactions mediated by real and virtual bosons are described as well. Real 
gauge boson emission diagrams are considered in the context of perturbative com- 
putation. The real emission diagrams are based on the leading order matrix element 
generators, and can be evaluated. Virtual particles that may possibly be emitted 
or absorbed are also included in calculations. However as one proceeds to calculate 
from one order to the next, the mathematical complexity increases. 
There are two traditional approaches to model these higher order processes. In 
one of the methods the matrix element corresponding to the process is calculated 
order by order. These describe the initial-st ate radiation and final-st ate radiation 
states as well. Since the phase space available for gluon emission increases with 
energy, the estimation of matrix-element becomes less relevant for the full recon- 
struction of events at higher energies. At high energies the perturbative expansion 
is feasible since the coupling strength at these scales are much smaller compared to 
unity, and this is done in the second method. 
D . Showering and hadronizat ion event generators 
The QCD perturbative theory holds well at short distance scales (N 10-Ism). At 
large distance scales the interaction strength (coupling constant) increases and a 
perturbative approach breaks down. At these scales the partons are incorporated as 
bound states. This takes place via the fragmentation process and then the hadroniza- 
tion process. 
The fragmentation process is not well understood from first principles, i.e. from 
the QCD Lagrangian. There are three popular computational models which attempt 
to simulate this phenomenon. These models are the string fragmentation model, the 
cluster fragmentation model and independent fragmentation model. The success of 
the models is judged in terms of how well they mimic the data from the Tevatron. 
There are tools in the form of computer programs which model the showering 
and hadronization of the free particle final-state products. These are the show- 
ering and hadronization event generators.Partons produced in the event undergo 
fragmentation thus allowing the quarks to branch into (q, g) pairs, anti-quarks into 
(Q, g) pairs, and the gluons into (g, g) or (q, Q) pairs. The fragmented partons are 
hadronized employing various hadronization models. 
Pythia[44] uses the Lund String fragmentation and hadronization scheme. An- 
other SHG, Isajet [46] uses the Feynman-Field scheme. Herwig[45] uses the cluster 
fragment ation scheme. In this analysis we use Pyt hia [44] version 6.2 (CTEQ5L) for 
simulating the fragmentation and hadronization. EvtGen[47] is used to model the 
decays of the b hadrons to their final-states. The last step in the event generation is 
to evolve and hadronize spectator partons, i.e. those partons which have not formed 
physical states with other partons in the event. There is no unique way to incor- 
porate these left over partons. Pythia uses an extension of the Lund Color scheme 
while Isajet overlays minimum bias events over the primary hard scatter event. 
5.2 Simulation of the physics processes 
The hard scatter process used for the generation of simulated data is tf + bb 
1:1~4:vI; and these are generated for 7 different input values of the t quark mass 
viz. 120, 140, 160, 175, 190, 210, 230 GeV. The samples have contributions of tau 
lepton states decaying into hadronic as well as leptonic channels. However, the 
di-electron channel signal process is: 
while that for the di-muon channel is: 
The ep channel processes are: 
as well as 
pji + ti? + X + p+e- bbY,& + X .  
It is also possible that the response from final-state objects can be faked by processes 
other than those mentioned above. These constitute the background processes. The 
principal background process in the analysis is Z/y* 4 1t1, + jj, where 1 indicates 
e, p, or T lepton. The di-boson process W+W- + 1F1, + j j  is also a background 
process. Simulated events corresponding to signal and background processes were 
generated using Alpgen followed by Pythia. Details of the generation of specific 
processes are given in [51] and [52]. 
5.3 Simulation of the DO detector 
The Detector Description and Simulation Tool, also known as GEANT[48], is 
a program that describes the passage of elementary particles through a variety of 
materials of different shapes and sizes. For instance consider the fabrication of the 
vertex tracking detector. This detector, being closest to the nominal interaction 
point, is prone to extensive radiation damage. If we use a detector which is made 
of Si, e.g. our current SMT detector, then the typical lifetime of the material b e  
fore which it is considered damaged due to radiation is nearly 2 fb-I of integrated 
luminosity2[39]. However, if the exact same detector design is used but the silicon 
material is replaced with artificially produced diamond, then the lifetime of the 
detector is increased[40]. This is however an expensive choice. Simulating various 
detector geometry, an optimal design can be achieved using less expensive material. 
Therefore, before building an actual detector, a complete simulation of the experi- 
ment helps in considering the benefits and optimal utility of the detector over the 
costs and the time required for the construction. 
Moreover final-state products produced in the detector interact with the detector 
material and the eventual resolution with which we measure the physical quantities 
is unrealistic. This is a useful tool for studying the responses from physics objects 
'From tests done with the Run I1 design specifications. 
with realistic detector effects and resolutions which match that obtained from data. 
The full simulation path consists of two programs: DBgstar[49] and DBsim[50]. 
This section highlights the simulation of the D 0  detector's response. 
DBGEANT Simulation of the Total Apparatus Response (D0gstar) [49] is a sim- 
ulation package (or program) which is available for the generation of Monte Carlo 
studies of the D 0  detector with different configurations, e.g. with the magnetic 
field in the tracking system set off, or even if its polarity were changed. It provides 
users with a full GEANT simulation of all the various sub-detectors with a simple 
interface. After that, information can be simulated at the basic level of electronic 
channels, e.g. studies with some disabled SMT detector channels can also be per- 
formed and the effects on identifying and diagnosing simulated events can be done 
as well. 
Dogstar is a wrapper for GEANT. It determines the amount of energy deposition 
in the active region of the detector. The primary sequences of the D0geant program 
are: 
D0gen: which is the standard event generation package, 
D0geo: which creates the GEANT geometry parameters, 
D0kin: which is a package which deals with kinematics for DGgstar, 
The DBSim package is used to perform the electronics simulation and pileup of 
any additional minimum bias interactions that occur in the same bunch crossing as 
the signal event. It is used to generate files suitable as input for the reconstruction 
software (D0reco) starting from files supplied by D0gstar program. The analog 
output of D0gstar is digitized for each detector at this stage. The various steps are: 
merge hard scatter and minimum bias events 
add calorimeter pileup from previous events 
make L l  calorimeter trigger tower information for L l  simulation 
add calorimeter noise 
add SMT noise and inefficiencies 
add CFT noise and inefficiencies 
add Muon noise and inefficiencies 
save all relevant kinematic information from events 
5.4 Additional corrections on simulated events 
Due to our lack of complete understanding of the detector deficiencies, additional 
corrections are applied to fully simulated and reconstructed events so as to match the 
response from data. For example, there is an additional correction factor applied to 
the efficiency per muon in every object derived by E. Varnes[53]. The oversmearing 
of missing transverse energy in Z + ee + X Monte Carlo events from A. Kumar, et. 
a1.[54] is also applied. The over-smearing corrections are described in Chapter 7. 
Chapter 6 
Data Selection 
Not every proton anti-proton collisiorl is useful for the physics goal of this thesis. 
Events of interest have to be sorted fronl a large nunlber of events. Only a couple 
of relevant everlts are expected fronl over 10' proton and anti-proton collisions. 
This chapter describes how potentially useful everlts are selected fronl all proton 
anti-proton collisions. The selected everlts corlstitute the data ensenl13le. 
6.1 Event signature 
Fronl the SM we earl infer that the production and decay vertex of t quark are 
separated 13y N 10-16 111, which is snlaller than the spatial resolutiorl of our detectors, 
therefore inhibiting the direct detection of the t quark. So its detection proceeds 
through the iderltificatiorl and reconstruction of all its decay products. 
The large mass of the t quark restricts it fro111 being produced with high rela- 
tivistic nlonlentunl. It decays into the b quark and the W boson. In the di-lepton 
channel, the W bosorl subsequently decays into e and v,, or p and v,. Therefore, 
these lighter decay products have high rllorllerlturll and large angular separation in 
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Figure 6.1: A sketch representing the signature of a typical ep candidate event 
within the detector. 
the laboratory frame of reference. This ensures that on the average, the stable decay 
products have a high transverse momentum (pT), and are isolated with respect to 
one another. The final products detected are the jets from the bquark, and the 
two charged leptons. The neutrinos remain undetected. Figure 6.1 is a cartoon of 
the characteristic event signature of an ep event. Summarizing, we have the event 
signature as one with at least: 
1. Two1 high p~ isolated jet objects. 
2. Isolated high p~ electron positron pair in the, di-electron channel, 
isolated high p~ muon anti-muon pair in the, di-muon channel, 
l ~ h e r e  can be more than two jet objects in the event, and it may be attributed to initial-state 
radiatio or final-state radiation. 
isolated high p~ electron(positron) anti-muon (muon) in the, ep channel. 
3. Large imbalance in the transverse momentum due to the undetected neutrinos. 
The event signature can be faked by some non-top quark processes as well. These 
processes are: 
I. The Z boson production accompanied by at least 2 hadronic jet objects, and 
where the Z-boson may decay into a pair of oppositely charged, but same 
flavor leptons. This process is the primary physics process which mimics the 
event signature in the di-electron and the di-muon channels. When the Z boson 
decays into a pair of T leptons, and they decay into e and a p then it is possible 
to fake the ep channel characteristic as well. Here the mis-measurement or 
resolution effects contribute to the imbalance in the transverse momentum of 
the original event. 
2. The di-boson Wf W -  production, once again accompanied with the production 
of at least 2 hadronic jets, is also a source of a physics process faking the di- 
lepton decay channel. The W boson decays into the charged lepton and its 
corresponding neutrino. Along with the hadronic jets, this process mimics the 
event signature as well. 
3. The detector resolution effects contribute to a class of fake events called in- 
strumental fakes. Consider an event final-state which has a muon and at least 
3 jet objects. A jet object can mimic an electron object when it has sufficient 
electr+magnetic energy contribution in the calorimeter. In such a case the ep 
event can be faked. However, in the above scenario, if there were an electron 
object and at least 3 jets, instead of a muon object, then a di-electron object 
can be faked instead. 
6.2 The strategy of event selection 
All sub-systems of the D 0  detector are used to identify the objects produced in 
an event. From the detected final-state products, the puzzle of inferring the initial 
physics process is solved. 
Information from an event is not available immediately after a physics collision. 
In fact much of the information is available later, and therefore event selection is 
achieved only via a carefully designed selection scheme which filters out unwanted 
events in stages. 
The following sub-sections describe the systematic process in which useful events 
are identified, and associated information is saved. Our resources limit the amount 
of information we can save. We cannot record information from all collisions because 
they occur too frequently, even before the previous event is recorded. Moreover, if 
we were in a hypothetical position to record every event, then we would not be able 
to reconstruct all of it and save them on tape devices in a reasonable time. Filtering 
of the events at D 0  is achieved in three stages by using a trigger system. The 
purpose of the trigger system is to produce a signal that starts the readout of the 
events at the appropriate stage. It is desirable to record and save all useful proton 
anti-proton collisions and reduce the background events. 
Figure 6.2 is a flowchart of the tri-level trigger system and data accumulation at 
D0 .  The detector readout electronics design allows us to save about lo4 events per 
second at the first stage called the level one (Ll) trigger system. Here, the decision 
whether or not to read out all detector elements is taken. At this stage electronic 
information which can be read out fast from detectors is utilized for estimating 
the importance of the event. If the decision is not to take the event, the readout 
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Figure 6.2: (Top) Summary of the three level D 0  trigger system in Run 11. The 
allocated bandwidth and decision time are indicated in the schematic. 
(Bottom) The flowchart of L l  and L2 triggered data path. The arrow indicates the 
direction of data flow. 
electronics is kept ready for the next event. Characteristic, but coarse information 
from the calorimeter and muon detector is utilized for accessing the importance of 
the event. The trigger decision at L l  is on-line, which indicates that the decision to 
record the event is taken just after it occurred. The next stage is the level two (L2) 
trigger system. If the L l  decision is not confirmed then the readout process at L2 
is stopped and reset. The decision is taken before the next proton and anti-proton 
bunch corssing. L2 trigger selects only about 10% of all events saved by L l .  At 
the last stage, level 3 trigger system, only about 2% to 5% of the events accepted 
after L2 are selected. Here the filtering of events is performed by software 08-line, 
which indicates that it is much after the event has taken place and after it has been 
fully reconstructed. It has access to the information from all the subsystems of the 
D 0  detector. 
On-line trigger selection 
This section deals with the event selection procedure applied at the L l .  Preliminary 
information about the final-state of a physics process is first obtained via this trigger 
system. The importance and classification of the event is based on a pre-defined set 
of conditions, called L l  filters. If the event is rejected by the L l  filters, then it 
is lost. However, if the event meets the filter requirements it is passed to the L2 
stage. The success of a filter for an event, (also called trigger firing) indicates the 
presence of one or more final-state objects sought in the event. Since various sub- 
detectors measure response independently, one or more conditions can be used for 
event selection, using boolean AND and OR logic syntax. 
The set of conditions that need to be met at the L l  stage are illustrated in 
Table 6.1 and the sub-section that follows describes the L l  objects which are used 
in the analysis. 
6.3.1 L1 EM objects, jet objects and muons 
Physics study involves analysis of off-line objects like the electromagnetic, muon 
and jet objects. These objects are reconstructed by the reconstruction farms 2. 
In order to trigger on interesting events, one needs to use on-line information, for 
example from the L l  trigger. 







Table 6.1: Triggers applied at the Ll  stages for selecting di-lepton events. 
The transverse energy ET of the trigger towers (TTs) is used to study the r e  
sponse of the L l  trigger tower readout. However, if the complete T T  information is 
used, then the T T  describes a Ll  jet object. The EM T T  which is fired constitutes 
the L l  electromagnetic object, while the jet T T  which is fired is the L l  jet object. 
At Ll  one can determine the number of TTs (EM as well as jet TT) which satisfy 
the ET threshold levels. 
The CEM triggers are termed CEM(N, ET),  where N is the number of EM 
objects fired by the trigger having the threshold ET. A single EM trigger, CEM(1, x) 
'A host of stand alone processors constitute a farm. 












Table 6.2: Triggers applied at the L3 stage for selecting di-lepton events. 
fires when there is at least one EM T T  with ET > x. In an event that passed such a 
trigger we assume that the highest ET T T  in the precision readout fired the trigger. 
The scintillator detector as well as the drift tube's response dictate the presence 
of L l  muon objects. Favorable response from the muon detectors obtained after 
the bunch crossing are attributed to cosmic muons. These objects are eventually 
rejected. Detector hits constitute the L l  muon objects. 
Some L l  trigger tower studies can be found in Appendix E and more details are 
available [55]. 
6.3.2 L2 EM objects, jet objects and muons 
Events that pass the L1 requirements are filtered at L2. For the em objects, 
simple cone algorithms are used to process the L1 T T  response and form cluster(s) 
of em objects at L2. Jet clusters are also formed using the L l  jet objects. It can 
be determined at this stage if the EM or jet T T  which fired in the event is isolated 
or not. The summation of the transverse energy in the clusters of TTs can now be 
defined as well. 
At L2 it is possible to determine the number of hits in the scintillator detectors 
as well as the drift tubes for a L2 muon object. If a L l  muon object has: 
1. at least 1 wire hit in the A layer drift-tube detectors, 
2. at least 1 scintillator hit in the A layer scintillator detectors, 
3. at least 1 wire hits in the B,or C layer drift-tube detectors, or at least 1 
scintillator hit in the B, or C layer scintillator detectors, 
then it is referred to as a 'loose quality' muon object. However, if a L l  muon object 
has: 
1. at least 1 wire hit in the A layer drift-tube detectors, 
2. at least 1 scintillator hit in the A layer scintillator detectors, 
3. at least 2 wire hits in the B,or C layer drift-tube detectors, 
4. at least 1 scintillator hit in the B, or C layer scintillator detectors, 
then it is classified as a 'medium quality' muon. 
For the di-muon channel event selection at least one medium muon object is 
required. In the ep channel there are no additional restrictions for muon objects or 
EM objects at L2. However, for the di-electron channel, it is required that there be 
two L2 em clusters over a p~ threshold of 10 GeV. 
6.3.3 L3 EM objects, jet objects and muons 
At L3, quality cuts can be applied on L2 EM objects to characterize them further. 
The following attributes of the L3 em object can be determined: 
A. fEM: EM fraction, this is the ratio of the EM energy deposited in the EM layers 
of the calorimeter and the total energy of the cluster (which includes contributions 
from hadronic layers if any). The higher this ratio, the more likely it is that the 
cluster response is from an electromagnetic object. 
B. fis0: the isolation of an EM cluster is measured by comparing only the EM energy 
of the cluster within a cone of radius 0.2 to the total cluster energy within a radius 
of 0.4. Quantitatively, the em isolation fraction is defined as f;, = Et0taz(0.4)-EE"(0'2) EE"(O.2) 
C .  shower width: The width of shower shape of the EM clusters in the three inner- 
most EM layers can also be determined 3. 
L3 jet objects are also clusters of energy in the calorimeter which are selected from 
L2 jet objects. Compared to EM objects, jet objects are wider in the (q,$) spread, 
algorithms are used off-line to reclassify and categorize these objects. However, at 
L3 some characteristic information is available as well. The fraction of jet energy 
in the coarse hadronic layers, compared to that in the fine hadronic layers can be 
determined. 
L3 muon objects are similar to L2 muon objects. However, at L3 the muon 
3The shower shape is reestablished off-line as well. However a t  L3 there is an added advantage. 
Maximum energy is deposited in the third EM layer by EM objects when they shower in the material 
of the calorimeter. The finer granularity of the third layer is an advantage, and it provides good 
energy resolution for the em clusters. Due to  the presence of iron toroid and the preshower the 
EM shower initiation occurs before the EM objects hit the calorimeter itself and do not initiate in 
the first EM layer. It is possible that the maximal energy of the EM cluster may not be deposited 
in the third layer, but in the second layer. Therefore sampling of the cluster width in the first 
three layers of the calorimeter provide a useful discriminant a t  L3 as well. 
objects from L2 can be used in conjunction with track information from the CFT 
and the SMT, confirming the presence of a muon track object. This is implemented 
in the L3 muon triggers for the di-muon channel, where at least one muon track 
object is required. 
6.4 Off-line reconstruction 
Optimal use of all saved information is made to understand the response in 
the detector. The process in which information from all detector subsystems is 
incorporated to reveal the signatures of the physical particles produced in the event 
is called 08-line reconstruction. It is also known as 'reco'. Software is used for all 
off-line reconstruction. 
Over 50 thousand detector electronic channels carry information off-line for the 
reconstruction of the physics event. Information from only those events which pass 
the trigger requirements are saved to peripheral devices e.g. tapes. The main 
sequences are the reconstruction of: 
The track objects in the event. 
The primary vertex, using the track objects. 
The electron objects, muon objects and jet objects. 
The unbalanced transverse momentum using all reconstructed objects, clus- 
tered as well as unclustered energy in the calorimeter. 
Well defined set of selection criteria are used, each of which has to be met for the 
reconstructed object to be considered valid. This ensures a larger fraction of events 
from the selected sample having the characteristic event signature. 
The Section 6.5 describes the set of selection criterion used, while ensuing sub- 
sections describe the reconstruction of various objects in the event. 
6.4.1 Reconstruction of a track object 
The tracking detectors record hits or clusters of hits from charged particles. 
Algorithms are used to find and fit the tracks in the event using the collection of 
clusters or hit information from one or more of the sub-detectors. The mathematical 
equation which indicates a possible particle trajectory in the event is called a track. 
Therefore the track object is a re-creation of a possible trajectory which the particle 
in an event may have followed. 
Once the track objects are defined, the next step is to reconstruct the primary 
and the secondary vertexes. However, in this thesis the secondary vertexes are not 
used, and will therefore not be discussed. 
6.4.2 Reconstruction of the primary vertex 
While the incoming proton and anti-proton bunches are focused at the nominal 
interaction point, the actual point of collision may however be different. Algorithms 
which use track objects as inputs, are used to identify the possible position of the 
impact. Reconstructed tracks are used in conjunction with the beam spot infor- 
mation to determine this point. This reconstructed point is defined as the primary 
vertex. 
Once tracks to be used in the event are selected, a clustering algorithm is used to 
identify tracks belonging to different interactions. The clustering algorithm bunches 
neighbouring tracks in a 2 cm segment along the .z axis. Within each cluster the 
tracks are fitted to a common vertex using a Kalman Filter[56] algorithm. The best 
fit determines the position of the primary vertex, and all tracks in the same event 
are refitted with the requirement that they originate from the new vertex position. 
More than one hard scatter may occur in the same bunch crossing. Therefore 
it is possible to reconstruct more than one primary vertex. Instrumental effects 
like tracking resolutions, or misidentified tracks can give rise to spurious primary 
vertexes. The selection of a primary vertex to be used in reconstruction is based 
on the track multiplicity or on the transverse momentum of the associated tracks. 
The optimal selection may depend on the physics process. For the t f  events it was 
established that the sum of the logarithms of the transverse track momenta gives 
the best discriminator in finding the primary vertex[57]. 
The identification of the primary vertex is crucial for an accurate measurement 
of the transverse momentum of all objects in the events, e.g. the electron objects, 
muon objects, or jet objects as well as the imbalance in transverse momentum. 
6.4.3 Reconstruction of muon objects 
Muon objects are reconstructed using information from the tracking detectors, as 
well as the muon detectors which are located outside the calorimeter. A L3 muon 
object in conjunction with a geometrically matched track object would correspond 
to an off-line muon track. An estimate of the muon momentum is obtained from 
the bending angle of the muon track in the toroidal magnetic field. Further details 
will be discussed in the next section. A muon track object in the calorimeter cell 
(MTC) is reconstructed as we11[58]. 
6.4.4 Reconstruction of electron objects 
Off-line, energy information from all calorimeter cells is available. Re-clustering 
of energy depositions into simple cone objects of radius 0.2 units is done. The 
cluster energy can also be determined. The segmentation of the calorimeter provides 
measurements of the longitudinal shower shape as well as the transverse shower 
shape of energy depositions. In addition the Central Pre-Shower detector (CPS) 
detector provides energy measurement as well as the cluster shapes of these objects 
since the shower development is initiated in the CPS. The CFT and the Si detector 
provide precise matching with the CPS cluster position, and they provide means to 
measure the transverse momentum (pT) as well as the ratio (Elp) . 
The L3 em objects which have an associated track object are said to be 'tight' 
electron objects. The algorithm for obtaining the isolated electron objects uses 
calorimeter clusters which are matched with the CPS information. These in turn 
are then matched with tracks. Isolated clusters and isolated tracks are only selected 
for this analysis. 
Off-line all qualitative information from L3 electron objects are either refined or 
preserved. These features, described earlier in Section 6.3.3, are: 
The EM fraction of energy in each cluster. 
The em isolation. 
Then, using the H-matrix technique one can compare observed shower shapes 
to expectations using the covariance matrix of energy deposits in different 
calorimeter layers. This leads to a composite variable for discriminating shower 
shapes of electron and photon objects and other hadrons4. 
4 ~ o  determine the electron/photon likeness of a shower, the electron response is generated using 
Table 6.3 summarizes the algorithms used for defining an electromagnetic cluster 
(object). For this analysis, only the first algorithm is used. 
Table 6.3: A list of electron ID definitions used in reconstruction algorithms. 
seed 
cluster 




6.4.5 Reconstruction of jet objects 







Legacy Cone Algorithm[59]. The algorithm aims to reconstruct all clusters of 







Every calorimeter cluster is assigned to be a massless 4-vector object, with the 














size are combined, and various fixed radius cone configurations are obtained. An 
algorithm is used for clustering particles, partons or even energy depositions. For 
this analysis, the algorithm uses a fixed cone of radius 0.5 units. The algorithm is 
modeled such that each of these cones contain stable jets, i.e the jet axis and the 
4-vector sum of all the calorimeter objects are as 'close' as possible. 
the detector simulations. Then, for example for a sample of N simulated electrons, one can define 
a covariance matrix. Then the x2 which measures the consistency of a shower with a typical 
em shower can be defined. This value of the x2 is used as a discriminating value. There are 8 
observables used in constructing the x2, they are: fractional shower energy in each of the 4 EM 
layers of the calorimeter, the shower widths along the two transverse directions, the logarithm of 
the total energy, and the longitudinal position of the event's primary vertex. 
During reconstruction it is possible to decipher jets which include defective or 
noise calorimeter cells, or TTs. Their contribution in cluster energy can be deter- 
mined, and avoided as well. 
6.4.6 Corrections to off-line objects 
The reconstructed electrons, muons, and jets are calibrated. This involves a series 
of corrections which will be described in Chapter 7. 
6.4.7 Determination of the unbalanced transverse 
momentum 
After full reconstruction of all objects in an event is achieved and after necessary 
corrections are applied to those objects, the imbalance in the transverse momemtum 
is estimated. The response is attributed to the presence of undetected neutrinos in 
the final-state of the event 
6.5 Selection cuts 
Two main types of criteria are imposed for event selection. Data quality criterion 
are imposed to remove known corrupt runs and luminosity blocks. Secondly, event 
selection cuts are imposed to enhance high signal-tebackground ratio. This section 
deals with the latter issue. 
6.5.1 Selection cuts for track objects used in reconstructing 
the primary vertex 
The characteristics of the tracks used for primary vertex reconstruction are: 
The p~ of tracks to be 2 0.5 GeV. 
SMT hits > 2. 
DCA significance of track objects 5 3.0. 
6.5.2 Selection cuts for the primary vertex identification 
The selection criteria for the primary vertex are: 
The absolute value of the longitudinal spread of the PV from the center of the 
detector (l.zol) be < 60.0 cm. This criterion ensures that the primary vertex is 
reconstructed within the tracking volume of the silicon detector. 
At least three tracks are associated with the primary vertex. 
Further details regarding the primary vertex selection criteria and its characteristics 
are available in [60]. 
6.5.3 Selection cuts for muon identification 
In addition to the medium muons described above, further cuts are applied on the 
muon objects. Tracks reconstructed using the muon detectors are extrapolated to 
the point of closest approach (PCA) to the beam, and moreover these parameters are 
compared with tracks from the tracking subsystems at the point of closest approach 
as well. A global fit is performed with all central tracks within 1 radian in azimuthal 
and polar angle of a muon track at PCA. The central track with the highest x2 
probability is considered as the muon candidate. The measurement of the muon 
track parameters is taken from the tracking detectors. This identifies a muon object 
whose origin is consistent with that of one coming from the primary vertex. In 
addition, 
The (r, 4) distance of closest approach (dca) significance, defined as the ratio 
of dca to its error, is limited to Idcal/ad, < 3.0. 
The distance along the beam direction from the muon to the primary vertex 
is also constrained to lAz(p, PV)I < 1.0 cm. 
It is difficult to determine the radius of curvature of high p~ muon objects for the 
stiff tracks. We avoid abnormally large p~ muons from the signal samples which tend 
to be matched to poorly reconstructed tracks by restricting the fit to the matched 
track using x:,,~ < 4.0. 
Background processes containing b jet decays may give rise to high p~ muon ob- 
jects too; however, these muon objects are not well isolated from the jet objects in 
the event. An isolation variable devised on the ratio of the visible energy (halo) 
surrounding the muon and its p~ is estimated. Specifically, it is required that: 
For high p~ muon objects, p~ > 15.0 GeV is used. 
6.5.4 Selection cuts for electron identification 
After initial identification of an electron object, we can enhance the quality of the 
object by further imposing quality cuts. The qualitative requirements, described 
previously in section 6.4.4, are: 
Electrons are required to pass the likelihood (L) cut of: L > 0.85. This cut 
has been revised5. 
The electron candidates are also required to have an associated track. 
If an electron satisfies all the criteria mentioned and has a p~ > 15.0 GeV, then they 
are selected. 
6.5.5 Selection cuts for jet identification 
For selecting jet objects in the events, the following cuts are applied to recon- 
structed events: 
A cut on the fraction of energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
 EM is applied 0.05 < fEM < 0.95. 
5For the analysis done in spring 2004, electrons in the central calorimeter were selected with a 
likelihood cut of L > 0.75, and electrons which are in the end calorimeter have a tighter likelihood 
cut of L > 0.80. 
6.6 Expected signal and background yields 
After application of selection cuts, the expected signal and background yields were 
established[52] from data as well as the simulated Monte Carlo generated events. 
Table 6.4 highlights the expected background and signal yields in the di-electron 
channel, for the data sample of 243.00 pb-l used, while Table 6.5 corresponds to the 
expected background and signal yields in the di-muon channel, for the data sample 
of 224.33 pb-l used. The corresponding results for the ep channel is illustrated in 
Table 6.6 which uses data sample of 228.29 pb-l. 
process/ 1 event 1 statistical I systematic 
category 
inclusive Z/ y * 
inclusive WW 
instmmental fakes 
missing ET fakes 
EM fake 
# selected events I 5 
total bkg 
expected signal 
Table 6.4: The expected signal and background yields and number of events for 
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# selected events 1 8 
event 
yield 
total bkg 0.96 f 0.07 + o . ~ l  -0.18 
mber of 









Table 6.6: Expected background yields, expected signal yield and observed num- 






















f 0.11 +o .s~  -0.42 
6.7 Selected data sample 
After the application of all selection cuts, and removal of all runs with poor quality 
of the detector response, 8 events were selected in the ep channel, 5 were selected 
in the di-electron channel and none were selected in the di-muon channel. The run 
numbers and event numbers for the selected di-electron events are given in Table 6.7, 
and the selected ep events in Table 6.8. 
Table 6.7: Run numbers and event numbers for the selected events in the di-electron 
channel. 












Table 6.8: Run numbers and event numbers for the selected events in the ep channel. 



















Detector Calibration and 
Resolution 
This chapter addresses the calibration of the 4-vectors of the final-state parti- 
cles. While the precision of the relevert nleaurenlert is deperlderlt on the inherent 
resolution of detector sub-systerns, its accuracy is achieved via energy calibration 
using well-nleasured. easy to resolve. and well established resonances1. For selecting 
candidate events fronl collider data and nleasure the mass of the top quark using 
the selected events, it is essential to nleasure the 4-vectors of the final-state objects. 
In proton and anti-proton collisions, it is difficult to accourlt for the rllorllerlturll 
of all final-state particles which fly along the proton anti-proton bear11 axis. These 
harbto-detect renlnarts car1 possibly carry a substantial fraction of the total energy 
along the beam-pipe. Moreover, the detector is absent for the high 77 range (1771 4). 
Therefore. it is not possible to estinlate the 4-vectors of all particles. Since there 
is no initial rllorllerlturll along the transverse direction of the beams, the vector 
'For example? we will not yet try t,o use t>lle new resonance st,at,e? urllicll the Selex experiment, 
at Ferrnilah claims t,o 11ave discovered[Cil]. 
physics analysis calibrated detector 
study channel sub-syst em 
high p~ Z + e+e- em-calorimeter / tracking 
high p~ T O  + yy em-calorimeter 
high p~ y + j e t  event hadron-calorimeter 
high p~ Z + jet + e+e- + jet hadron-calorimeter 
high p~ Z + /-+ /-- muon system / tracking 
low PT J /$  + /-+ /-- tracking 
low p~ J /$  + e+e- tracking 
Table 7.1: Physics processes used in the energy-momentum calibration. The value 
of the resonance mass is obtained from the Particle Data Group[64]. High pT physics 
involves objects which are N 10.0 GeV or higher. 
sum of the transverse momentum of all final state products can be constrained to 
the null value. This is essentially crucial for estimation of the missing transverse 
energy in an event and in calibration of the jet energy. The trackiing system is 
used to establish the transverse momentum of charged particles. This motivates 
the calibration of the momentum of the final-state muons and electrons particles 
in the transverse plane. For the case of electrons and jets, the shower development 
in the calorimeter makes it impossible for momentum estimation of the plethora of 
generated daughter particles. Estimation of the shower energy can be achieved via 
the response (deposited charge) of the daughter particles in the active layer of the 
calorimeter cells. 
Table 7.1 shows some of the physics processes used in the energy-momentum 
calibration of various detector sub-systems. Electron pairs produced from known 
resonances, e.g. the Z-boson, are used to calibrate the energy scale of the em- 
calorimeter and to determine the position and momentum resolution. A procedure 
similar in style is adopted, using the muon pairs from those resonances, to establish 
the transverse momentum scale for the muon system. The transverse momentum 
scale is then adapted for obtaining the momentum scale as well. The position 
resolution of the tracking system and the issues of jet energy calibration and the jet 
energy resolution are discussed. 
7.1 Calibration of the electron energy scale 
The absolute energy scale of the calorimeter modules was established[62] before 
Run I commenced. A controlled beam of electrons was used to calibrate the elec- 
tromagnetic calorimeter's response. After obtaining a preliminary calibration, the 
detector is recalibrated in-situ using collider data. This avoids potential effects due 
electronic noise from the readout system (which is different from that of Run I). The 
electronic coupling (hardware coupling) to the detector may result in an electronic 
response which differs from the original response. 
This thesis deals with the measurement of high p~ ( i.e. p~ N 10 GeV or higher) 
electrons. For the electromagnetic calorimeter calibration at high transverse energy 
i.e. ET N 15.0 GeV or higher, electron pairs from the Z resonance decays are used 
to reconstruct the on-shell Z resonance. The measured 4-vector ( E y )  of the decay 
products is then corrected using 
in addition to a kinematic constraint on the invariant Z mass as shown by J. Zhu[63]. 
This helps scale the reconstructed Z pole mass to the more accurate value obtained 
from the Particle Data Group[64] as well as from the LEPEWWG[65]. In Equa- 
tion 7.1 Erw is the reconstructed energy of the ith electron, while Ei is obtained 
after correcting that by the factor a and an offset ,B such that the central value of the 
Z resonance coincides with the value from that of the Particle Data Group2. These 
corrections are dependent on 7, since response of the calorimeter in the central, for- 
ward or the inter cryostat region differ. However, the corrections are applicable to 
all high p~ electrons irrespective of the underlying physics process. The width of 
the Z resonance gives a measure of the mass resolution that can be obtained from 
the calorimeter. 
Monte Carlo events are modeled to mimic the kinematic distributions from data. 
The value of the resonance mass of the W boson and the Z boson is from the Particle 
Data Group, resolutions of the invariant mass distribution may differ due to our 
inability to simulate the accurate model of the detector. Therefore, a correction, 
known as the oversmearing correction, is applied to tune the electron energy response 
to match the resolution obtained from data events. The scalar value of the smeared 
4-moment a, ESmear is then represented as: 
where x is a random number obtained from a unit Gaussian distribution (RMS of 
unit value with the mean of zero), and 0~ is the electron oversmearing resolution[66]. 
Once the value of the over-smeared energy is obtained, then the 4-vectors are ob- 
tained using the original angular projections of the electron. 
The central and the end-cap electromagnetic calorimeters are structurally and 
functionally independent, the scaling and smearing corrections for electrons in these 
regions are obtained separately. Plots of the Z resonance from data and simu- 
lated events are shown in Figure 7.1. The high p~ di-electron invariant mass is 
'This measurement is dominated by the results from the LEP experiments. 
Table 7.2: The scale parameters and oversmearing parameters[66] applied to electron 
objects in the simulated events. 
9 1 
reconstructed from data events, and the distribution obtained is numerically fit to 
Gaussian function. The RMS of the best fit is used as a measure of the energy 
resolution. The details regarding the evaluation of the scale and smearing correc- 
tions are described by S. Jain in [66]. These oversmearing parameters and the scale 
factors obtained from S. Jain[66] are shown in Table 7.2. 
detector 
region 
central (CC) -within fiducial 
central (CC) - not in fiducial 




0.950 f 0.011 




0.115 f 0.009 
0.034 f 0.009 
Figure 7.1: Comparative study of the reconstruction of the Z resonance from Teva- 
tron data and simulated Z + e+e- events. The pair of plots on the top correspond 
to the case when both electrons used in the mass reconstruction are in the CC as 
well as the fiducial region of the detector. The bottom plots represent the case which 
have both electrons in the EC region. The region which is dominant in signal events 
is numerically fit using the Gaussian function, and the RMS of the fit obtained is 
used as a measure of the energy resolution. The plots are obtained from S. Jain[66]. 
7.2 Calibration of the muon momentum scale 
A procedure similar in style is adopted for muons for reconstructing the Z res- 
onance from Z + p+p- events. Muons are calibrated such that the mean of the 
resonance distribution corresponds to the value of the Z pole obtained from the 
Particle Data Group[64]. The RMS of the distribution gives a measure of the mass 
resolution which can be obtained from the tracking system and the muon system. 
The scale and oversmearing corrections are applied to the MC muons so as to cali- 
brate the muon momentum scale, which gives a realistic representation of the mass 
resolution obtained using the tracker and the muon system in conjunction. 
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 illustrate the reconstructed Z resonance from a pair of muons 
in data events as well as simulated events. 
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Figure 7.2: The Z boson reconstruction from di-muon events detected in the central 
muon system. The left plot is from the Tevatron data, and the right plot is from 
MC events. The plot at the bottom is from MC events but with the scale and over 
smearing corrections applied to the muons. The horizontal error bar represents the 
histogram bin width. All plots are obtained from D. Shpakov[67]. 
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Figure 7.3: Z reconstruction from di-muon pairs detected in the forward muon 
system. The upper left plot is from the Tevatron data, while the upper right one is 
from MC events. The bottom plot is from MC events but with the scale and over 
smearing corrections applied to the muons. The horizontal error bar represents the 
histogram bin width. All plots are obtained from D. Shpakov[67]. 
7.3 Calibration of the jet energy scale 
Figure 7.4 describes a schematic of the evolution of partons to energy depositions in 
the calorimeter. A cone algorithm is used to envelope clusters of energy deposition, 
to represent a consolidated object also known as the jet. Unlike the calibration of 
final-state electrons and muons, the energy of the final-state partons is non-trivial 
to calibrate. The jet energy calibration is typically done in two steps. First the 
response of the jet objects is calibrated to the detector level. Then the particle 
response is obtained. Finally, the response is calibrated in terms of the final-state 
partons. 
This section describes the energy calibration of jets to yield an average response 
as if a collection of stable particles were the final-state objects. In the next section, 
the mapping of the response at the particle level (production stage) to the parton 
level (production stage) at hard-scatter is discussed. 
The measured energy of the jet (Ekt) contained within a cone of radius R is 
correlated to the energy of the particles (Epartides) that initiated the jet formation. 
The latter is a function of the jet's cone of radius R, pseudo rapidity with respect to 
the origin of the detector qkt, and the instantaneous luminosity C, and is described 
in a D 0  collaboration Note [69]. 
where the factor O(R, qdet, C) corrects for the energy deposited in the jet cone and 
does not originate from the final-state particles. The factor R(Ekt, R, qdet) accounts 
for the non-linear response of the calorimeter material. The factor S(Ekt, R, mt) 
accounts for the out-of-cone effects during the jet shower development. The following 
Figure 7.4: A schematic representing the evolution of partons to particles, then 
to energy cluster(s) in the calorimeter, and eventually to the jet enveloped by a 
hypothetical cone. 
subsections describe these factors. 
7.3.1 Offset correction 
Jets manifest as clusters of energy deposition(s) in the calorimeter. The deposition 
may occur in response to final-state particles and also may also occur due to: 
Uranium noise. 
Minimum bias interactions from beam crossings. 
Pile-up from previous beam crossings. 
This correction factor is derived from a sample of events from proton and anti-proton 
collision having only the LO (level zero) trigger confirmation3. Therefore, such events 
correspond to detected collisions which are not biased by any of the Ll,  L2 or L3 
triggers. 
The experimental procedure for such data acquisition is called a minimum bias 
run. The result yields a response called 'offset'. An average offset response is 
omitted from the response acquired during physics collisions. Figure 7.5 represents 
the transverse energy density per unit 7 x 4 as the function of the detector 7kt. 
7.3.2 Response correct ion 
The response of the calorimeter does not scale linearly with increasing energy 
depositions. The correction is determined from the imbalance in the transverse 
energy in events having only two objects, one of which is an em object. Since the em 
energy scale is more precisely determined, it is common practice that the response is 
3This corresponds to the event confirmation obtained via the Luminosity monitors. 
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Figure 7.5: ET density per unit 7 x q5 as a function of detector 171 in minimum bias 
data measured from a low (yellow squares), medium (pink upward triangles) and 
high (blue downward triangles) luminosity sample. The line represents a fit to the 
medium luminosity data. The horizontal error bar represents the bin width. This 
plot is obtained from N. Parua[69]. 
determined from a hadronic jet object recoiling against a photon object. Therefore, 
after the electromagnetic scale has been determined, this response is calibrated. In 
this analysis jet algorithms with cone radius of 0.5 are used. Figure 7.6 shows the 
jet response for 0.7 jet cone algorithms[69]. 
7.3.3 Showering correction 
Reactions in proton anti-proton inelastic scattering can be described through 
interactions of initial-state partons that produce final-state partons. The final-state 
partons undergo hadronization and fragmentation. Hadrons from these partons 
Jet Response vs Jet Energy (R = 0.7 Cone) h 
- 
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Figure 7.6: Jet energy response for a 0.7 cone algorithms. This plot is obtained from 
P. Perea[69]. 
interact with the calorimeter material yielding a shower (cascade) of particles. The 
character of individual hadron showers is independent of whether they originate from 
a gluon or a quark. However, quark and gluon jets differ in their fragmentation, 
and on average, quarks are known to produce narrower lateral profiles than gluons. 
Irrespective of the nature of the original parton initiating the shower, cone algorithms 
of fixed size are used to estimate the energy deposition in the calorimeter. Particles 
from within any such hypothetical cone can scatter and deposit energy outside the 
cone, while those from neighbouring un-clustered energy deposition, may leak in to 
the cone4. The showering correction accounts for these effects on an average[70]. 
4 ~ n  the case of events with three of more jets, energy may leak in from from particles of 
neighbouring jets. 
1 Energy denchy (1 q kO.7) 1 1 Energy density (1 q 1.0.7) 1 
Figure 7.7: (Left) Energy density profiles from y+jet events in the central calorime 
ter as a function of the receding distance from the jet axis. (Right) The average 
energy density profile for jet objects for the central calorimeter after baseline sub- 
traction. The horizontal error bar represent the bin width of the histogram. 
Independent corrections are obtained for the three calorimeter regions shown in 
Table 7.3. The corrections obtained for the data set used are derived from values 
of the jet energy contained within the fixed cone jet algorithm shown in Table 7.4. 
If the fixed cone algorithm were sufficient to describe the jet objects, then the 
fraction F would always correspond to unity, and no correction would be needed. 
Figure 7.7(left) represents the energy density profile for the central calorimeter as 
a function of the receeding distance from the jet axis. The energy density within a 
cone radius of 0.5 can be estimated after baseline energy subtraction. This is shown 
in the Figure 7.7(right). A similar set of corrections is obtained for simulated MC 
events. Table 7.4 and 7.5 shows the average fraction of jet energy contained in fixed 
cone algorithms for data and simulated events respectively. 
inter cryost at 
Table 7.3: Ranges of detector pseudorapidity used to obtain the jet energy calibra- 
tion and associated corrections, e.g. the showering corrections. Identical detector 
pseudorapidity range is used to obtain other independent corrections with regards 
to reconstructed jets. 
Table 7.4: The average fraction of the jet energy contained in the fixed cone algo- 
rithms as a function of detector 7 (from Tevatron data). 
The calibrated jet energy is determined using the offset corrections, the response 
function, and the showering correction using Equation 7.3. 
Evaluation of the missing transverse 
moment urn 
There is no momentum component of the proton and anti-proton beam along 
the transverse direction. Due to conservation of momentum, after a proton anti- 
proton collision we constrain the kinematics of each event to have a null transverse 
momentum. The vector sum of the imbalance in transverse momentum is denoted 
+ 
as the missing transverse momentum d,. 
After the energy of the reconstructed jets and electrons, and the momentum of 
the muons in the event are obtained, we then estimate the unbalanced momentum 
Table 7.5: The average fraction of energy corltairled in fixed cone jets as a furlctiorl 
of detector 77 (fro111 hlC events). 
in the transverse plane. At this stage all snlearing and scale corrections for the 
jets, electrons and rlluorls have been applied. There nlay be energy depositons in 
the calorinleter that nlay fail to qualify as electrons or jets. Those depositiorls are 
categorized as un-clustered energy. 
The transverse rnissirlg energy nleasured using the calorinleter @ZTca1 ) is therefore 
estinlated as: 
-q;,, = c E$ec t ro i~  + C E j e t  unclustered 
T + E T  
all electrons all jets  
independently along the x and y .axes. After the calorinleter energy clusters have 
been used to extract the nlonlertunl, they are conlbined with the rlluorl rllorllerlt a 
to yield the inll~alance in the evert's transverse rllorllerlta as: 
= C g g l e c t r o n  unclustered + C g;et ++T + C gTmuons . (7.5) 
all electrons all jets  all muons  
7.5 Correcting the jet 4-vector to represent the 
parton 4-vector 
Reactions in proton-antiproton inelastic scattering earl be described through inter- 
actions of initial-st ate partons producing final-st ate partons. The final-st ate partons 
undergo hadronization and fragmentation, and often hard-gluon radiation. As ex- 
plained before, the final-state partons manifest themselves as jets of particles, whose 
response can he measured with a detector. Hence, the 4-vector of any final-state 
parton is not identical to the 4-vector of the objects originating from those partons. 
A correction is therefore required to extract the 4-vector of the original hard parton 
from a jet. This correction, when applied to the jet, adjusts the 4-vector of the jet 
on average to that of the original parton. 
Figure 7.8: The energy spectrum of partons from light quarks and the b quark. The 
number of entries in the two histograms are normalized to unity. 
The energy spectrum of jet objects from simulated events (ti? + p+ multi-jets 
process) originating from heavy-quark hadronization differs from those originating 
via light-quark hadronization5. Figure 7.8 shows the energy spectra in these two 
cases. The corrections are therefore derived separately for jets originating from 
fragmentation of light quarks (u, d, s, c) and heavy quarks (b) as a function of energy, 
and in three pseudorapidity bins of the D 0  detector, as shown in Table 7.3. For this 
study, simulated tf events are used in which one of the W bosons produced in the 
hard scatter is forced to decay hadronically while the second W is forced to decay 
into ,u and Y,. 
x E jet, y = E parton 1
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Figure 7.9: (Left) The energy of light-quark partons versus the energy of their best- 
matched reconstructed jets. (Right) The average profile of the scatter plot at left. 
Fitting the profiles of Ere,, versus EPwt, with 2nd degree polynomials (i.e. 3 
parameters) yields the fit parameters as shown in Figure 7.9. The following tables 
are the parameters obtained from the fits. The ranges of detector 7 for which 
5 ~ h e  b quark comes directly from the t quark decay and is expectedly harder than the light 
quark which comes from the W boson decay, which in turn come from the t quark decay. Moreover, 
there is a significant difference in the detector's response to the light quark jets and the b jets, 
which are dominated by the presence of semi-leptonic decays of b quarks. 
the corrections were established are displayed in Table 7.3. Additional information 
regarding this correction6 can be found in Appendix I?. A detailed study can be 
found in [71]. 
'These corrections were obtained in Summer 2003. The corrections used in this dissertation 
have been updated. 
pseudorapidity po(GeV) pl p2 (GeV-l) 
Irl < 0.7 -2.927 0.9602 3.184 x 
0.7 I 171 < 1.8 3.847 0.8541 7.465 x 
1.8 I lrll < 2.5 11.340 0.8071 6.510 x 
Table 7.6: Coefficients for jets matched to light quarks, as a function of detector 7. 
pseudorapidity po(GeV) pl p2 (GeV-l) 
Table 7.7: Coefficients for jets matched to b quarks, as a function of detector 7. Jets 
that contain a muon were corrected according to the Method described in[71]. 
pseudorapidity po (GeV) pl p p  (GeV-l) 
171 < 0.7 -3.743 0.9291 2.719 x 
0.7 I 171 < 1.8 -0.8044 0.8513 5.225 x 
1.8 I 171 < 2.5 19.37 0.6306 9.619 x 
Table 7.8: Coefficients for jets without muon matched to b quarks, as a function of 
detector 7. 
pseudorapidity po(GeV) pl p2 (GeV-l) 
171 < 0.7 34.09 0.5569 1.641 x 
0.7 5 171 < 1.8 52.21 0.3817 1.682 x 
1.8 I 171 < 2.5 0 0.60 1.4 x 
Table 7.9: Coefficients for jets with muons matched to b quarks, as a function of 
detector 7. The jets were corrected according to the method described in[71]. In 
the forward region, enough data was not obtained to fit the low-energy behavior. 
Therefore, we were forced to set po = 0 in the fit. 
7.6 Electron energy resolution 
The energy resolution of the ern-calorimeter g ~ , ,  is parameterized by 
Here OE,, is the energy residual Etrue - Eel,, where Etru, is the energy of the sirnu- 
lated electron, and Eel, is the reconstructed energy, after application of oversnlearing 
corrections to it. Parameters C,,, S,,, and Nem represent the corlstarlt ternl, the 
sarllplirlg tern1 and the noise tern1 for the ern-calorimeter. 
The noise tern1 (N,,) accourlts for the: 
the energy equivalent of the electronics noise, 
the fluctuatiorl in energy due to pile t ~ p .  In this case particles, other than those 
of interest cause the the energy fluctuations. 
The sampling tern1 (S,,), also krlowrl as stochastic ternl, accourlts for: 
the statistical fluctuations in the nunlber of prinlary processes. 
The corlstarlt (C,,) tern1 accourlts for contributions fronl: 
physical inlperfections in the calorinleter nlaterial. 
non-unifornlity of signal generation and/or collection. 
cell- to-cell irtercalibratiorl error (s) , 
fluctuations in the arnourlt of energy leakage fronl the periphery of the nlaterial, 
losses in dead regions of the detector. These regions cannot be read out due 
to some mechanical failure. 
contributions from the fluctuation in the em component in the hadronic show- 
ers. 
After the scale and oversmearing corrections described in Section 7.1 have been 
applied to simulated events, the variance of the electron energy residuals are eval- 
uated in definite AEtrue intervals. The distribution of the variance evaluated from 
the residuals are plotted versus the AEtrue intervals in Figures 7.10 and 7.11. The 
distribution is fit to the function shown in Equation 7.6. The parameters from the 
best numerical fit to the distribution determines the detector's energy resolution 
parameters for the high-ET electrons. At these energy scales, the noise term is 
negligible compared to the contributions of the sampling and the constant terms. 
Table 7.10 [66] shows the values for the electron energy resolution parameters. 
Table 7.10: Energy resolution parameters for the central calorimeter (CC) and end 
calorimeter (EC) as a function of mt. 
detector 
region 
(CC) - within fiducial 
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S em 
parameter (a) 
0.224 f 0.002 
0.385 f 0.013 
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Figure 7.10: The distrihuion of the fractional electron energy resolution versus elec- 
tron energy in the central calorimeter. The best fit to the distribution yields em- 
calorimeter resolution parameters for CC em-calorimeter. The top plot represents 
the case when both the electron objects used in reconstructing the Z resonance are 
in the CC. The bottom plot represents the case when one of the electrons is not in 
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Figure 7.11: The distribution of the fractional electron energy resolution versus elec- 
tron energy in the end-cap calorimeters. The parameters from the best fit to the 
distribution yields the resolution parameters for end cap electromagnetic calorime 
ter. This plot is obtained with both the electron objects used in reconstructing the 
Z resonance in the end calorimeters. The plot is obtained from S. Jain[66]. 
7.7 Muon momentum resolution 
The pxarneterization of the rlluorl transverse rllorllerlturll (pT) resolution is giver1 
This paranleteric representation is nlotivated by the inherent tracking resolution of a 
charged particle in a nlagnetic field and 13y the rnultiple scattering of the charged par- 
ticle in the detector volunle. After the transverse rllorllerlturll resolution is obtained, 
the rllorllerlturll resolution is corrected as a furlctiorl of the transverse rllorllerlturll 
resolution and the polar angle resolution. 
For evaluating the resolution, rlluorl objects which have the scaling and over- 
snlearing corrections applied to t hem. The residual of t he inverse transverse 1110- 
rllerlturll is estimated as a function of the inverse rlluorl p ~ .  Then Gaussian fits to 
the distribution are used to estirnate the variance (al/,,) of the residual is obtained 
for intervals in Al/,, as shown in Figure 7.12. The all,, distribution as a furlctiorl 
of l/pT is parameterized using Equation 7.7. The best values of pxarneters a and 
b fronl nunlerical fits are used as the resolution parameters. Figures 7.13 and 7.14 
illustrate a,, of the rlluorls as a furlctiorl of their inverse p~ for the central and 
the forward regions respectively. The resolution a,, thus obtained is for the rlluorl 
systenl in corljurlctiorl with the tracking systenl. Further details of this analysis are 
described 13y D. Shpakov [G7]. 
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Figure 7.12: Muon inverse p~ residuals for some ApT and A y  ranges. The variance 
of best fits from these distributions give a measure of the al,,, for various l / p T  
intervals. These values are then used to estimate the inverse transverse momentum 
resolution parameters. Above plots are obtained from D. Shpakov [67]. 
Figure 7.13: al,,, of the muons as a function of l/pT for the central region. The 
best fits to residual distributions yield the values of a,, used. Muon resolution 
parameters from the central muon system as a function of the muon l/pT. The 
horizontal error bar corresponds to the bin width. This figure is obtained from D. 
Shpakov[67]. 
1 inverse p, residuals vs. lipT, 1111 > 1.62311 ) X2 Indf 2.372 I 2 
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Figure 7.14: al,,, of the muons as a function of l/pT for the forward region. Muon 
resolution parameters from the forward muon system as a function of the muon l/pT. 
The horizontal error bar corresponds to the bin width. This figure is obtained from 
D. Shpakov[67]. 
7.8 Jet energy resolution 
Sirnilar to the case of electron energy, the energy resolution of a jet of energy E 
where C, S, m d  N represent the corlstarlt terrn. the sarllplirlg tern1 and the noise 
term for the calorinleter. 
Di-jet events are used to estinlate the residual trmsverse energy as a furlctiorl of 
the rllearl transverse energy. If the calorinleter were ideal in its response, then the 
vector sum of the total transverse energy would be a null value for the di-jet everts. 
The jet cone algorithnls have an &-hoe cut of 8.0 GeV for the Ll ET which nlay 
bias results for the jet ET calibration. Moreover the jet turn on curve as a furlctiorl 
of olflirle ET is rnuch r110re sluggish than that of the electron ET. These factors 
nlotivate the establishnlent of the jet transverse energy resolution as a furlctiorl of 
ET for ET > 50.0 GeV using di-jet events. For the range ET < 50.0 GeV, events 
with y f j e t  objects are used to evaluate the residual ET. Once this is acconlplished. 
then the variance fronl fits to residuals are obtained as a furlctiorl of a fixed range of 
ET. This is then established for various values of ET. The best fit to the distribution, 
such as one in Figure 7.15 yields the resolution parameters in Equation 7.8. Instead 
of using the energy vxial~le, the di-jet irlvarimt rllass is used as a representative 
variable. 
Figure 7.15: Parameteric representation of the resolution of jet energy scale. The 
solid line represents the fit to data distribution, while the dashed line represents 
the fit to events obtained via Monte Carlo simulation. The values of p0, p l ,  p2 
obtained from the best numerical fit correspond to the parameters obtained from 
data events for the constant term C, the sampling term S and the noise term N. 
The dotted curve represents the Run I parameteric curve. This plot is obtained 
from A. Kupco [69]. 
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7.9 Summary of the object resolutions 
For the selected data events and the standard D 0  Monte Carlo events, the 
measured transverse momenta of objects are smeared with their experimental reso- 
lutions. For the analysis on mass measurement, the resolutions7 used are listed in 
the table below: 
Table 7.11: The parameterization of resolution for reconstructed muons. 
Table 7.12: The parameterization of resolution for reconstructed electrons. These 
numbers have been obtained from the reference 
171 region 
Ir1 < 1.1 
1.5 < 171 < 2.5 





Irl < 0.5 
0.5 5 171 < 1.0 
1.0 5 171 < 1.5 
171 2 1.5 
7 ~ h e s e  standard resolutions parameters were obtained from the Top Quark Properties Group 
























Until now we have described the various steps taken and the tools used to select 
a set of everlts which represent the characteristics of top and anti-top quark pairs 
decaying into the di-lepton channel. This chapter describes a method for deternlining 
the Y~ELSS of the top quark in the di-lepton channel using the selected events. 
In order to illustrate the conlplexity of the problenl, the di-lepton event topology 
is first described, and specific nleasurenlents from the selected event are obtained. 
After a description of the problenl a solutiorl is illustrated. Detailed studies irlvolvirlg 
the application of the method to sirllulated everlts for perfornling self-consistency 
tests as well as establishing the associated systenlatic uncertainties are shown. A 
nleasurernent of the mass of top quark fronl Tevatron data is obtained, fulfilling the 
goal of this thesis. 
8.1 The di-lepton event topology 
In the di-lepton channel top anti-top quark pairs decay via t 4 Wb, followed by 
W i lvl yielding six final-state particles as displayed in Figure 8.1. These final-state 
Figure 8.1: A schematic of the di-lepton event topology: pp + ti? + X + 
b l t u ~ ~  6 1 2 ~ ~ ~  + X. The six particle final-state is the simplest case with two b jets in 
the event. 
particles are: 
A pair of charged leptons from1: 
(e+, e-1, (P+, /--I, (e+, /--I or (e-, /-+I. 
The corresponding pair of neutrinos from among: 
(ue,~e) ,  (up,vp), (ue,vp), or (ue,vp)- 
The b, b jets. 
However, there may be additional jets in the event from initial-state radiation, final- 
state radiation or from split jets. In this analysis only the two leading transverse 
momentum jets in the event are considered. If there are additional jets in the event 
then they are neglected. 
If the identities as well as the 3-momenta of the final-state particles are known 
(18 quantities), then the complete event reconstruction is possible. However, we can 
only identify and measure the 4-momenta of the jets and the charged leptons. The 
two neutrinos in the event remain undetected, but the vector sum of their transverse 
'As explained before, this analysis does not consider the final-state with r, v, 
momenta can be inferred from the observed missing p~ in the event. Therefore, a 
set of only 14 observables {o)  out of the 18 values {v) are measured. 
In order to constrain the ti? event kinematics the energy-momentum conservation 
principle is imposed. For completeness, a description of the algorithm proposed by 
Dalitz and Goldstein in reference[72], [73] is presented in the next sub-section. 
8.1.1 Constraints from the event topology 
This sub-section describes the mathematical construct for the di-lepton event 
analysis. Consider a and [to represent the 3-momenta for the t ,  b and 1 final-state 
particles in the laboratory frame of reference, while t", b", and I" are the corre- 
sponding covariant 4-momenta in the same frame of reference. Since the neutrino 
is undetected, all constraints are expressed in terms of t", b", and I". Here b", 
and I" are the measured quantities, and t" is the quantity we seek. Using energy- 
momentum conservation, we obtain three sets of constraints: 
A. The invariant mass of the charged lepton and its corresponding neutrino is set 
to be equal to the mass of the W boson, mw. Two independent constraints are 
obtained for the charged lepton and its corresponding anti-neutrino and the charged 
anti-lepton and its corresponding neutrino. The Lorentz invariant equation for the 
particle pair is: 
+ + 2 -&f2 (t" - b") - (t, - b,) = (Et - E ~ ) ~  - (t - b) = W .  
In order to solve for t", this equation can be rewritten as: 
(f - q2 = (Et - E ~ ) ~  - M& = R& (say) 
We obtain an equation similar in form for the anti-particle system. 
B. The invariant mass of the particles from the decay of the top quark is set to 
be the invariant mass of all the anti-particles which decay from the anti-top quark. 
This can be set in terms of the detected observables as: 
The mass of the neutrino (mu) is neglected. Therefore, we obtain: 
Incorporating Equations 8.1 and 8.2, the event kinematics remain under-constrained 
by just one equation. In this thesis we use a hypothesized value of the mass of the 
top quark to fully constrain the set of kinematic variables from the event. 
Let us first consider the system of the intermediate state particle the t-quark, 
and the final-state particles b-quark and the charged lepton I .  When Equations 8.1 
and 8.2 have common solutions for the 4momentum t" in the laboratory frame of 
reference, then the kinematic configuration yields a set of solutions for the neutrino 
momentum as well. We now illustrate that multiple solutions may exist for the 
neutrino and anti-neutrino momenta. 
Consider the schematic shown in Figure 8.2. Fkom the origin at point P, the 
3-momenta a (~k) and i(~1) are illustrated in succession. Point B is the center 
of a sphere of radius Rw described by Equation 8.1, and the point L is the center 
of the sphere described by Equation 8.2 with radius R,. In order to obtain realistic 
solutions in the 3 particle decay scheme t + bW + blvl, these spheres must intersect. 
The momentum vector ;is a valid solution for the Equations 8.1 and 8.2 if it lies on 
Circle E t  = const 
Figure 8.2 : A represent ation of the 3-rnornenturn vectors in the lab frame of reference 
for the t 4 bW, W 4 lvl decay sequence. This diagram is fro111 [73]. 
the circle of intersection of the two spheres. This circle of intersection is represented 
along AfN, the solid line in Figure 8.2, or the dashed line AfN in Figure 8.3. The 
+ 
radius of this circle of intersection CX = 7'. is giver1 in the reference by Dalitz and 
Goldstein [72], [73] : 
Arl& 1q2 = -(E, - Eo). 
El (8.3) 
where? 
is the rnirlirllurn value of Et which car1 yield physical solutions[72], [73]. For a range of 
+ 
values of 1 bl and lil. spheres of varying will be obtained. It can be established[73] 
that all such circles car1 be enveloped by a paraboloid as shown in Figure 8.3. All 
Figure 8.3: The geometrical representation of the paraboloid surface for all values of 
the rnorner1ta ;which can be established to be physically corlsisterlt with the observed 
+ 
values of b and i This diagrml is from [72]. and is a close-up of the paraboloid shape 
fronl Figure 8.2. 
possible values of Zlie on the surface of the paraboloid. A corlverlierlt pxarnetric 
forrn of representing the equation of the paraboloid is: 
, A A A A A  
where j = b x 1, i = 1 x j and the angle i) is wbteraled by ~k aral 2. hloreover. 
the pxarneter & is the top quark rnornerlturn at the bottorn of the paraboloid when 
E = Eo, and it is giver1 by[72], [73] : 
Although the equation of the circle AfN provides solutiorls for Zpertaining to 
the event, these solutiorls do not correspond to a corlstarlt value of mt. It car1 be 
proved[72] ,[73] that points having the same value of mt lie on the plane defined by 
unit vectors i and 5. where = x (6 x f ) .  Irltersection of corlstarlt mt planes and the 
paraboloid results in the slanted ellipse with the rnajor axis giver1 by the line segrnerlt 
fh in Figure 8.3. Therefore, the vector zdescribed by such ellipses is corlsisterlt with 
the decay kinematics. The projection of this ellipse on to the original plane AlN, 
which is perperalicular to gives a circle with QH as its diarneter and centered at 
D. as shown in Figure 8.3. The radius r, of this circle is given by [72], [73] : 
In the above equation: 
and it represents the srllallest possible value of mt which car1 be accorllrllodated on 
the paraboloid surface. The top quark rllorllerlturll for this configuration car1 be 
parameterized on the circle, in ternls of a, the malog of 7 in Equation 8.5, 
tf= ti + 5x, + f ( ~  - Eo) + 2r, cos a + jr, sin 0. (8.7) 
To reduce the rnathernatical complexity of the system. we project the circle on 
to the transverse rllorllerlta plane. The projection of zlies on an ellipse AN on this 
transverse plane as shown in Figure 8.4. For constraining the six particle final-state 
we can define gT (tl) as. 
The vector ?i, - fT lies on the transverse plane and is related to zT by a reflection at 
the origin and a translation. The locus of d l  f solutions lie on an ellipse AN' on this 
plane as shown in Figure 8.4. When the two ellipses AN and AN' intersect then 
physical solutions for the transverse momenta of the neutrino (in the laboratory 
frame of reference) are obtained. Both ellipses are projected onto the transverse 
momenta plane, which is illustrated in Figure 8.4. 
Figure 8.4: Solutions for the f and f projected on to the laboratory transverse 
momentum plane. The dotted and continuous ellipses represent the two independent 
projections (which are described by AN and AN' in this section) of f and f. 
The points where the two ellipses intersect correspond to a physical solution for 
c? of the top anti-top system in the laboratory reference frame. Therefore, there 
are 0, 2, or at most 4 solutions for a given mt, for the neutrino and anti-neutrino 
momenta in the event2. 
2Here we hypothetically distinguish the pairs of particles b, I+ from the anti-particles 6, I-. By 
considering all sets of jet and charged lepton pairs this ambiguity is avoided. 
8.2 The Method of analysis 
From the analyzed set of data, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity 
of nearly 230 pb-l, eight candidate events in the ep channel and five candidate 
events in the di-electron channel have been obtained. No event passed the selection 
criterion for the di-muon channel[52]. These selected events are used to estimate 
the mass of the top quark. In this section, the mass of the top quark is treated as 
an unknown parameter. The Maximum Likelihood method[74] is used to estimate 
this unknown parameter. 
First, individual candidate events are used to extract kinematic information. 
The event selection and the calibration of the 4-vectors of objects was described in 
Chapters 6 and 7 respectively. In the next sub-section, we discuss the mass analysis 
of a single event. Finally, information from all candidate events is combined to 
estimate the most likely value of the mass of the top quark. 
8.2.1 The mass analysis of an event 
A hypothetical value of the top quark mass mt is used to solve the system of under- 
constrained equations. Then, for every event, up to n real solutions are obtained for 
the neutrino and anti-neutrino momenta, where n = 0, 2 or 4. There is a two-fold 
combinatoric ambiguity in pairing a charged lepton and a b-jet. Therefore, up to 
n = 8 possible neutrino momentum solutions are possible. 
This algorithm was developed for measurement performed in Run I[27I3. Ideally 
we would like to calculate the probability to measure the 14 observables ( o ) ,  given 
3A stand-alone software was prepared by appropriate modifications of the Run I code. 
the top quark nlxs  mt. This probability p({o)lmt) can be expressed x: 
For every everlt p({o) 1 {t*)) is the probability density to nleasure the set of 14 ob- 
servable~ {o) ,  for a giver1 set of 18 final-state values {v). It can be described by 
generating nlarly signal events having identical input mt. The p({v) lmt) is the prob- 
ability density to obtain the final-state set {v) for a given mt, which can be evaluated 
using Feynnlan rules[75]. This earl be sirllplified as: 
Here f ( z )  and f (3) are the proton and anti-proton parton distribution furlctiorl at 
rllorllerlturll fractions n: and 3 respectively. The nlatrix elernerlt for the process: 
qij + tf + bl-vl bl f  4, as well as gg + tf+ 61-vl b l f  4. 
is denoted by M. Therefore, Equation 8.9 earl be expressed by[27]: 
Evaluation of Equation 8.11 is conlputationally intense, so we sinlplify the ex- 
pression. Later in this chapter we study its inlplication by cornparing the rnxs of 
the top quark obtained fro111 this analysis versus the value used for the generation 
of the top and anti-top quark pair. 
The sirllplified analytic conlputation is now described. For every everlt a weight 
YVk,  that corresponds to the kth neutrino anti-neutrino rllorllerlta solution, and which 
is a furlctiorl of the hypothesized rnass of the top quark mt, is obtained. The method 
is along the same lines as that of Dalitz and Goldstein[72] as well as Kondo[76]. This 
is established in three steps. 
A. At first we map the detected final-state particles in the event to represent 
particles at the parton level[71]. This involves application of corrections described 
in the previous chapter, vix. the over-smearing corrections for the electron, muon 
and the jet 4-momenta, as well as the particleteparton level corrections. For the 
two charged lepton and jet pair, the weight (Wk) described in the reference [72] is 
given by: 
This weight represents the probability to measure the set of observables {o}  using 
a hypothesized % and corresponding to the kth neutrino and anti-neutrino solution 
pair. It incorporates the parton distribution function for the proton and anti-proton, 
and also the decay distribution of the W bosons. In the Equation 8.12 f (x) is 
the proton's parton distribution function evaluated at Q2 M mi, and f (2 )  is the 
corresponding anti-proton parton distribution function. The expression p ( E f l q )  is 
the probability density function for the energy of the charged lepton to be E' in 
the rest frame of the top quark with mass mt. This can be analytically represented 
mi - mt - 2mtEf 
p(Eflrnt) = 4 q E '  (m," - mt)2 + m&(m," + mi) - 2m& (8.13) 
Likewise, p(E' 1%) is the probability density function of the anti-lepton energy to 
be E' in the anti-top rest frame. 
B. Combining all the n solutions for the neutrino momenta, the total event weight 
( W )  obtained is expressed as: 
C. To accourlt for the detector resolutions, we average the weight furlctiorl Wk over 
the experirnertal resolutions as well. These object resolutions were listed in Chapter 
7 in Tables 7.11. 7.12 and 7.13. Given the nleasured final-state observables and the 
hypothesized mt, the everlt weight Wk(mt) represents the likelihood that the everlt 
is observed using a hypothesized value of the rnass of the top quark. The neutrino 
and anti-neutrino solutiorls which are not physical are neglected. A null value of Wk 
is assigned such that when we sum over all such weights, their contribution is void. 
Therefore. using Equation 8.14, we can approxinlate Equation 8.11 as: 
A distribution of weights W fronl every everlt is used to extract the mt which is 
corlsisterlt with the set of nleasured kinenlatic observables fronl all selected everts. 
The value of the parameter mt which corresponds to the rllaxirllurll of the distribution 
is also obtained. The statistical analysis tool used for this purpose is introduced in 
the next section. 
8.3 The mass analysis: the first step 
Consider a variable X (which takes values fro111 a set X') that nlay be derived fronl 
experirnertal observable(s). Suppose the distribution of this variable is expressed 
as a furlctiorl of the urlkrlowrl parameter, e.g. mt (which may be described by a set 
of values M). Let the density function of X at x be given by the analytic function 
f (xlmt). The likelihood function L is the function obtained by exchanging the roles 
of x and q, so that the parameter to he determined mt is treated as an unknown 
variable, and the quantity x is treated as the known variable: 
L(mtlx) = f(xlmt), for mt in M and x in X'. 
In the method of maximum likelihood, the aim is to establish a value M ( x )  of the 
parameter mt that maximizes L(mt lx) for every x in X'. The value M ( x )  is called 
the maximum likelihood estimator of mt. A choice of this estimator is explained in 
the next section, while the evaluation of the maximum likelihood function used in 
this dissertation is explained in sub-section 8.4.1. 
8.3.1 The peak weight as the mass estimator 
Figure 8.5: The weight distribution of a simulated event generated using 175.0 GeV 
as the value of the mass of the top quark. 
The value of the hypothesized mt corresponding to the global maximum of 
the weight distribution W represents the best estimate of mt corresponding to the 
kinematics of that event. As an example, consider Figure 8.5 which illustrates 
the weight distribution of a simulated event with an input mt = 175.0 GeV. From 
simulated events as well as data events, the peak value (mPeak) is used as a mass 
estimator (which was denoted by M in the previous sub-section) for the maximum 
likelihood analysis. This value is not an unbiased estimator of the actual mass[78]. 
It has been shown[79] that it is a better estimate to the input MC value of mt when 
compared to the mean of the weight distribution W. In this analysis, hypothesized 
values of mt with 1.0 GeV increments are used for solving the event kinematics. 
Therefore, the peak value of the distribution can be off by at most A a 2 ~  = 1.0 GeV. 
This fluctuation is marginal compared to the st atistical and systematic uncertainties 
that are obtained in the measurement. 
The m,,k value determined from an event may not be an ideal representative of 
the mass of the top quark. However, when we consider these values from many simu- 
lated events generated with the same input mass, then the shape of the distribution 
represents the likelihood of measuring the mass of the top quark as a function of the 
hypothetical value used to constrain the set of equations mentioned in Section 8.1.1. 
Analysis of a large number of simulated events shows that kinematic selection cuts 
used in event selection introduce a bias in the distribution[81]. Moreover, as ex- 
plained before in Equation 8.15, the weight function is only an approximation of 
the probability to measure the event observables (0) for a hypothetical value of 
the mass of the top quark and it is not the exact solution. The presence of effects 
such as initial state radiation and final state radiation in the event also introduce 
a bias[78]. Hence, we compare the peak of the weight distribution of events to 
templates which represent expectations from MC events. This method[83] (using 
template distributions) helps avoid the effects of unwanted bias in the estimator. 
The next section describes the analysis procedure used to extract the most likely 
value of the mass of the top quark using an ensemble of events. 
8.4 Mass analysis using an ensemble of events 
An un-binned maximum likelihood method is an ideal tool for solving this prob- 
lem, since it works well for ensembles with small number statistics. Application of 
this method would require an analytical representation of templates from simulated 
events. Due to the limited availability of simulated events, templates of binned his- 
tograms are used to represent likelihood distributions. Finally, a binned maximum 
likelihood method[85],[89] is used to extract the best estimate of m+ 
2 From an ensemble of Ntot selected events we obtain {m;,,,, m,,, . . . mzi i )  mass 
estimators. We assume this distribution follows a probability distribution function 
f ({m&,,)lmt) which can be established from template distributions. Details about 
the construction of template distributions are described in the subsection 8.4.3. 
The maximum likelihood function used in the analysis to derive the best estimate 
of our parameter mt, using the estimators m,, from the ensemble of events is now 
defined. 
8.4.1 The Maximum Likelihood Function 
Consider the hypothetical case where we have a set of Ntot entries {mi,,,, mi,,,, 
. . . mz;~)  which are binned in N bins (of a histogram). If the entries in each of the 
bins are n1, 722, n3. . n ~ ,  sinlply denoted by 6, then 
Consider Ntot as a rand0111 variable fronl a Poissorl distribution with a rnem value 
of vtot. We first deterrnirle the probability of obtaining Ntot using the Poissorl prob- 
ability distribution furlctiorl and then distribute the observatiorls of the mp,,k in a 
histogran1 with N bins, the bin corlterlt of which is denoted by 6 .  The joint proba- 
bility distribution furlctiorl for obtaining Ntot with corresponding bin corlterlts giver1 
by 6 is: 
where in the above equation the probability for an entry to be in bin i has beer1 
expressed as the expectation value v, divided by vtot. where: 
The Equation 8.18 can be simplified to: 
V .  " f. J oznt . (614 = n L e - U i  
n;! 
The expectation value of the nunlber of entries in the ith bin (v;) is giver1 by: 
where my" and mya" are the bin limits. Taking the logarithnl of the joint proba- 
bility distribution furlction in Equation 8.18 and ornittirlg the ternls which do not 
depend on the rnass parameter, the logarithnl of the likelihood furlctiorl for the 
binned histogram of m P e a k  values can be expressed as: 
1v 1v 
log L(vtot Imt) = x(ni log 1/, - G )  = x ni log 1/, - vtot. (8.22) 
i=l i=l 
Alternatively, if the nunlber of entries in each of the ith bin are distributed 
randonlly, having Poissorl probability distribution furlctiorl with a rllearl value v,, 
then the probability density will also be given by Equation 8.18[85]. Equation 8.22 
is the log-likelihood furlctiorl used for obtaining the nl,axinlurn likelihood estinlate 
(1CILE) of mt fronl an ensenlble of events4. 
The set of expectation values for entries 
in the Equation 8.22 is obtained fronl ternplate histogranls which are constructed 
horn nlarly sirllulated events. The estinlator m p e a k  fro111 the ensernble of data events 
is used to construct the ensenlble histogranl. The entries in those histogranl bins 
correspond to the set of runlbers denoted by 
For perfornling tests using sirllulated events, 6 is obtained fronl the histograms 
using the lone estinlator mpeak  fronl every event. Figure 8.G illustrates the values 
"11 t>llis di~sert~at~ion, t,lle t,ot,al nurnher of ent,ries in t,lle ensernll~le 1list)ograrn is kept fixed, wllile 
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Figure 8.G: An exarnple of the rllaxirllurll log likelihood fit. The rllirlirllurll frorn the 
numerical fit is rllirlirllurll of the likelihood furlctiorl and it corresponds to the most 
likely estirnate (MLE) of the paranleter (the rnass of the top quark) for the ensemble 
of everts. 
of the negative of the log-likelihood distribution using Equation 8.22 as a function 
of the parameter mt for an ensemble of simulated events. The template histograms 
used in the study are shown in Figure 8.8 and 8.9. The best estimate for the 
simulated ensemble corresponds to the minimum of the (best) numerically generated 
fit obtained from the distribution of the negative logarithm of the likelihood versus 
the input MC mt. The best fit to the set of points is obtained using the numerical 
analysis package MINUIT in ROOT [84]. 
For likelihood functions L which are Gaussian distributions, maximum log- 
likelihood function correspond to curves which are quadratic in nature[89]. However, 
the template histograms are not Gaussian distributions. Therefore, an asymmetric 
function is used to fit over the range of mt. The the most likely estimate of the 
the number of entries in each of the individual bins are randomly distributed. 
mass of the top quark corresponds to the minimum of the best numerical fit to the 
likelihood distribution. The simplest asymmetric fit (a cubic function) is used for 
this analysis. Compared to the quadratic functional form used in the numerical fit, 
the cubic fit is a better fit in most cases. 
8.4.2 Statistical uncertainty from ensemble studies 
MC top quark mass (GeV) 
Figure 8.7: A schematic illustrating the evaluation of statistical uncertainty in the 
evaluation of the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) from an ensemble of events. 
The dotted (parabolic curve) represents the best numerically obtained fit around 
the neighborhood of the global minimum. 
Using Gaussian templates and ensemble histograms which are Gaussian dis- 
tributions, the standard procedure[89] of establishing the statistical uncertainty is 
illustrated below. 
From the numerical fit illustrated in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7, let the global 
minimum (MLE) of the x-axis be (x,;,). Let its corresponding log-likelihood value 
be denoted by y,;, (say). The statistical uncertainty astat (within a N 68% con- 
fidence limit) for the determined MLE corresponds to the values of % which are 
within y,;, f 0.5. If this strategy is repeated for many ensembles, and a distribution 
of the from all ensembles is a Gaussian distribution, with a mean of zero and 
unit RMS. The mean value of zero reflects the fact that there is a null bias in d e  
5The pull from every ensemble is defined as (fitted mt - input MC mt)/(aStat) 
termining the MLE. The unit value of the RMS of the Gaussian distribution shows 
that the statistical uncertainty is estimated within a N 68% confidence limit. 
The same idea is used in this analysis. However, instead of estimating the sta- 
tistical fluctuation at only ymin f 0.5., we evaluate it at ymin f (0.5 + N x 0.075), 
where ( N  = 1,2,3) .  The pull distribution corresponding to all these cases are d e  
termined. It is observed that when the limits are determined at ymin f 0.5., the pull 
distributions better represent unit Gaussian distributions. 
8.4.3 Template construction 
Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9 represent the template distributions used for the analy- 
sis in the ep channel. Similar plots of the template distributions for the di-electron 
channel are illustrated in Figure 8.10. From studies done previously (which may 
be found in [27] and [80]), estimates were made for establishing the statistical un- 
certainty (Aastat) associated with the measurement of the mass using simulated 
ensembles having small number statistics (N 10 events). The algorithm used in this 
thesis yields Aastat M 16 to 19 GeV[81] for ensembles of eight events with M 20% 
background contamination. It is not possible to generate MC events with a con- 
tinuously varying input %, nor is it feasible to generate them for a wide range of 
hypothetical %. The samples are generated over a range of hypothetical % values, 
spanning about three to four times the Aastat from the assumed central value of 
175.0 GeV. This helps avoid bias which may occur at lower or higher ends of the 
fitted mass range, while numerically extracting the maximum likelihood fit. The 
input mt values used to generate the signal MC template distributions are 120.0, 
140.0, 160.0, 175.0, 190.0, 210.0, and 230.0 GeV. 
Primarily two types of templates are used in this study. For studies with signal 
ensembles templates from the three di-lepton signal processes are used. Templates 
representing contamination from background processes are also constructed and then 
added to signal templates. A random multinomial admixture of events from signal 
and background processes are used. The sources of background contamination and 
their average proportion in an ensemble are illustrated in Table 8.1 [52]. 
If many thousands of unique simulated events are used to construct template 
histograms, then the histograms can be binned in small intervals, e.g., 5 GeV, and 
the bin-tebin fluctuations in those templates would be minimal. In this analysis 
statistics obtained for template construction is limited, and the results obtained for 
the most likely value of the ensembles depend on the nature of template construction. 
This prompts us to check the self-consistency of the algorithm used. The self- 
consistency tests using simulated ensembles are discussed in Section 8.5. It has 
been empirically established[87] that the optimal histogram bin size, which provides 
an unbiased estimation of the probability density represented by a histogram is 
achieved for: 
1 Aw = 3.5aN-3, (8.23) 
where Aw is the width of the histogram bin, a is the standard deviation of the 
distribution and N is the statistics available. Similar results have been obtained by 
Freedman and Dixonis[88]. They establish a bin width given by: 
where IQR is the inter-quartile range (the 75th percentile minus the 25th percentile). 
In both formulations the width is proportional to N-4. 
For this analysis, template binning of 30 GeV is used. A summary of event crite 
ria and relevant details regarding the template statistics is described in Appendix G. 
For the studies done with a simpleminded Monte Carlo (Pythia[44], without detec- 
tor resolution effects) binning from values of 20 GeV upto even 10 GeV was used. 
In this case the statistics for signal processes were nearly twenty times as much as 
what was available from the complete D 0  detector simulated Monte Carlo events. 
The statistics for background processes used were of the same order as those from 
signal processes. 
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Figure 8.10: Some template distributions for analysis in the ee channel. 
8.4.4 The data ensemble 
The Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12 are the data histograms of mPeak values from 
the selected data events in the ep channel and the di-electron channel respectively. 
Events obtained after application of each and every selection criterion described in 
Chapter 6 as well as in [52] constitute the ensemble of data events. The number of 
events obtained in each channel is given in Table 8.1. 
1 peak distribution (emu channel) 1 
Entries 
Mean 173.9 
Figure 8.11: Histogram of the mpeak distribution from the selected data events in 
the ep channel. 
The values of mpeak from the weight distributions of each of the selected events 
are populated in histograms whose bin widths are identical to those of the template 
6 ~ h e  bin width in the histograms in Figures 8.11 and 8.11 is N 2 GeV. 
Figure 8.12: Histogram of the m,,k distribution from the selected data events in 
the di-electron channel. 
8.4.5 Construction of simulated ensembles for 
self-consistency tests 
Simulated events are also filtered using kinematic and quality criteria identical 
to those used in selecting data events[52]. As explained before, the peak values 
(mPeak) from the event weight of the simulated events corresponding to an ensemble 
are binned into an ensemble histogram. All available simulated events are used to 
construct independent ensemble histograms. The number of events used to construct 
such simulated ensembles is set to the number of events observed in each of the 
di-lepton channels. The main ingredients of ensemble composition are listed in 
Table 8.1. 
eP ee PP 
channel channel channel 
integrated luminosity pb-l 228.29 243.00 224.33 
# candidate events 8 5 0 
% signal contribution 84.46 67.25 53.08 
% ZOly* inclusive processes 6.47 4.59 39.04 
% W+W- inclusive processes 5.83 4.93 5.48 
% instrumental effects 3.24 23.23 2.40 
% tot a1 background contribution 15.54 32.75 46.92 
Table 8.1: The composition of templates and simulated ensembles expressed as a 
percentage of the total composition. The information from this Table is obtained 
from [52]. 
8.5 Evaluation of the Maximum Likelihood 
Estimate 
The Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) from an ensemble corresponds to the 
numerically obtained minimum of the log-likelihood fit such as the one in Figure 8.6. 
This is the most likely estimate of the value of the mass of the top quark obtained 
using the m,,k estimators from the ensemble of events. 
We can use the MLEs obtained from simulated ensembles to determine the con- 
tribution of systematic uncertainties. 
8.5.1 The Maximum Likelihood Estimate using simulated 
ensembles 
Figure 8.13 represents the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimates o b  
tained from 100 independent ensembles which have 80% signal events generated with 
input %=175.0 GeV and 20% background contribution in them. The distribution 
can be fitted to a Gaussian form. We use the mean of the distribution as the most 
likely estimate of the generated or input q. It is well established that for a Gaus- 
sian distribution, the mean is the maximum likelihood estimator[89]. Therefore we 
numerically fit the MLE distribution to a Gaussian function and use the mean and 
variance from the numerical fit for the estimated value of mt and its statistical un- 
certainty respectively. Although the variance of the Gaussian distribution is biased, 
it is possible to correct for that bias. 
Constant 44.17 k 5.4 
most likely mt from fit (GeV) 
Figure 8.13: Histogram of the most likely values from 100 simulated ensembles each 
with eight events. 
Starting with various input values of the generated mass of the top quark, sim- 
ilar studies were done. Table 8.4 shows the expected statistical uncertainty from 
tests using simulated ep ensembles of 8 events. Results from a similar case study 
with simulated di-electron event ensembles (5 event per ensemble) are presented in 
Table 8.5. The set of the MLE distribution and pull distributions obtained in these 
studies are illustrated in Appendix I. 
Table 8.2: Results from simulated ensembles of 8 ep events using 140, 160, 175, 190, 
and 210 GeV as the input mt. 
Table 8.3: Results from simulated ensembles of 5 di-electron events using 140, 160, 
175, 190, and 210 GeV as the input mt. 
8.6 Self-consistency tests using fast MC 
The following consistency tests are primarily done to check for bias due to oversight 
or bugs in the kinematic likelihood fitting, or other unforeseen problems. 
When an analysis similar to that in Section 8.5 is undertaken for 100 simulated 
ensembles, signal events having an input mt of 175.0 GeV, then we obtain the 
mean fitted mass of 174.5 GeV, while nearly 3% of the ensembles yield un-physical 
solutions. The contribution of simulated background-like events are multinomially 
incorporated into ensembles. We repeat the experiments many more times, with 
predetermined fraction of signal and constituent background processes. In this way 
a more appropriate representative of the mean fitted value of is obtained. This 
mean value obtained by the algorithm is used as the measured mass of the top quark, 
for simulated signal events with input mt value of 175.0 GeV. 
The above procedure is repeated for signal events generated with various other 
mass points[90]. The set of points obtained can then be used to construct a cali- 
bration curve of the average value of the maximum likelihood estimates versus the 
value of the mass of the top quark used in their generation. The best numerical fit 
to the set of points is shown in Figure 8.14. If the analysis algorithm is perfect then 
the best fit to the set of independent measurements would correspond to a straight 
line with unit slope and an offset corresponding to the nominal value of 175.0 GeV. 
The tests were done using many (500) events per ensemble, to avoid any effects due 
to small statistics that may creep in and produce a bias. In the first case (results 
shown on the top plot in Figure 8.14) the ensembles were derived from events which 
went in to constitute the template distributions. A straight line parameterized as: 
fitted mass = p l  . (input mass - 175.0 GeV) + pO GeV (8.25) 
gives the best fit to the ensemble test results for pl= 1.007 f 0.09, and pO = 175.7 
f 0.2 GeV. This fit to the set of points shown in Figure 8.14 is consistent with a 
straight line of unit slope and a nominal offset of approximately 175 GeV. 
The results illustrated in the bottom plot in Figure 8.14 are from an independent 
test. In this test, it was ensured that the events which were used for ensemble con- 
struction were not used for template distributions, but other events corresponding 
to the relevant signal and background processes were used. 
The calibration curves shown in Figure 8.15 are obtained using ensembles with 
small number statistics. The top plot is obtained using ensembles with 8 events, 
while the bottom plot in Figure 8.15 is obtained using 5 events per ensemble. The 
background contamination in both studies were kept the same, nearly 15%. The 
best straight line fits in these independent tests correspond to a straight line of unit 
slope and a nominal offset of 175.0 GeV. This is a proof that the analysis algorithm 
is self-consistent. 
These results reflect the fact that the developed dynamical likelihood fitting 
method is self-consistent. If there are any biases, then they are at a level much 
smaller than that due to fluctuations in the calibration curve for the case of ensem- 
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Figure 8.14: Calibration curve from simulated ensembles constructed using signal 
and background events from Pythia[44]. The bottom plot represents the calibration 
curve when the events used in constructing templates and simulated ensembles were 
separated. This was not ensured for the calibration curve displayed on the upper 
plot. 
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Figure 8.15: Calibration curve from simulated ensembles constructed using signal 
and background events from Pythia[44]. The upper plot represents the calibration 
curve obtained using 8 signal and background (15%) events per ensemble, while the 
bottom plot represents the calibration curve when only 5 events were per ensemble. 
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8.7 Self-consistency tests with simulated events 
incorporating the full detector resolution ef- 
fects 
Table 8.4: Results from simulated ensembles with 8 ep events using 140, 160, 175, 
190, and 210 GeV as the input mt. Every result is the mean of 160 independent 
random ensembles, which are re-shuffled and used 25 times. The average the number 
of unique ensembles used (Nmfi)  is 100. 
Table 8.5: Results from simulated ensembles with 5 di-electron events using 140, 160, 
175, 190, and 210 GeV as the input mt. Every result is the mean of 160 independent 
random ensembles, which are reshuffled and used 25 times altogether. The number 
of unique set of ensembles (Nm) is 64. 
All the steps described previously are repeated using the simulated events with 
the full detector resolution effects. Figure 8.16 describes the calibration obtained in 
the ep channel. The relevant information is listed in Table 8.4. Calibration for the 
analysis in the di-electron channel is illustrated in Figure 8.18, and Table 8.5 lists 







Figure 8.16: Calibration curve from simulated ensembles constructed using signal 
and background processes of the ep channel. 
x2 1 ndf 2.149 1 3 
Prob 
PO 175.5 k 0.8374 
As shown previously, the straight line parameterized as: 
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input MC mt - 175.0 (GeV) 
average fitted mass = pl  - (input mass - 175.0 GeV) + pO GeV 
gives the best fit to the ensemble test results for pl= 1.001 f 0.03, and pO = 175.5 
f 0.8 GeV. This fit to the set of points shown in Figure 8.16 is consistent with a 
straight line of unit slope and the nominal offset of 175 GeV. 
It has been shown (in Appendix J) that when the purity of the ensembles is 
reduced, then the fitted parameters are less likely to be consistent with a straight 
line of unit slope and an offset of 175.0 GeV than that with lesser or no background 
simulation 
ideal 
L l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l ~ l l l ~ l ~  
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
input MC mt - 175.0 (GeV) 
Figure 8.17: Calibration curve from simulated ensembles constructed using only 
signal di-electron channel events. 
contamination. Figure 8.17 illustrates the best fit obtained from signal processes 
in the di-electron channel. After the ensembles were contaminated with nearly one 
third of background processes, the best fit obtained is illustrated in Figure 8.18. In 
fact when ensembles have nearly 50% background type processes, then the slope of 
the straight line fit reduces by nearly 20% of its nominal value of unity7. 
7 ~ h e  r sults are described in Appendix J. 
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Figure 8.18: Calibration curve from simulated ensembles constructed using signal 
and background processes of the di-electron channel. 
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X2 I ndf 0.4497 I 3 
Prob 0.9298 
Po 177.1 f 1.405 
8.8 The Maximum Likelihood Estimate using the 
data ensemble 
In this section the results of the Maximum Likelihood estimates from the data 
ensembles are presented. 
8.8.1 Results from the data ensembles: ep and ee channels 
Table 8.6: Log-likelihood versus input MC q for the ep ensemble. 




























The Table 8.6 lists the logarithm of the likelihood obtained for various input 
MC mt for the ep  channel. Table 8.7 is the corresponding listing obtained from the 



























ee ensemble. Figure 8.19 and 8.20 are the logarithm of the likelihood plots as a 
function of the input mass of the top quark using the data ensemble for the e p  and 
the di-electron channels respectively. The Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) 
are the the minima of the functions which best (numerically) fit to the two negative 
log-likelihood distributions. 
The MLE (from Figure 8.19) of the mass of the top quark from the ensemble of 
8 events selected in the e p  channel is: 
mt = 153.5 2:;:; (stat.) GeV. (8.27) 
The corresponding MLE (from Figure 8.20) obtained for the 5 events selected in the 
di-electron channel is: 
+25.6 mt = 158.6 -22.3 (stat.) GeV. (8.28) 
While the consistency checks described in the previous section indicate that there is 
no need for a bias correction in the case for the e p  channel, a correction to eliminate 
the bias is applied in the di-electron channel. The corrected MLE is presented in 
the next sub-section. 
Figure 8.21 represents the normalized template distribution for the mass that fits 
the data best. Here, the template with signal events having an input MC q = 160 
GeV is used. Superposed on the template histogram is the normalized histogram of 
mPeak values from the eight e p  candidate events. 
Figure 8.22 represents the normalized template in the ee channel for an input 
value of the mass of the top quark of 160 GeV. A normalized histogram of the mPeak 
values obtained from the five candidate events are superposed over the template 
distribution. 
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Figure 8.19: The maximum likelihood fit to the ep data ensemble. 
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Figure 8.20: The rnaxirnurn likelihood fit to the di-electron data ensemble. 
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Figure 8.21: The combined signal (input mt = 160 GeV) and background template 
for the ep channel that fits the data best. Superposed on the normalized template is 
the normalized ep ensemble histogram with the m,,k values from the eight candidate 
events. 
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Figure 8.22: The combined signal (input mt = 160 GeV) and background template 
for the ee channel that fits the data best. Superposed on the normalized template is 
the normalized ee ensemble histogram with the m,,k values from the five candidate 
events. 
8.8.2 The Maximum Likelihood Estimate of the di-electron 
data ensemble with the calibration bias correction 
The calibration curve from Figure 8.18 is used to correct the most likely value of the 
mass of the top quark obtained from ensembles. The di-electron data ensemble gives 
the best numerical fit shown in Figure 8.20. as well as the top plot on Figure 8.23. 
After the application of the bias correction, the same numerical fit now translates 
into the fit shown on the bottom plot of Figure 8.23. The MLE we now obtain for 
the di-electron data ensemble is: 
mt = 155.4 +;::: (stat.) GeV. 
x2 1 ndf 0.03039 1 3 
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Figure 8.23: (Top) The parameterized log-likelihood distribution as a function of 
the input MC top quark mass for the ensemble of di-electron events. This plot is 
identical to the Figure 8.20. 
(Bottom) The log-likelihood distribution as a function of the input MC value of 
the top quark mass, for the ensemble of di-electron events. This plot is obtained 
after the application of the bias correction derived from the calibration curve in 
Figure 8.18. 
8.8.3 A caveat 
Consider the distributions of MLEs using simulated events with detector resolution 
effects. Using ensembles with signal events with an input mass of the top quark of 
175 GeV, the question to be addressed is: 
how likely is it that the algorithm yields a measured mass which is < 160 GeV? 
For this study each one of these ensembles has the nominal background composition 
as well (Table 8.1). The simulations for the ep channel have 8 events per ensemble, 
while those for the di-electron channel have 5 events per ensemble. 
Figure 8.24 is a distribution of the MLEs for the ep channel, and Figure 8.25 is 
that from the di-electron channel. It has been ensured that in each of these tests, 
all ensembles have unique events8. From both distributions nearly 15 - 20% of the 
total ensembles yield MLEs having values less than 160 GeV. It must be noted that 
this value is dependent on the bin width of the respective histograms. 
8No ensemble is created after the reshuffling of events. 
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Figure 8.24: The distribution of MLEs from unique and simulated ep ensembles, 
the signal events having input MC mt = 175 GeV. 
Figure 8.25: The distribution of MLEs from unique and simulated ee ensembles, 
signal events having input MC mt = 175 GeV. 
the 
Combined log-likelihood distributions 
In order to combine the results, functions from Figure 8.19 and the bottom plot 
on Figure 8.23 (which give the best estimate of the value of the mass of the top 
quark in each of the two channels) are added. Figure 8.26 represents the combined 
log-likelihood as a function of the input value of the mass. The MLE obtained from 
this combined numerical fit represents the most likely estimate of the top quark 
for the ee and e p  ensembles. The Maximum Likelihood Estimate for the combined 
ensembles and the associated statistical uncertainty is: 
154.1 2:;:; (stat.) GeV. 
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8.10 Systematic uncertainties 
Using ensembles of simulated events, the primary systematic uncertainties are 
established. A comprehensive listing of the associated uncertainties is illustrated 
in Table 8.10. From previous studies[27] we know that the systematic uncertainty 
in determining the energy scale of jets is the dominant contribution to the overall 
systematic uncertainty in this measurementg. The other sources of systematic un- 
certainties are from Monte Carlo simulations with multiple parton interactions. The 
use of Alpgen along with Pythia, for signal event generation, as opposed to another 
generator, e.g. Herwig, may introduce a systematic bias. This effect is explored as 
well. The issue of systematic uncertainty being introduced due to the finite statistics 
is also addressed. 
In the sub-sections which follow, we discuss the above-mentioned sources of sys- 
tematic uncertainties associated with the measurement of the mass. For estimating 
every systematic uncertainty, ensembles of simulated events were specially produced 
incorporating the physical effect under study. The ensembles were then fitted using 
the nominally produced templates of simulated events. 
8.10.1 The jet energy scale 
For estimating the uncertainty in the determination of jet energy scale, the jet's 
4-vector from every selected event is fluctuated by an amount A E  that corresponds 
to its combined systematic and statistical uncertainty[91]. For estimating the upper 
limit on the uncertainty, the 4-vectors of the jets are increased by the definite amount 
AE,  whereas for estimating the lower limit it is decreased by AE. 
'This uncertainty has a larger effect in the case of the measurement of the top quark mass in 
the single lepton + jets channel, since there are at least 4 jets associated with every event. 




calibration of 4-vectors 
(at 150 GeV ) 
jet 4-vector +5.5 
-5.7 
(at 178 GeV ) 
jet 4-vector +5.9 
-5.2 
physics processes 
multiple parton interactions (tuneA) 1.0 
event generators (fast MC) 3.0 
parton distribution functions 0.9 
(un-correlated ) 
ensemble calibration curme 1.3 
(= astat.) 
background estimation 0.05 f Astat. 
Table 8.8: A summary of various systematic uncertainties associated with the mass 
measurement in the ep channel. The results have been estimated for input mt = 
175 GeV (unless otherwise specified). 
Two distinct tests are performed to establish the jet energy systematic uncer- 
tainty. In the first test, the ensembles as well as template histograms are constructed 
only from the signal process, for all input values of the mass of the top quark. The 
4-vectors of the jets used in the analysis are fluctuated as just mentioned above. 
In the second test, both the ensembles and templates are constructed from signal 
as well as background processes. Then the 4-vectors of the jets in both signal and 
background processes used in the analysis are fluctuated as in the former case. 
All results are derived from the series of calibration plots illustrated in this 
section. Figure 8.27 and Figure 8.28 represent the calibration curves for the (ep) 
ensembles with events whose jet energy scale is increased and decreased by one 




calibration of 4-vectors 
(at 150 GeV ) 
jet 4-vector +1.1 
-3.4 
(at 178 GeV ) 
jet 4-vector +2.0 
-4.1 
physics processes 
multiple parton interactions (tuneA) 1.0 
event generators (fast MC) 3.0 
parton distribution functions 0.9 
(un-correlated ) 
ensemble calibration curme 2.2 
(= astat.) 
back.qround estimation 0.6 f Astat. 
Table 8.9: A summary of various systematic uncertainties associated with the mass 
measurement in the di-electron channel. The results have been estimated using 
input mt = 175 GeV (unless otherwise specified). 
standard deviation from the nominal value. Figures 8.29 and 8.30 represent studies 
of a similar nature, when the templates and ensembles have contribution of both 
signal as well as background processes. The actual uncertainty is obtained from 
the calibration curve for the measured value of the data ensemble. From both 
studies, signal-only studies and studies with signal and background, we estimate 
results which are consistent with each other, and are N 5 GeV. Since the ensembles 
used in these studies are common, the systematic uncertainties are expected to be 
completely co-related. 
Figure 8.31 and Figure 8.32 represent the calibration curves for ensembles with 
events whose jet energy scale is increased and decreased by one standard deviation 
from the nominal value. Since the nature of this source of systematic uncertainty is 
common to the ep channel, we obtain results which are consistent with the previous 
analysis. 
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Figure 8.27: Calibration curve from ensembles of simulated events from the ep 
channel, the jet energy from the leading jets have been scaled additionally by AaE 
X2 I ndf 17.68 I 3 
with respect to the nominal jet energy calibration scale. 
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Figure 8.28: Calibration curve from ensembles of simulated events from signal ep 
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processes, the jet energy from the leading jets have been reduced by AaE with 
respect to the nominal jet energy calibration scale. 
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Figure 8.29: Calibration curve from ensembles of simulated events from the signal 
and background ep processes, the jet energy from the leading jets have been scaled 
by +Ao, with respect to the nominal jet energy calibration scale. 
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Figure 8.30: Calibration curve from ensembles of simulated events from signal and 
background ep processes, the jet energy from the leading jets have been reduced by 
AoE with respect to the nominal jet energy calibration scale. 
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Figure 8.31: Calibration curve from ensembles of simulated events from the di- 
electron channel, the jet energy from the leading jets have been scaled by +AaE 
with respect to the nominal jet energy calibration scale. 
simulation 
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Figure 8.32: Calibration curve from ensembles of simulated events from signal di- 
electron processes, the jet energy from the leading jets have been scaled by -AaE 
with respect to the nominal jet energy calibration scale. 
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8.10.2 Electron energy and muon momentum scale 
The precision with which we know the electron energy scale[63] is much better than 
that of the muon momentum scale[67], which in turn in much better than that of 
the jet energy scale1' [69]. It can be estimated that for an electron (muon) of nearly 
50 GeV, the uncertainty in energy (or momentum) measurement is N 2 GeV. For 
a jet of corresponding energy the uncertainty in energy determination may be upto 
nearly 4 GeV. Therefore the systematic uncertainty associated with the energy scale 
of the electrons and muons is small compared the systematic uncertainty associated 
with the jet energy scale. 
8.10.3 Multiple parton interactions 
All simulated events used for the analysis have incorporated single parton inter- 
actions only. To understand the effects of the bias due to this, special signal events 
were generated incorporating the full detector resolutions for an input top mass 
value of 175.0 GeV. Ensembles constructed from these were then used to estimate 
the magnitude of the uncertainty. The measured value of this effect is 1 f 1 GeV[78]. 
8.10.4 Signal event generator 
We use simulated events generated by Pythia[44] as well as Herwig[45] for esti- 
mating this uncertainty. Templates constructed using events generated with Pythia, 
were used to obtain the Maximum Likelihood Estimate from ensembles events con- 
structed using Herwig LO and NLO samples. The uncertainty on the measurement 
of the mass of the top quark due to this effect was measured to be about 3 GeV[78]. 
1°For simplicity we assume the region of interest for the energy-momentum scale of 4-vectors is 
from 15 GeV to nearly 100 GeV 
8.10.5 Ensemble Calibration Curve 
The uncertainty due to the statistical fluctuations of the constituent points on the 
calibration curve was estimated at 150 GeV and 178 GeV for the two channels. The 
results were consistent with the statistical size of the available simulated ensembles. 
For the ep case, the estimated uncertainty due to calibration was 1.3 GeV, while 
that for the di-electron channel it was 2.2 GeV. The uncertainties (= Astat.) in the 
two channels are uncorrelated. 
8.10.6 Signal and background estimation 
Ensembles with the background composition increased by one standard deviation 
with respect to the (nominal) predetermined background composition were used for 
this test. These ensembles were using in conjunction with the nominal templates, 
and the results were calibrated just as before, for the nominal case. An estimate 
of 0.6 f Astat. was obtained for the di-electron channel, while the corresponding 
uncertainty for the ep channel was determined to be 0.05 f Astat. This uncertainty 
is also uncorrelated in the two channels. The uncertainty due to background con- 
tamination is much smaller compared to the one obtained due to the fit from the 
ensemble calibration curve. 
8.10.7 Miscellaneous issues 
There are other issues which have systematic effects on the measurement of the 
mass of the top quark. All these issues are small compared to that due to the 
uncertainty in the measurement of the jet energy. The systematic uncertainty due 
to the effects of trigger bias have not been included. Previous studies[92] in the ep 
channel have shown that the effect of this is N 2 GeV. The systematic uncertainty 
due to a different higher order polynomial fit to the log-likelihood distributions have 
not been studied rigorously. Preliminary studies have shown that a 4 parameter 
(cubic) fit does not produce a significant systematic uncertainty than that from a 5 
parameter fit. 
8.11 The combined systematic uncertainty 
Table 8.10: A summary of the measured uncertainties associated with the mass 
measurement. These results are derived from Table 8.8 and Table 8.9 
source of 
uncertainty 
st at ist ical 
jet energy scale 
event generation 
parton distribution function 
underlying event simulation 
ensemble calibration curve 
combined systematic 
total 
Previously, in Section 8.9 a combined statistical uncertainty in the measurement 
of the mass of the top quark in the two independent channels was discussed. This 
section highlights the combination of the systematic uncertainties in these channels. 
The Table 8.10 highlights various uncertainties from the previous section. The 
systematic uncertainties in the two independent channels are consistent with each 
other. However, the systematic uncertainties determined from the ensemble tests 
ep channel ee channel combined 
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV) 
+17.1 +27.1 +14.2 





1.3 2.2 1.1 
6.6 6.9 6.5 
+I8 +28 
-16 -25 15 
in the di-electron channel are less precise than those of the e p  channel. This arises 
from the fact that the total number of simulated events generated in the di-electron 
channel are nearly half of those in the ep  channel1'. Moreover, the size of the ep  
ensemble is 8 events, whereas that of the ee ensemble is nearly half ( 5  events) as 
well. Since the underlying physics which gives rise to these uncertainties is iden- 
tical in the two cases, we primarily use those results which are more precise. The 
uncertainty due to the jet energy scale calibration is determined as the weighted 
average obtained in the e p  channel. This uncertainty, along with the contributions 
from multiple parton interaction, from the use of different event generators, differ- 
ences in parton distribution functions are correlated uncertainties in the channels 
which are combined. The uncertainty due to the ensemble calibration curve and 
that from background estimation are the un-correlated systematic uncertainties in 
the two channels. 
"The tf + (inclusive) di-leptons process is used 
8.12 The measured mass 
Figure 8.33 illustrates the individual results in the ep  and the ee channel as well 
as a combined measurement. These measurements are contrasted with the current 
world average as well as the Run I measurement from the dilepton channels. 
The measured mass of the top quark from the di-electron ensemble and the ep  
ensemble is: 
mt = 154.12:;:; (stat.) * 6.6 (syst.) GeV. (8.31) 
8.13 Salient features of the mass analysis 
In this measurement a total of thirteen events were used. The topological charac- 
teristics of these events matched that of events consistent with the Standard Model 
decay of ti? via the di-lepton channel. This is the first measurement of the mass of 
the top quark in Run I1 in the di-lepton channel using the D 0  detector. 
A simplistic approach of using a single estimator per event is taken. However, 
the analysis preformed in Run I[27] used information from the shape of the weight 
distribution of events as we1112. 
It is interesting to note from Table 8.1 [in Section 8.4.51 that the number of 
candidate events obtained from collider data are more than we expect[52]. It is 
plausible that some or all of the excess events may not be signal processes. Therefore, 
for simulated ensemble tests, the total ensemble size is kept fixed13, while the number 
of the events from signal and background processes are multinomially varied about 
12This procedure is computationally more intense and efforts are underway to obtain a measure- 
ment using this technique. 
1 3 ~ h i s  idea is different from the analysis done in Run I where the absolute number of background 
events was kept fixed. 
the nominal value. 
More importantly, our understanding of the detector resolution and the applica- 
tion of various corrections (e.g. correcting jet 4-vectors to represent parton 4-vectors) 
represent an average value. Therefore, an ensemble with small number statistics is 
more prone to fluctuations than an ensemble with large number statistics. 
For this analysis, information from the two leading p~ jets in the event is used. 
Information from additional jets is neglected. From the 8 candidate events in the ep 
channel, only one event has more than two jets. Event #8710859 in Run #I74901 
has 4 jet objects with p~ > 15 GeV. From among the 5 candidate events in the ee 
channel, 4 have only 2 jets each, while the fifth event (Event #14448436, from Run 
#180326) has 5 jets with p~ > 15 GeV. 
combined (dissertation) 
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Figure 8.33: The combined results from this dissertation. As a comparison the 
measurements of the top quark mass in the di-lepton channel in Run I and the 
current (Run I) world average value are also illustrated. The inner error bar (red) is 
only due to the statistical uncertainty. The outer error bar is due to the combined 
st atistical and systematic uncertainties. The shaded (yellow) region corresponds to 
the overall Run I world average measurement. 
Chapter 9 
Comparison With Other 
Measurements 
This chapter describes the irllplicatiorls of the nleasurenlert of the mass of the top 
quark. The obtained result is first cornpared with other irldeperlderlt results of the 
nlxs  of the top quark. 
9.1 Independent measurements in the di-lepton 
channel 
At first, the result obtained in this analysis is contrasted with the other inde- 
pendent nleasurernents in the di-lepton channel. Figure 9.1 illustrates that this 
nleasurenlent is corlsisterlt with other independent nlexurenlerts in the di-lepton 
channel. This rneasurernent is not withirl one standard deviation with respect to 
the Run I world average nleasurenlent of 178 f 2.7(stat .) f 3.3(syst .) GeV. How- 
ever, the nleasured value of the top quark is withirl two standard deviations fronl 
(dissertation) 
154.1 t:i f6.6 GeV 
- I
CDF Run I1 di-lepton (preliminary) 
168.1 8.6 GeV 
- 9.8 
DO Run I (di-lepton) 
I -  
168.4 f 12.3 f 3.6 W 
I 
CDF Run I (di-lepton) 
 
167.4 f 10.3 f 4.8 GeV 
Run I world average 
178.0 f 2.7 f 3.3 GeV 
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Figure 9.1: A comparative illustration of the measurements of the top quark in the 
di-lepton channel for the CDF and the D 0  experiments. The inner error bar (red) 
is due to the statistical uncertainty. The outer error bar is due to the combined 
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The shaded (yellow) region represents the 
overall Run I world average measurement. 
the Run I world average measurement. This inconsistency may possibly be due to 
st atistical fluctuations. The uncertainties in all di-lepton channel measurements are 
dominated by the statistical uncertainty (inner error bar in the plot in Figure 9.1). 
While the world average measurement was determined using over two hundred can- 
didate events from all the possible tf decay channels, only 13 candidate events were 
used for this measurement. 
9.2 Independent measurements from Run I1 
This section deals with the current measurements of the top quark mass in Run I1 
from both the D 0  as well as the CDF collaborations. The CDF detector is located 
at the position B 0  indicated on the Tevatron schematic in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1. 
9.2.1 Recent results from the DO experiment 
The D 0  experiment has also measured[93] the mass of the top quark using 
the top and anti-top quark pairs which decay to a charged lepton (an electron 
or a muon) and at least 4 jets. While two of these jets are from the hadroniza- 
tion of the bquark, the other two jets originate from the hadronic decay of the 
W-boson. Using a template method[94] the mass of the top quark was deter- 
mined to be 170.0 z t  6.5 (stat.) ?A0i5(syst.) GeV. In an independent analysis, us- 
ing the ideogram method[94] the mass of the top quark was measured to be 177.5 
f 5.8 (stat.) f 7.1 (syst.) GeV. These results have been compared with previously 
obtained results in Run I by the CDF and the D 0  collaborations, as well as the Run 
I world average in Figure 9.2. 
DO Run I1 Template (preliminary) 
170.0 f 6.5 f 't.; G ~ V  
DO Run I1 Ideogram (preliminary) 
177.5 ? 5.8 ? 7.1 GeV 4 
DO Run I 
179.0 f 3.5 f 3.8 GeV 
CDF Run I 
176.1 f 4.2 f 5.1 GeV 
Run I world average 
178.0 ? 2.7 ? 3.3 GeV 
I l l 1  I l l 1  I l l 1  I I I I I I l l  
180 190 
m t (GeV) 
Figure 9.2: Measurements of the mass of the top quark from the CDF and the 
D 0  collaboration. The inner error bar (red) is due to the statistical uncertainty. 
The outer error bar is due to the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties. 
The shaded (yellow) region represents the overall Run I world avarage measurement. 
9.2.2 Recent results from the CDF experiment 
CDF Run 2 Preliminary 
3un 1 CDF Lepior~i 
7un 1 only) 
3un 1 World Aver: 178.0 k ;: k 3.3 
7un 1 only) 
I 1 
Figure 9.3: Measurements of the mass of the top quark from the CDF collaboration. 
The inner error bar (red) is due to the statistical uncertainty. The outer error bar is 
due to the combined st atistical and systematic uncertainties. The shaded (yellow) 
region represents the overall Run I world avarage measurement. 
The CDF experiment has explored several different techniques for the measure 
ment of the top quark mass. Figure 9.3 illustrates all independent measurements of 
the mass of the top quark by the CDF collaboration. The combined (preliminary) 
CDF Run I1 result is 177.8 22:; (stat.) f 6.2 (syst.) GeV[95]. Nearly 162 pb-l of 
Run I1 data (from March 2002 until September 2003) was used to obtain the result. 
Chapter 10 
Conclusion and future outlook 
A dynanlical likelihood method is developed to nleasure the mass of the top 
quark. Using eight everlts which are corlsisterlt with the hypothesis tf i bW+, bw- 
4 bl+vl, bl-uZ, (I = e, p) ,  the mass of the top quark has been rneasured to be 
153.5 5:;:; (stat.) f G.G (syst.) GeV. A nleasurernent of 155.4 5;;:; (stat.) fG.9 
(syst.) GeV is obtained using the five everlts which are corlsisterlt with the t f  4 
bW+, 6 ~ -  i be+ve,  be-^, decay. No candidate everlts were observed which are 
corlsister~t with the tf i bW+, bw- i bp+v,, bp-6  decay. The conhination of the 
two irldeperlderlt nleasurenlerts yield a nleasurenlert of 
154.1 5:;:; (stat.) f G.G (syst.) GeV 
This is the first nleasurenlert of the mass of the top quark in the di-lepton charlnels 
fronl nearly 230 pb-l of pp of collider data collected in Run I1 using the D@ detector. 
In the inlnlediate future, with the irlclusiorl of nlore recent data, collected fronl 
spring 2004 until sunlnler 2004, the statistics is expected to nearly double. This will 
lead to a nlore precise nleasurenlent of the rnass of the top quark in the di-lepton 
channels. Double the data set will be useful, since the bias that arises potentially due 
to small statistics will be annulled. While the statistical uncertainty will improve due 
to the increased data size, efforts are under way to further reduce the uncertainties 
due to systematic effects as well. The Tevatron program will continue to dominate 
the proceedings in collider physics. It is the aim of the Tevatron program to measure 
the mass of the top quark precisely, up to an uncertainty of about 2 GeV[96]. 
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) program at CERN is expected to begin in the 
next couple of years. With nearly seven-fold increase in the center of mass energy 
and higher luminosity, the facility is expected to produce top quark events much 
more frequently. That is why it is dubbed to be the first "top factory". While the 
main thrust of the LHC program is to discover physics which is not described by 
the Standard Model, the current measurements related to the top quark will reach 
toward precision measurement. It is projected that the LHC data will reduce the 
uncertainty on the measured mass of the top quark to about 1 to 2 GeV[97]. Before 
concluding this chapter, it is worthy to quote from the August 2004 issue of Physics 
Today, [pages 26-27] "Re-evaluation of Top Quark Data Raises Estimate of Higgs 
Boson's Mass" : 
"But, theorists contend a further tenfold reduction in  the uncertainty is necessary 
for full exploitation of what LHC will have learned about the Higgs. Such spectacular 
precision, however, will require the 500 GeV electron-positron linear collider that's 
at the top of the particle physics community's wish list". 
Appendix A 
Glossary 
A glossary of ternlinology used in this dissertation is obtained fronl Bock[98]. 
term explanation 
calorinleter A composite detector using total absorption of 
particles to nleasure the energy and position of 
incident particles and jets. 
cornpensating & When an electron m d  a hadron of sinlilar energy 
r~or~-conlper~satir~g interact with the EM & hadronic calorinleter yielding 
calorinleter output electronic signals of sinlilar nature. then the 
calorinleter is a cornpensating one. However, when the 
response signal obtained fronl the electron is larger 
(1.1 - 1.35 times larger) than that fronl the hdron,  
then the calorinleter is r~or~-conlper~satir~g. 
geonletrical The geonletrical effects that cause loss of events: 
accept arlce e.g. the finite solid angle coverage of the detector, 
the gap or dead region between sub-detectors. 
hadronization The process by which gluorls m d  colored quarks 
conlbine to give rise to colorless particles (hadrons) . 
term explanat ion 
- 
jet Products of the fragmentation of a quark into a 
collirllated group of particles that are ernit ted along 
the quark's original direction. 
lunlinosity A nleasure of the intensity of collidirlg beam nlachines. 
pileup Background signals which add to observed events, 
originating in rnultiple events that occur in the 
same time gate as sigrlal of interest. At the Tevatron's 
lunlinosity rnultiple collisiorls may occur during a bunch 
crossing, giving rise to such events. 
radiation (In the context of semiconductor detectors) it is the 
darnage general alteration of the operational and detection 
properties of a detector due to high doses of irradiation. 
In semi-conductor devices, high-energy particles produce 
three nmin types of eflects: dislocatiorl of atonls fronl 
their nonlinal lattice site, transient iorlizatiorl and 
long term ionization. 
sphericity = Snlin 2 (C $1 c p) 
where, p~ is the transverse rllorllerlturll perpendicular 
to a unit vector A, the surns are over all particles of the 
reaction, and the rllirlirllurll is fornled with respect to A. 
trigger A conlbination of electronics and infornlatics providing a 
f a t  sigrlal whenever some interesting event h a  happened. 
Appendix B 
A brief history of my efforts 
This section deals with a variety of tasks prefornled while learning the ropes at 
the D@ experinlent. 
As a service task to the hardware efforts for the experinlent, I worked as part of 
the Silicorl nack  Trigger teanl[99]. With guidance fro111 Eric Hazen as well as Ulrich, 
I designed and irllplerllerlted a software package[100] with could diagnose nearly 50 
features related to the functionality of two daughter cards: the Link Transnlitter 
Board m d  the Link Receiver Board. The entire set of tests were corlducted within 
three rninutes. The package was then used to test over 100 boards. 
In order to get hands-on experience with everlt sinlulation, an everlt generator 
was designed and developed for studying everlt kirlernatics at a prelirninary level. 
A two-body decay corllputed separately in two stages was irllplerllerlted to rllirllic a 
sirllplistic rnodel of the decay of the top quark. Event kirlernatics obtairled fronl this 
bhorne-rnade' everlt generator was conlpared to distributions obtairled fronl Pjthia. 
Furt hernlore, sirllple studies were done to enhance the production of sirllulated back- 
ground hlorlte Carlo process. This is illustrated in Appendix D. 
Usirlg a trial and error approach, a prelirninary event selectiorl was obtained for 
sirllulated everts. This everlt selectiorl was then used to present the first results 
of my analysis algorithm at the American Physical Society April 2002 conference. 
However, a more optimal approach has been laid out by the team obtaining the 
cross-section measurement of the signal process related to this dissertation. As 
a service task, I analyzed the data from the precision readout from the central 
electromagnetic trigger towers from late November 2001 until spring 2002. These 
efforts are described in Appendix E. 
My efforts in Chapter 7 were restricted to analysis of jets. I was involved in 
obtaining the showering corrections of jets from November 2002 to summer 2003'. 
In spring 2003 average corrections were obtained for the 4-vectors of jets to represent 
the 4-vectors. Both corrections were used in analysis presented during summer 2003. 
The Run I analysis software from Dr. Heintz was used to obtain the mass 
estimator used in the analysis. However, the software was dependent on other Run 
I software, input and output tools. The software was made framework independent 
and used for this dissertation. The design and its basic implementation of the 
analysis software for this dissertation was done within a week for the American 
Physical Society's April 2002 conference. However, numerous improvements and 
related functionality have been added since then. 
'During this period, the output format of data changed, and considerable effort went toward 
implementing the necessary software to analyze data. 
Appendix C 
Interactions of final-state particles in the 
detector 
Collider detectors envelope the rlorllirlal interaction point. The final-state products 
interact with various detector sub-systenls to leave characteristic signatures of their 
interaction. The tracking detectors nlexure the particle's position as a furlctiorl of 
time with nlininlal energy loss. The calorinleter rneasures its energy with no time 
resolution. High energy electron, photon, nluon, hadron, and neutrino interaction 
with the detector nlaterial is relevant to this thesis, and this section briefly describes 
their interactions1. 
Electrons with energy greater t harl100 MeV primarily lose energy via brenlsstrahlung. 
In this process, the emitted photorl carries off a large fraction of the electron's initial 
energy. For photons with energy greater than N 100 MeV, pair production is the 
donlinmt mode of energy loss. This gives rise to electron positron pairs. which in 
turn lose energy x described. 
A single electron or photorl can develop into an electromagnetic shower, corlsistirlg 
of marly electrons and photons. The shower corltirlues to develop until the energy of 
the daughter particles fall below 100 MeV, at which point the rnecharlisrn of energy 
'This generic inf~rrnat~ion involves particle as well as t,lleir ant,i-part>icles. Tlle anti-part,icles are 
not exclusively addressed here. 
loss becomes ionization and excitation of atomic electrons. 
Hadronic particles interact to yield showers in the bulk of the hadronic calorime 
ter. About half the incident hadron energy is passed on to additional secondaries 
via inelastic scattering. These secondaries have more transverse energy than those 
produced via electromagnetic interactions (EM showers). Therefore, the hadronic 
showers have a larger transverse spread than the EM showers[lOl]. The rest of the 
energy is lost in the production of multiple slow pions and nucleons. 
High energy muons lose energy primarily via ionization of matter in the detectors. 
Interaction via bremsstrahlung is at a much slower rate compared to the electrons 
because the muon mass is nearly two hundred times that of the electron. 
Neutrinos do not interact with the detector at all. Those having a large transverse 
momentum leave a large imbalance in momentum along the transverse direction. 
A detailed description of particle interaction is beyond the scope of this disser- 
t ation. References [loll, [102], [I031 and [I041 provide additional reading material 
for more information on this subject. 
Appendix D 
An illustration of the application of 
simple topological criteria towards 
optimizing the Monte Carlo production 
This section represents a sirllple application of topological criteria to extract 
optinla1 rnunll~er of background events1. 
While analyzing t t  decays to di-lepton final states, one inevitably comes across 
background events. The signal process in the di-electron channel 
will be dornirlated by background fronl the 
process. Sinlilarly, the di-nluon events 
'This task was accornplislled and docurrlerlted in October. 2001. 
will be faked by 
One can also expect that 
with the T lepton decaying leptonically, or hadronically, will be a potential candidate 
for faking the signal events. 
Let us take a closer look at the di-electron channel2. The signal event and the 
fake event have at least a pair of high p~ electrons in the find state. While the 
former process has at least two high p~ jets3 the latter process is less likely to give 
rise to a pair of jets. This section deals with the study of the latter type of events, 
the Z + ef e- background events. 
Consider Table D.l, which projects the expected number of signal and back- 
ground events produced in 2 %-'. It would be beneficid to study a hundred times 
more signal events than we actually expect after selection cuts, from collider data. 
Study of a larger number of events will reduce statistical fluctuations by nearly ten 
times. We expect4 nearly 50 events after our signal cuts are applied, thus we use 
about 5000 signal tf + e+e-X events. We need to study a proportionate number 
of the background events as well. That would imply processing nearly 20 million Z 
+ ef e- events. This task would be very cpu intensive. Since a small fracton of the 
Z + e+e- events have two or more high p~ reconstructed jets, only a small fraction 
'For the sake of simplicity we now consider only di-electron events. The general arguments can 
be applied for the di-muon as well as the ep events. 
3These come from the hadronization of the b quark. 
4 ~ h e s e  stimations were based on a preliminary estimation in summer 2001. 
of the total events produced will be able to fake our signal events. 
Table D.l: Table projecting the expected number of signal and background events 
in Run 11. These projections were made in early 2001. 
Process 
tf + all 
ti? + e+e-X 
Z + e+e- 
Generation of Monte Carlo simulated events is a long drawn process. At first we 
use the Monte Carlo generators, like Alpgen, Pythia, Herwig, or Isajet. The output 
is then fed into a simulated detector (D0gstar followed by DBsim). Finally we 
process these using D0rec0, and obtain reconstructed objects. Simulating the last 
two processes take much more time than the first step. Therefore, it is much more 
efficient to apply certain topological cuts at the parton generator level (first step), 
even before the events are reconstructed. This gets rid of the bulk of events which 
will surely not pass the topological selection criteria on the reconstructed objects. 
We now try to determine the appropriate selection criteria on the Monte Carlo 
events, such that the Z + e+e- events, which are not likely to fake ti? + e+e-X 
events, can be eliminated before the reconstruction process. However, we do not 
want potential background events to be eliminated. This study does not use the 
information of the signal topology at all. Moreover, at this stage detector resolution 
is absent. Hence, the set of criteria that will be determined will not be optimal, but 
rather loose. 
assumed 





















in Run I1 
(2%-') 
5 x lo3 
N 5 x 10' 
2 x lo5 
There are three principal, but sinlultmeous ways we can use to reject the sarllple 
of fake everts. They are: 
Jet nlultiplicity of the everlt (for all background events). 
hlissirlg p~ of the everlt (for all background everts) 
The irlvariarlt n l a s  of the two highest p~ electrons (only for Z 4 e+e-). 
In our studies, we use a sarllple of nearly 2000 irlclusive Zjy* i e+e- everlts 
overlaid with 2.5 rllirlirnurll bias events. (These everlts were processed with the 
p8.11 version of the standard D8 reconstruction software available during sunlnler 
2001.) The aim, a rnerltiorled before, is to apply some loose cuts to elirnirlate those 
Z i e+e- everlts which will not likely meet our eventual signal selectiorl cuts on 
reconstructed ( reco) objects. 
In these experinlents, we categorize each reconstructed everlt and MC everlt in 
two categories. For the Class I experinlent the categories are defined as: 
reco flag type = { 
/ 
0 if the everlt has: 
> 2 jets 
w j p~ > 20.0 GeV 




if the event has: 
> 2particle jets 
wl p~ > 10.0 GeV 
wl I r l<3 .0  
otherwise. 
Here, a reconstructed jet is a calorimeter cluster energy deposit within a sirllple 
hypothetical cone object of radius AR = 0.5 unit (JCCB object). For the Z 4 e+e- 
we ensure that the least possible dR > 0.1 between these jets and each and every 
electron object5. 
The results fro111 the 2000 Z 4 e+e- everlts are shown in Table D.2. A sinlilar 
exercise is done using a thousand y*/Z 4 pp everts. These events were overlaid 
with 2.5 rnirlirllurll bias everlts and processed with the st andard D 8  reconstructed 
version6. Those results are illustrated in Table D.3. 
Table D -2: Class I experinlent using the Z 4 ee sanlple. 
Corltirluirlg a step further with a series of experinlents, the Clxs I1 experinlents 
"his is not a requirernerlt, for tJle Z + pp  sarnple Hourever in tJle Z + rr u.t. do rnake sucll a 
requirernerlt). 
'Version p08.11. was used. 
reco flag MC flag 
930 
Table D .3: Class I experinlent using the Z i pp sanlple. 
~r~01.o noi.fni-r11~T1 Uni. t h o c ~  ovnoi - i r~>or>t~  t h o  ro rn  f ln n ic rI~fir>orl ac.  
reco flag type = 
0 if the event h a :  
> 2 jets 
w/ p~ > 20.0 GeV 
w/  1771 < 2.5 
mcl 
> 2 leptons ( e / p )  
w/  p~ > 15 GeV (e /p )  
P w/  1771 < 1.7 
& Idnseg > 0 
e w /  171 < 2.5 
I otherwise. 
& 
We corltirlue to use the sinlilar jet reconstruction algorithrn7, mcl also ensure that 
the jet is at least m a y  fro111 every electron object by a dR > 0.1 just as before. The 
AfC flag definition is the same as in Equation D.2. The results fro111 the Z i e+e- 
7A JCCB jet object,. 
are in Table D.4, and those from the Z + pp events are in Table D.5. 
Table D.4: Class I1 experiment using the 2000 Z + ee events. 
reco Hag MC Hag 
Table D.5: Class I1 experiment using the 1000 Z + pp events. 
Let us now analyze the Z + TT events. Although we will use the same analysis 
technique as before, we present the results in which both the final state T leptons 
decay leptonically, T + ev,/pv, (called non-hadronic events) separately, from those 
events in which at least one T lepton decays hadronically (called hadronic events). 
Our sample consists of 2400 events overlaid with 2.5 minimum bias events, and 
processed with the same reconstructed version as used before. We have 288 non- 
hadronic events. Of these, 
78 events are: Z + T+T- + vT% e+e- ye&, 
84 events are: Z + T+T- + vT& pf p- v,V,, 
126 events are: Z + Ttr -  + v,& e*pF v,l,&l,. 
The remaining 2112 events have at least one T lepton decaying hadronically. 
Let us first consider the non-hadronic events. In the Class I experiment, where 
the reconstructed and MC flags are defined in (I) and (2), we obtain the following 
results as in Table D.6. The Class I1 experiment results are shown in Table D.7. 
reco Hag MC Hag 
Table D.6: Class I experiment using 288 non-hadronic Z + TT event sample. 
Table D.7: Class I1 experiment using 288 non-hadronic Z + TT event sample. 
Now consider the hadronic events. The Class I experiment results are shown in 
Table D.8, and the Class I1 experiment results are in Table D.9. 
Therefore, by applying loose cuts at the MC level over 90% of background events 
which will surely not meet signal criteria are eliminated. At the MC level, at least 
two particle jets in the background event are required. Events which meet this 
criteria are more likely to fake the signal events, and these can be further processed 
incorporating the complete detector interactions. 
reco Hag MC Hag 
1768 
Table D.8: Class I experiment using 21 12 hadronic Z + TT event sample. 
I reco Hag I MC Hag 
type=O 
Table D.9: Class I1 experiment using 2112 hadronic Z + TT event sample. 
I type = 1 1 313 
type = 0 
2 
1797 1 
type = 1 
0 
Appendix E 
Some L1 TT studies 
This section outlines studies perfornled to deternline the efficiency of the Ll TTs 
and identify defective. or hot TTs. 
In each layer, 2 x 2 adjacent calorirneter cells, in (7, @) space are uniquely grouped 
into a TT. Arlalogous to the cells, the TTs are also assigned unique integer 7 and 
@ irldices to designate their position. Given a particular eta index of the TT, there 
are 32 TTs covering the @ space. These TTs corlstitute an eta ring. Tables E.1 and 
E.2 illustrate briefly the realization of calorinleter cell's eta and phi irldices into TT 
indices. 
Table E.1: Assigrlrnerlt of calorinleter cell 77 irldices into TT 77 indices. 
The TT 7 index values of 4 4  extend to the 7 range of f 0.8 with respect to the 
center of the detector. This is the region of the calorinleter that was instrunlerted 
for the Ll trigger for rnost of the data discussed here. 
Table E.2: Assignment of calorimeter cell 4 indices into T T  4 indices. 
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Seven innermost layers1 of the calorimeter constitute the EM calorimeter. These 
layers are denoted by layer indices 1-7. The TTs which lie within the central EM 
calorimeter are the CEM TTs. The energy (E) of all cells in a T T  are summed up to 





between the z axis of the detector, and the line through the nominal origin of the 
detector and the center of a calorimeter cell2. 
The role of L1 readout as a diagnostic tool is illustrated here.. Comparing the 
number of times each T T  had the highest ET in an event to an average value, 
one can identify possible noisy or faulty towers. For a long run, under normal 
circumstances, one would expect that all TTs fire the same number of times, within 
the limits allowed by statistical fluctuations. One can easily identify the coordinates 
of the TTs giving statistically inconsistent counts and investigate further if they are 
defective or not. Figure E.3 and Figure E.4 show the spectrum of the frequency 




count of the maximum and the second maximum ET TTs respectively. 
The TTs in purple and blue fire less frequently than the ones in green, while the 





of trigger rate versus 7. However, all TTs in a given 7 ring should fire at the same 




rate. In Figure E.3 the frequency count for the TTs fired by the CEM(1,15) trigger 
is depicted. The TTs (-1,5), (-1,14) and (-1,30) in purple have a very low number of 
'These are the 4 em layers, however the 3rd layer is segmented into 4 finer layers. 





15.0 20.0 E-T (Gel') 15 GeV 20 GeV E-T (GeV) 
Figure E.1: Sketch showing the superposition of the ET spectrum. In the first plot 
we have the case where there is no resolution effect, as it would be in an ideal 
situation. In the second one we have a more realistic example. 
20.0 
E-T of TT (GeV) 
Figure E.2: Cartoon of the turn-on-curve for CEM(1,20) trigger w.r.t. CEM(1,15) 
trigger, obtained by bin-by-bin division of histograms from Figure E.1. 
cases where they are the first maximum ET TT. Figure E.4 shows the frequency of 
the second highest TT in CEM(2,lO) triggers. To some extent, a correlation between 
the TTs response in Figure E.3 and Figure E.4 is evident. Without doubt the TTs 
(-1,5), (-1,14) and (-1,30) show a much lower count compared to the average ones, 
in both cases. 
In Figure E.5, a histogram of the frequency count from all 256 TTs is shown. As 
a cross check for good performance of various eta rings of the central EM calorime 
4 iCu 1 
m int eta 
Figure E.3: Frequency with which various CEM TTs have the highest ET for the 
CEM(1,15) trigger in runs 150408 and 150409. 
hO1 [ 2CEM10 x=tower ieta, y=tower iphi(E) Nent = 16673 
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Figure E.4: Frequency with which various CEM TTs have second highest ET for 
the CEM(2,lO) trigger in runs 150408 and 150409. 
[ layout in Reg of Interest I 
t i 1 h04 11 
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i Mean = 65.13 
............ 
i RMS = 12.96 
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, 
Figure E.5: Histogram of frequency counts from Figure E.4 The Mean and RMS in 
the plot represent all 256 CEM TTs. Distributions for the four inner most 171 rings 
are also illustrated. 
ter, one can divide the above histograms into four histograms. Each one of these 
corresponds to the frequency count of TTs constituted in a certain eta ring. 
Another simple diagnostic is to see the ET spectrum of maximum TTs fired by 
the triggers3. Using a parent sample of CEM(1,lO) triggered events, one can con- 
struct the CEM15 turn-on curve using CEM(1,15) triggered events, as in Figure E.7. 
Furthermore, using di-EM triggers we can establish an unbiased measurement of the 
trigger efficiencies[55]. Therefore, as the parent sample we use the events triggered 
by the CEM(1,15) trigger, and construct the turn-on curve of the events fired by 
the di-EM CEM(2,lO) trigger. Using the events triggered by the CEM(1,lO) trig- 
ger as the parent sample we construct the turn-on curve of the events fired by the 
CEM(2,5) trigger. Plots for the unbiased trigger efficiency are shown in Figure E.8. 
3Early data also showed irregularities in the the low ET spectrum [55]. 
Figure E.6: Maximum ET spectrum of the TTs in the region of interest. The number 
of events triggered by CEM(1,5) have been appropriately corrected for prescale. 
The plateau of the turn-on curves in Figure E.7 as well as Figure E.8 show a 
somewhat irregular profile. Defective TTs may cause the turn-on curves to show 
such irregularities4. Turn-on curves are established for all the 256 TTs which are 
within 171 < 0.8 region, where the CEM triggers are active. Some curves from 
individual TTs are shown in Figure E.9. 
From the 256 TTs, 7 were identified as defective[55] and their contribution was 
omitted from the response. The turn-on curves were again computed for the r e  
maining TTs and are shown in Figure E.10. 
41n previous analysis defective TTs have actually caused similar irregularities. 
1 all lTs [lsl& 2nd rnaxlT linteger ql c51 1 





trig$r tower% E , t%e~)  30 35 40 
Figure E.7: The CEM15 turn-on curve. The turn-on curve for a biased measurement 
of the CEM15 trigger with respect to the CEMlO trigger using precision readout 
from the TTs. 
The trigger-simulator is used to create Monte-Carlo generated data. This repro- 
duces the data from the detector as shown in Figure E.11. 
I all ll [lst & 2nd max ll linteger 111 <5] 1 
Figure E.8: The turn-on curves for some TTs in an unbiased measurement of tl 
CEMlO and CEM5 triggers using precision readout from the TTs. 
Figure E.9: The turn-on curves for some individual TTs. These measurements foi 
the basis of the overall measurement in Figure E.8. The plots on the right are sol 
of the defective TTs in the runs. 
[ good lTs; omit(-4.1 0)(-3,2)(-2,24)(-1,5)(-1,14)(-1,30)(3,18) 1 
[omit bad l T s  [lst & 2nd max lT linteger 111 <51 1 
L 1 
CEM5 efficiency 
.............. : .................. : ................. : .................. I 
Figure E.10: The turn-on cilrves for CEMl5. CEMlO a.nd CEM5 t,riggers a.ft,er the 
removal of defective TTs. 
[omit lT (-4,10)(-3,2)(-2,24)(-1,5)(-1,14)(-1,30)(3,18) 1 
[omit lT (-4,10)(-3,2)(-2,24)(-1,5)(-1,14)(-1,30)(3,18) 
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Figure E.11: The corrected turn-on curve for CEMln and CFM5 t,riggers overlaid 
with results from the trigrer-simulator. 
Appendix F 
Additional informat ion regarding average 
corrections to the jet 4-vectors for 
representing parton 4-vectors 
For the case of jets fronl sinlple cone algorithnl, the nlem reconstructed energy 
of jets is established in 5 GeV increments of the parton energy1. Then we fit the 
furlctiorl Ejet = po + plEparton + p2E~arton t  the rlleall recorstructed jet energy 
(EJet) as a furlctiorl of parton energy (Eparton), which is illustrated in Figure 7.9 
(left). Figure 7.9 (right) represents its profile (average). To extract the energy of a 
jet corrected to its parton level, we use the inverse function, obt ained fronl solving 
the quadratic equation, using the solutiorl that gives physical values of Eparton, for 
a range of EjPt values: 
After obtaining the corrections, we use them to reconstruct the irlvariant rnass 
of physical quantities of greatest interest using the same hlorlte Carlo events used to 
extract the corrections. In a series of plots we represent the reconstructed rnass of 
'This is estahlislled using tlle profile averaging funct,ionality in tlle R00T[84] package. 
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the W boson (Figure F.l), and the mass of the t quark (Figure F.2), after applying 
the parton-level corrections to reconstructed jets. 
inv W mass - quarks from W 1 Entries 11453 1 
inv W mass- 0.5 jets JES colr Entries 11453 
"0 20 40 60 90 100 120 140 160 190 200 
inv, mass (&Vl 
Figure F.1: The reconstructed rnass of the W bosorl fro111 simulated everts. Starting 
clock-wise fro111 the upper left plot: the W bosorl nlxs  is reconstructed using the 
quarks: in the next plot the reconstructed jets are used, but without any Jet Energy 
Scale corrections[G9]: using the energy scale corrections, x well as the parton level 
corrections, the W is reconstructed: and in the Lottorn left plot the reconstructed 
jets are only energy scale corrected. 
inv W mass - 0.5 jets JES + Part Entries 11453 
inv t mass - quarks 
3 0  1 0 0  1 5 0  200  250  300  350  
inv mass (GeV) 
w~ 50  1 0 0  1 5 0  200  250  300  
inv mass (GeV) 
in" t mass - reco jets + JES -1 
Mean 163.9 
30 100 150 200 250 300 350 
inv mass (GeV) 
30 100 150 200 250 300 350 
inv mass (GeV) 
Figure F.2: Reconstructed rnass of the t quark horn sirllulated everts. Starting 
clock-wise fro111 the upper left plot: the t quark mass is recorlstructed using the 
quarks: in the next plot the reconstructed jets are used, but without any Jet Energy 
Scale corrections [G9] : using the energy scale correcitons, as well as the parton level 
corrections, the t is reconstructed: m d  in the bottorn left plot the reconstructed jets 
are only energy scale corrected. 
Appendix G 
Additional informat ion regarding 
template distributions 
Table G.1: Statistic of ternplate distributions used in the analysis. These everlts 
are obtained after the application of event selectiorl cuts. The selected everlts have 
mpeak value within the range given by: 100 GeV < mpeak < 280 GeV. The initial 
nunlber of everlts available for various ternplates is not the same in all cases. 
process 
Signal: 
input MC mt = 120 GeV 
input MC mt = 140 GeV 
input MC mt = 1GO GeV 
input MC mt = 175 GeV 
input MC mt = 190 GeV 
input MC mt = 210 GeV 
input MC mt = 230 GeV 
Physics background: 
irlclusive Zly * 
irlclusive di-boson (W+W-) 
Instrumental fakes: 
P + j j j  
fake Ehls 





























The everlt selectiorl criteria used for constructing ternplate distributions are out- 
lined here. 
First, the criteria for the analysis in the ep channel are highlighted. 
1.a Signal: 
In the ep channel analysis, the sigrlal everlts are selected with the followirlg rllirlirllal 
characteristics [52] : 
I. An isolated electron nlatched to a track, having p~ > 15 GeV. within 171 < I. I 
or 1.5 < 171 < 2.5. 
2. An isolated rlluorl nlatched to a track, having p~ > 15 GeV 
3. A pair of isolated jets with p~ > 20 GeV. 
4. The everlt rnissirlg p~ > 25 GeV 
5. HT = mar: ( p ~ ( e ) . p ~ ( p ) )  + CpT(j), where sum is over all isolated jets with 
p~ > 15 GeV. 
1. b Physics background: 
These are processes other than the signal process that yield a final-state resenlbling 
that of a sigrlal process. Such everlts are are represented in this category. Therefore, 
for selecting the MC everlts fronl the physics background processes, the set of criteria 
in 1.a is applied. 
1.c Instrumental fakes: 
In this category. an everlt which nlay have a nlis-identified final-state object fakes the 
sigrlal everlt signature. Therefore, data is used to obtain such events. For selecting 
the instrunlental fakes fronl collider data1 the followirlg criteria are applied: 
'A subset of t,lle collider dat,a, t,lle EMU-extra_loose skim is used t,o oht,ain the ever1t)s for the 
t,erny>lat,e dist,rihut,ion. 
I .  An isolated Ehl cluster w i t h p ~  > 15 GeV, withirl 171 < 1.1 or 1.5 < 171 < 2.5. 
2. An isolated rlluorl nlatched to a track, with p~ > 15 GeV 
3. A pair of isolated jets with p~ > 20 GeV. 
4. The everlt rnissirlg p~ > 25 GeV 
5. HT = man: ( p ~ ( e ) . p ~ ( p ) )  + C p ~ ( j ) .  where sum is over all isolated jets with 
p~ > 15 GeV. 
Now, the ee channel everlt selectiorl cirteria are outlined. 
2.a Signal: 
The followirlg nlininlal characteristics are applicable for sigrlal MC everlt selection. 
I .  A pair of isolated electrons with matched tracks, having p~ > 15 GeV. Both 
electrons are required to be withirl 171 < 1.1 or 1.5 < 171 < 2.5. 
2. An irwariart mass (A&.,) value of the above pair not corlsisterlt with that fronl 
a Z bosorl decay i e . ,  A&., < 80 GeV, or, A((,, > 100 GeV. 
3. A pair of isolated jets having p~ > 20 GeV. 
4. The everlt rnissirlg p~ > 40 GeV, if Af,, < 80 GeV, or rnissirlg p~ > 35 GeV, 
if Att,, > 100 GeV. 
5. The event .spl~er.icitg > 0.15 GeV. 
2.b Physics background: 
These are processes other than the sigrlal process that may yield final state objects 
resembling the event signature. Such events are represented in this category. There 
fore, for selecting the MC events from the physics background processes, criteria 
identical to that in 2.a are applied. 
2.c Instrumental fakes: 
In the ee channel, there are two sources of instrumental fakes. In the first case, if 
a process satisfies the event selection criteria by virtue of a mis-identified electron 
(at the very least), then it is categorized as a fake EM process. The events used in 
the template representing instrumental EM fakes in this channel is described2. The 
minimal set of criteria for such an event is: 
1. One electron having identical characteristics to that of the signal process d e  
scribed in 2.a (This is a probe electron). 
2. Another electron having characteristics of the electron described above, with 
the exception that it has no spatial match with a reconstructed track3. (This 
is the tagged electron), 
3. The electron 171 criteria described in 2.a. 
4. A pair of isolated jet objects with p~ > 15 GeV. 
5. The event missing ET < 10 GeV. 
In the second case, due to detector resolution effects of various final-state objects, 
the missing transverse energy may be incorrectly estimated. The primary source of 
such events are the inclusive Z/y* + ee + fake missing ET. Direct Z/y* decay into 
a pair of electrons but no neutrinos. Such events may qualify the signal selection 
2A subset of collider data, the DIEM-&mloose skim is used in this case. 
3Therefore, it is devoid of the likelihood criterion as well. 
criteria due to missing ET mis-reconstruction4. Collider data5 is used to obtain the 
relevant template distribution. The selection criteria used is: 
1. A pair of isolated electrons with matched tracks, having p~ > 15 GeV. Both 
electrons are required to be within 171 < 1.1 or 1.5 < 171 < 2.5. 
2. An invariant mass (Me,) value of the above pair not consistent with that from 
a Z boson decay, i.e., Me, < 80 GeV, or, Me, > 100 GeV. 
3. A pair of isolated jets having p~ > 20 GeV. 
4. The event missing p~ < 40 GeV, if Me, < 80 GeV, or missing p~ < 35 GeV, 
if Me, > 100 GeV. This is opposite of the signal criterion. 
5. The event sphericity > 0.15 GeV. 
4More details are available from the studies by A. Kumar, et. a1 in the reference[52] (page 30). 
5A subset of the collider data, which consists of events with a t  least an electron and a jet object 
(e +jet skim). 
Appendix H 
Additional informat ion regarding the 
Maximum Likelihood Estimates using the 
negative log-likelihood fits to event 
ensembles 
Nurnerous ensenlble tests were done using ensenlbles with large nunlber statistics. 
This was performed to ensure that there was no bias due to snlall statistics or 
oversight in the developed algorithnl. It was observed that a runlerical fit to the 
log-likelihood distributions depended on the range used by the fitting algorithrn. 
This effect is pronounced when the ensenlble size is large, (nlore than 100 everlts per 
ensenlble) . 
The series of plots that follow represent the log-likelihood distributions of 10 
distinct ensenlbles. Every ensenlble has 500 sirllulated everlts processed without 
detector resolution effects (every ensenlble has a unique evert). The nunlerical fits 
in the distributions highlight the fact that the MLEs obtained fronl a nunlerical fit 
over the range fro111 120 GeV to 230 GeV are different fronl the ones obtained fronl 
a narrow range of IGO GeV to 230 GeV (the pair of input hlC rnass points closest 
to the rlorllirlal 190 GeV point). Here, the input value of the rnass of the top quark 
in the signal process is 190 GeV. 
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Although these tests are using events having an input value of the top quark 
mass at 190 GeV, a similar discrepancy has been noticed for all other input values 
of the mass of the top quark. It is evident from the plots that for ensembles with 
large number statistics, a numerical fit within a narrow region yields a reasonable 
value of the MLE. When the ensemble has large number statistics, the response due 
to possible background events resembling the signal events of a specific input top 
quark mass is averaged out. However, for ensembles with small number statistics, 
this is not the case. 
Appendix I 
Additional information from simulated 
ensemble studies:the MLE and pull 
distributions 
In this section, infornlation about the hlLE distributiorls and the corresponding 
pull distributions fronl unique ensenll~les are presented. Every ensenll~le has signal 
and background processes n~ultinon~ially distributed. The rllearl values of the pu- 
rity (and corrtarllirlatiorl) is obtained fronl the cross-section nlenmncnlent[52] in the 
respective chmnels. 
The pull of the distribution is defined as: 
(fitted mto- hlC mt pull = 
where a is the statistical uncertainty obtained frorn the log-likelihood fit. For this 
analjlsis the greater of the left st atistical uncertainty and the right st atistical uncer- 
tainty is used 
left 
0 = n l a x ( ~ ~ , ~ .  . o ~ ~ ~ ~ ) .  
Figures I. I through 1.5 represent the hlLE and pull distributions fronl tests with 
events having the full detector sirnulation, in the ep channel. Figures 1.G through 
I. 10 correspond to similar tests in the ee channel. 
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Figure 1.1: MLE and pull distribution from unique ep ensemble tests with 140 GeV 
input mt. 
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Figure 1.2: MLE and pull distribution from unique ep ensemble tests with 160 GeV 
input mt. 
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Figure 1.3: MLE and pull distribution from unique ep ensemble tests with 175 GeV 
input mt. 
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Figure 1.4: MLE and pull distribution from unique ep ensemble tests with 190 GeV 
input mt. 
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Figure 1.5: MLE and pull distribution from unique ep ensemble tests with 210 GeV 
input mt. 
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Figure 1.6: MLE and pull distribution from unique ee ensemble tests with 140 GeV 
input mt. 
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Figure 1.7: MLE and pull distribution from unique ee ensemble tests with 160 GeV 
input mt. 
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Figure 1.8: MLE and pull distribution from unique ee ensemble tests with 175 GeV 
input mt. 
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input mt. 
Appendix J 
A study of the bias in ensemble 
calibration 
In this section, we study the effects when the corllpositiorl of background processes 
is steadily increased in ensenlbles. The corllpositiorl of various background processes 
in every ensenlble is n~ultinon~ially varied m d  the nlem background corllpositiorl is 
kept constant. All results to follow are using di-electron ensenlbles with 5 everlts 
per ensenll~le. Before nlaxinlal optinlization of the di-electron selectiorl cuts, the 
background corltarnirlatiorl was N 4G%. These tests corltairl 20%. 40%. GO%, and 
80% of the rlornirlal background contanlinatior~. 
As the background corltarllirlatiorl is increased in ensenlbles as well as tenlplates, 
the calibration curve for the systenl deviates fronl that of the ideal curve having a 
unit slope and a null onset. Since the ternplate method by definition rllust yield 
an ideal calibration curve1, it is evident fronl these studies that using snlall nunlber 
statistics in background tenlplates is instrunlertal in producing larger point to point 
deviations. This results in a calibration curve which deviates fro111 the nominal fitted 
curve of unit slope and a null offset. 
1. Results using signal and 9.2G% background everlts n~ultinon~ially conlbined are 
'This is verified from t,lle t,oy sirnulat,ion st,udies, as well as signal only st>udies rnerlt,ioned in 
Cllapter 8. 
shown in Table J. 1 and Figure J. 1. 
Table J.1: Results from simulated ensembles with N 10% background contamina- 
tion. 
Figure J.l: Calibration curve for simulated ensembles with N 10% background 
contamination. 
MC ens. calib: (e,e) sig+ .: 10% bkg 
2. Results using signal and 18.52% background events multinomially combined are 
shown in Table 5.2 and Figure J.2. 
3. Results using signal and 27.78% background events multinomially combined are 
shown in Table 5.3 and Figure J.3. 
1 X2 / ndf 1.818 / 3 
Table J.2: Results from simulated ensembles with N 19% background contamina- 
tion. 
MC ens. calib: (e,e) sig+ 5 20% bkg 1 X2 1 ndf 1.47413 1 
Figure J.2: Calibration curve for simulated ensembles with N 19% background 
contamination. 
4. Results using signal and 37.04% background events multinomially combined are 
shown in Table 5.4 and Figure J.4. 
Table 5.3: Results from simulated ensembles with 28% background contamina- 
t ion. 
1 X2 1 ndf 3.529 I 3  1 
2 40  
,220 
2 
&2 0 0  
- 
E180 B 
z 1 6 0  
1 4 0  
1 2 0  
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MC input mass, (GeV) 
Figure J.3: Calibration curve for simulated ensembles with N 28% background 
contamination. 
Table J.4: Results from simulated ensembles with N 37% background contamina- 
tion. 
120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 
MC input mass, (GeV) 
Figure J.4: Calibration curve for simulated ensembles with N 37% background 
contamination. 
In the next two sets of tests, the number of background events have been kept 
fixed for each ensemble, and the effects of bias in the calibration are studied. It is 
observed that the nature of bias when the background composition is fluctuated is 
different from when the background composition is kept fixed. In the former, the 
slope of the calibration curve deviates about2 175 GeV, whereas it is different in 
the latter. 
5. Results from ensemble tests with signal and a fixed background combination of 
20% are shown in Table J.5 and Figure J.5, while the results from ensembles with a 
fixed background contamination of 40% are shown in Table J.6 and Figure J.6. 
Table J.5: Results from simulated ensembles with (fixed) 20% background contam- 
ination. 
Table J.6: Results from simulated ensembles with (fixed) 40% background contam- 
ination. 
'Within statistical fluctuations. 
120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 
MC input mass, (GeV) 
MC ens aa: (w) sig+ const. 2096 bkg 
Figure J.5: Calibration curve for simulated ensembles with fixed 20% background 
contamination. 
X2 / ndf 1.885 1 3 
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MC ens aa: (w) sig+ const. 4096 bkg 
Figure J.6: Calibration curve for simulated ensembles with fixed 40% background 
X2 1 ndf 1.492 1 3 
contamination. 
2 6 0  22.6 f 9.595 
Appendix K 
Kinematic informat ion of candidate 
events 
This section corltairls the 4-vectors of the objects fro111 the candidate everts. 
The 4-vectors of the jets are obtained after the 7 dependent scale corrections, and 
the parton level corrections have beer1 applied. The mpe,k values obtained fro111 
the event lunenlatics are depicted in the captions. The listed 4-vectors have beer1 
snleared using the relevant resolution parameters listed in Chapter 7, Tables 7.11, 
7.12 and 7.13 to extract the m,,,k value for each event. First the lunenlatics of the 
eight ep events are presented in the Tables K. I through K.8. The kirlernatics of the 
five candidate events selected in the ee channel are now listed in Tables K.9 through 
K.13. 
Table K.1: Four vectors of objects: event 1997007 in run 168393. The mpe,k value 































Table K.2: Four vectors of objects: event 8710859 in run 174901. The m,,k value 








Table K.3: Four vectors of objects: event 15259654 in run 177826. The m,,k value 
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Table K.4: Four vectors of objects: event 37315438 in run 178159. The mpeak value 







Table K.5: Four vectors of objects: event 8735139 in run 178733. The mpeak value 













Table K.6: Four vectors of objects: event 11709332 in run 179141. The mpeak value 



















Table K.7: Four vectors of objects: event 26386170 in run 179195. The mpeak value 
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Table K.8: Four vectors of objects: event 19617819 in run 179331. The mpeak value 







Table K.9: Four vectors of objects: event 121971122 in run 166779. The mpeak value 













Table K. 10: Four vectors of objects: event 13869716 in run 177681. The mpeak value 



















Table K.ll: Four vectors of objects: event 26229014 in run 178152. The mpeak value 
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Table K.12: Four vectors of objects: event 13511001 in run 178177. The m,,k value 







Table K.13: Four vectors of objects: event 14448436 in run 180326. The m,,k value 





























































Normalized weight distribution of 
candidate events 
The weight distributions of the five di-electron candidate events are illustrated in 
the Figures L.1 and L.2. 
Run, Event 178152, 26229014 Run, Event 180326, 14448436 
Figure L.1: Weight distributions of the candidate events in the di-electron channel. 
Run, Event 177681, 13869716 Run, Event 178177, 13511001 
run 166779run 121971122 
Figure L.2: Weight distributions of the remaining candidate events selected in the 
di-electron channel. 
The weight distributions of the eight ep candidate events are illustrated in the 
Figures L.3 and L.4. 
Run, Event 168393, 1997007 Run, Event 174901, 8710859 
Run, Event 177826, 15259654 Run, Event 178159, 37315438 
Figure L.3: Weight distributions of candidate events selected in the ep channel. 
Run, Event 179141, 11709332 Run, Event 178733, 8735139 
Run, Event 179195, 26386170 Run, Event 179331, 19617819 
Figure L.4: Weight distributions of remaining candidate events selected in the 
channel. 
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